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The ecological dependence of the forest dwelling tribes in

terms of their exploitation of such forest terrains for water, minor

forest produce, traditional herbs, grazing grounds and provision of

habitat for domesticated animals and other wild life in contiguity

has been a well documented fact. Such chronic socio-economic

dependence of forest-dweller tribes has not only ensured their

food security and sustainable livelihoods on the one hand, but also

have enabled development of traditional cultural practices of

utilizing natural resources from the standpoint of environmental

preservation in the long-run. While this fact had been widely

acknowledged and institutionalized in terms of the customary

rights over such common land and forest resources in contiguity;

such rightswere neither recognized nor accorded legal sanction by

the State both in the colonial period aswell as in independent India

as well. Thus tribes in those regions remained in the periphery;

always in fear of the prospect of modern civil society onslaught

over their existential status. These groups were subjected to

various episodes of harassment, extortion for pecuniary gains,

physical and sexual exploitation and threats of evictions etc. by

different authorities inflicting irreparable injustice to the forest

dwellers at large. The enactment of the ‘Forest RightsAct 2006’ is

a policy endeavor towards amelioration of historical injustice

inflicted upon the indigenous tribes via the promulgation and

enforcement of Acts viz. WLPA, 1972 and FCA, 1980 that had

identified environmental protection and recognition of the rights

of tribal communities as mutually irreconcilable. FRA, 2006

provides for systematic vesting of individual and community

rights. Unfortunately though, the existence of certain other
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rules/regulations in force in certain states has undermined

endeavors in the above regard.

The present study report titled “Status of Implementation

of the Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers-

Recognition of Forest RightsAct (FRA), 2006,Amendment Rule,

2012 in the States of Odisha" discusses the performance, reasons

of poor implementation of FRA, and also theway ahead.The study

methodology included qualitative methods that focused on the

recent district-level proceedings of DLCs, SDLCs, and FRCs

along with those of the Tribal Advisory Council for the period

(2011 to 2018) and quantitative methods that included use of

relevant statistical data compiled from both primary and

secondary sources viz. progress reports accessed from the

Ministry of Tribal Affairs, Govt. of India & the ST and SC

DevelopmentDepartment, Govt. ofOdisha apart from appropriate

statistical evidence obtained from district-level nodal agencies.

These evidences were assessed for ascertaining progress on the

implementation of FRA(2006) in the state.Methodology in regard

to compilation of field-level feedback from key stakeholders was

procured using different schedules via field visits by NGOs. A

sample size of 160 households (with 40 households in each of the

two blocks selected per district) from the two districts of

Sundergarh and Kandhamal were selected for the empirical study

using pre-tested household schedules that provided for

compilation of both qualitative (like, use of the forest land prior to

the claim and after the entitlement) as well as quantitative (like,

area/extent of forest land recognized) information.

The study observed that while the progress of recognition

and vesting of rights with the forest dwellers as per FRAhas been

relatively better in Odisha as compared to other States; but has
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been far meager in absolute sense when compared to potential

coverage of households that remain still excluded despite eight

years into implementation of theAct. For an illustration, as of July

2016; more than 2.01 lakh households out of the projected 7.35

lakh potential households (i.e. about 27.3 percent) are yet to be

covered under FRA, 2006 despite their eligibility and evidence in

regard to their ancestral legacy linkages in regard for such

entitlements.

Factors for such continued exclusion of such households

from the purview of the FRA, 2006 as observed under study

include reservations on part of local forest department to ignore /

reject individual claims that have not been forwarded by the Gram

Sabha, delay in progress of conversion of forest / un-surveyed

villages into revenue villages due to lack of data and un-

willingness of sub-ordinate authorities to provide a list on such

villages; villages are yet to be identified by the DFOs etc.

Individual claims on entitlement were also found to be rejected on

the grounds including ‘claims on non-forest land’; ‘inability of

OTFD applicants to prove 75 years occupation; ‘lack of evidence

as prescribed under section 13 of FR Rules 2008’, ‘multiple

claimants’ and ‘non forest kisam land’; encroachment of forest

land (post after 13-12-2005), claims from minors or multiple

claimants, and lack of sufficient evidence; whereas community

claims have been rejected or remanded for reconsideration on

grounds like inadequate resolution, lack of required signatures in

the joint verification report, lack of boundary demarcation etc.

Also the study observed that civil society organizations

have emphasized the cause of community forest rights (CFRs)

over individual forest rights (IFRs) with the intent that grant of

CFRs would grant the entire village can access the forest resources
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notwithstanding the fact that people were more interested in the

recognition of IFRs. Convergence of FRAwith different on-going

programs has the potential to usher sustainable livelihood and

food security in the lands of FRA title holders; not been

adequately explored. Such convergence of programmes has been

mostly limited to IAYandMGNREGSonly.

A. B. Ota

Saroj Arora
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KPVTQFWEVKQP

303 Dcemitqwpf vq vjg Hqtguv Tkijvu Cev

The relationship between forest dwelling scheduled tribes and
other traditional forest dwellers is historically characterized by co-
existence and is considered integral to the very survival and
sustainability of the forest ecosystems. Forests provide sustenance
in minor forest produce, water, grazing grounds, medicines and
habitat for shifting cultivation, etc. They have been widely
depending upon the forestland and forest resources to derive their
livelihoods, food security and socio-cultural traditions for
generations. It is known that there exists a spatial relationship
between the forest dwelling tribes and the biological resources in
India. This symbiotic relationship has been acknowledged and
crystallized as customary rights over land and forest resources.
However, these rightswere neither recognized nor recorded by the
State in the consolidation of State forests during the colonial

period as well as in independent India . As a result, they were
subject to deprivation and susceptible to harassment, threat of
evictions, extortion of money by different authorities, etc causing
injustice to the forest dwellers. These processes of exclusion have
severely affected their immediate resource base leading to tenurial
and livelihood insecurity in their ancestral land.

History haswitnessed the gradual process of exclusion and
marginalization of the forest dependent and dwelling population
in India. The colonial State considered forest as state property and
a source of revenue, therefore, massively exploited for
commercial purpose without any legislative framework to make
forest available for meeting local livelihood needs of the forest
dwellers. The forest estate named Imperial Forest Service was
established by the British in 1864 for managing the strategic
concern of the exploitation of timber, as a critical juncture of

1

1

1
The Scheduled Tribes And Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of
Forest Rights) Act, 2006, "http://www.tribal.nic.in/ writereaddata/ mainlink
File/File1033.pdf"



exclusion and separation of local people's customary forest use
from valued forests through policy enforcement amounted to

gradual 'ethnic cleansing' in many cases . The customary use of
forest by the villager was only treated as 'privilege' and not 'right'.
The absolute control and ownership right vests with the state…
(Guha 1984). Community lands and forests were reserved as State
forests to extract revenue. The priorities of the new system of
forest management and control, imposed by the colonial state,
conflicted sharply with customary and traditional rights, local
systems of forest use and control, community conservation and
governance systems. In this process, the rights of the village

communities on forests were progressively eroded . It marked the
beginning of a forest governance system that was alien, induced,
andmost importantly excluded the forest-dependent communities
in the name of scientific forestry, public interest, national
development, conservation, and industrial growth.

Independent India also, inherited the colonial worldview,
established a mode of forest governance that imposed restrictions
on local forest dwellers through a definition of forest as national
property, which tried to acquire control of forests for commerce
and “national development” at the cost of local forest-based
livelihoods. It has also belaboured the non-existent

incompatibility between conservation and livelihoods . The
classification of forests in the name of forest reservation and
conservation has tactically imposed restriction on the customary
use rights and free access of resources (land, forest produce,
pasture, other traditional and cultural use, etc.) by the local forest

dependent communities .

2

3

4

5

2

3

Redressing 'historical injustice' through the Indian Forest Rights Act 2006, A
Historical Institutional analysis of contemporary forest rights reform* IPPG
DiscussionPaper Series no 27, atwww.ippg.org.uk, p.10

Gadgil M and Guha R, This fissured land: an ecological history of India,
OxfordUniversity Press
4

5

SanjoyPatnaik (2007) PESA, the Forest RightsAct, andTribalRights in India,
Proceedings: International Conference on Poverty Reduction and Forests,
Bangkok,September, 2007.

Sricharan Behera (2010) History of Forest Governance, Land Tenure System
andRights DeprivationScenario in Odisha (Unpublished article),Vasundhara,.
p.1-2
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The National Forest Policy of 1988 has adopted JFM as
extension of forest administration, the impact of which
adverselyimpacted on communities and their traditional systems

and ended up creating more conflicts and rights deprivation .

The process of marginalization of forest dwellers and their
reduced access to forest resources by the State constructed legal
instruments led to serious discontent and frustration. As a result,
the growing agitations and unrest in forest areas emerged strongly
in different parts of India against the continued exclusionary
processes adopted by the state. It pushed the resource dependent
poor into a state of serious marginalization. The movement against
such alienation of customary rights in tribal regions became
prominent after 1980s.

In response to the massive discontent, the Ministry of
Rural Development, Government of India constituted Bhuria
Committee to recommend the salient features of a law for
extending provisions of Part IXA of the Constitution of India
('Panchayats') to Scheduled Areas (which are primarily tribal
areas identified for special protection in the Fifth Schedule of the

Constitution) . The Committee had argued for the legal
recognition of the Palli Sabha (or the village council) as the
primary centre of tribal governance. It recommended that the
long-standing demand of tribal control over productive land and
forests should be conceded to and administrative interference in
their affairs should be minimised. Based on the report, the
Parliament enacted the provisions of the Panchayats (Extension to
the Scheduled Areas) Act, 1996, which recognized the rights of
tribals to self-governance. It empowered their Palli Sabhas to
manage their community resources - land, forest & water – in

6

7

3

6

7

Sarin, M. 2001a. Disempowerment in the name of 'participatory' forestry -
Village forests joint management in Uttarakhand India.

, No. 44. Uruguay: World Rainforest Movement, and 2001b.

.Bogor: CIFOR.
'Report of MPs and Experts – To Make Recommendations on the Salient

Features of the Law for Extending Provisions of the Constitution (73rd)
Amendment Act, 1992 to Scheduled Areas', available at "http://www.odi.
org.uk/livelihoodoptions/forum/sched-areas/about/ bhuria_report.htm"

Forests, Trees and
People, Newsletter
De-democratisation in the name of devolution? Findings from three states in
India



accordance with their customs and traditions, but the actual

implementation of the PESAhas been far from satisfactory .

The Commissioner for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled
Tribes in his 29th report (1987–89) recommended a framework for
resolving disputes related to forest land between tribal people and
the state. Based on the recommendations, the MoEF issued a set of

six circulars on 18 September 1990, asking the State government
to resolve disputes related to forest lands arising out of incomplete
or poor forest settlements, conversion of forest villages into
revenue villages. It addresses other issues related to forest tenure.
However, these circulars remained unimplemented leading to
further unrest, alienation and deprivation in tribal heartlands
(Kumar et. al, 2005, Sarin, 2005).

The issues of rights deprivation also became more acute
with the change in the focus of development and economic
liberalization that underwent a paradigm shift in the 1990s
focusing on resource exploitation and extractive industries which
resulted in increased displacement and loss of livelihoods in tribal
and forest areas.

The forest rights issue reached a flashpoint in 2002 when
the MoEF issued an order to the State governments to evict all
“encroachers” on forest land in a time bound manner by
misinterpreting the order of Supreme Court under Writ petition

202 of 1995 filed by TNGodavarman vs. Union of India . In
response to the most crucial Intervention Application 703 filed by
Advocate Harish Salve,Amicus Curiae, the Supreme Court passed
an interim order restraining “the Central government from
regularising any encroachment without permission of the Court”.
No order was passed regarding eviction of the “encroachers.”

8

th

9

4

8

9

Lovleen Bhullar, 'The Indian Forest RightsAct 2006:ACriticalAppraisal', 4/1
(2008), available at

"http://www.lead-journal.org/content/08020.pdf", p.22.

The PILpetition filed by TN Godavarman, an estate owner in Tamil Nadu, was
not concerned with tribal rights on forestland but expressing distress by the
illicit felling of timber from forest nurtured by his family for generations, the
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However, the MoEF by misinterpreting the order, its Inspector

General of Forests issued an instruction on dated 3 May 2002 “to
evict the ineligible encroachers and all posts-1980 encroachers
from forestland in a time bound manner” creating an impression
that eviction was ordered by the Supreme Court. The eviction
drive created immense hardship for tribal communities across the

country. As per the statement of MoEF in Parliament on 16
August 2004 the “encroachers” are evicted from 1.5 lakh hectares
of forestland, without mention of the number of families evicted.
According to NCSD and other groups working among forest
dwellers, about 300,000 families were evicted between 2002-06
by the Forest Dept to create new Protected Areas and to clear
'forest encroachments' to make way for plantations and wildlife
areas.Since 1947,millions of people in the countrywere displaced
due to creation of Protected Areas and development projects like
large dams, mines, industries, roads and army cantonments.
Planning Commission estimates suggest that 21.3 million people
were displaced by development projects between 1951 and 1990

alone . Millions were driven into destitution and starvation
subjected to harassment, evictions, etc, on the pretext of being
encroachers in their own ancestral home lands. In Madhya
Pradesh alone, more than 125 villages have been burned to the

ground .

This has created amilestone in the history of Forest Rights
Campaign, in which peoples movements and organisations began
to organised themselves to resists the evictions across the country.
The gross violation of the democratic rights of adivasis and other
communities by the forest department continued to be a matter of
grave concern. A country-wide campaign launched against the
MOEF order on eviction by mass tribal and civil society
organizations demanded a comprehensive legislation to deal with
the issues of unrecognised forest rights. Campaign for Survival
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and Dignity among others took a lead role in organizing and
bringing large number of groups and people's organisations from

State to national level together . The mass struggle and
campaigns launched at national, state and regional level involving
political leaders and parties, civil society networks, campaign
groups, tribal rights activists, against the eviction and for making
permanent legal solutions to these historicalwrongs.

Compelled by these protests, MoEF issued a clarification
in October 2002 that its 1990 circulars remained valid and that not
all forest-dwellers were encroachers. Indeed, the Ministry
admitted in an affidavit filed in the Supreme Court in July 2004
that, during the consolidation of state forests, “the rural people,
especially tribals who have been living in the forests since time
immemorial, were deprived of their traditional rights and
livelihood and consequently, these tribals have become
encroachers in the eyes of law”. The affidavit continued that such
rights needed to be recognized “to remedy a serious historical
injustice” and that “(this) will also significantly lead to better
forest conservation”.

The Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest
Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act 2006 emerged as a
legislative means for remedying a historical wrong through forest
tenure reform, is the product and sacrifice of millions of people
and their prolonged struggle by grassroots movements. It was a
result of the polity responding to protracted struggles by tribal
communities and movements to assert rights over the forestlands
they were traditionally dependent on. TheAct specifically aims at
– (1) Recognizing and vesting forest rights and occupancy rights
to those forest dwellers who have been living in such forests for
generations but their rights were not recorded (2) Providing a
framework for recording the forest rights (3) Including the
responsibilities and authority for sustainable use, conservation of
biodiversity and maintenance of ecological balance – thereby
strengthening the conservation regime of forests and (4) Ensuring
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livelihood and food security of the Scheduled Tribes and other
forest dwellers.

It also recognizes rights to protect, regenerate or conserve
or manage any community forest resource which they have been
traditionally protecting and conserving for sustainable use and
empowers right holders and their Palli Sabhas to protect forest,
wildlife and biodiversity.

India has a long history of forest and conservation legislations.
Understandably these were tools in the hands of pre-colonial
rulers and the colonial machinery, which had enacted these laws.
They ensured that forests andwildlife including rich assets always
belonged to the rulers and not to the communities that always lived
with them. It ensured that there were constant and bitter battles
fought between the local forest dwelling communities and the

ruling classes .The battles continued after independence as these
communities, who fought for their rights over forests, were looked
upon as encroachers in their ancestral (forests) lands and their
access to forest resources was inadvertently treated as illegal
inviting offence and penalty. 'This was not just a negation of forest
dwellers and their inalienable rights, but a constitutional insult on

peoplewhohad rights over forests .

To understand the historical injustice made to the Indian
forest dwellers, it is essential to review the historicity of the
enactment of different legislations, policies and regulations at
different periods for the management and control of forests land
and forest resources. Understanding, the process of codification of
forests as legal land use category and classification of the

304 Wpfgtuvcpfkpi vjg Jkuvqtkecn Kplwuvkeg cpf vjg Kpfkcp
Hqtguv
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typologies of forest users both by the British and Independent
State, and their attitude towards forests and forest inhabitants
would clearly locate the processes of marginalisation and

deprivation of forest rightsmade by theState .

The term 'forest', apart from signifying a type of land use,
also has a legal meaning in various laws. This legal “forest” is a
socially-constructed forest, framed by laws, policies, procedures
and organisations, and implies specific rights regimes which are a

product of historical processes . The legal construction of forest
influences the physical realities of forested landscapes and the
relationships between people and forests. It deeply affects the
livelihoods and wellbeing of people who live in and around the
forests. While it categorizes certain elements of the landscapes as
forests, itcreate varied regulations and enforcement mechanisms
to define what is permissible andwhat is prohibited. This nexus of
laws, policies and procedures have deeply and differentially

impacted on the lives andwellbeing of large numbers of people .

In India a large number of poor live in forest landscapes,
with critical dependency over forests and forest resources, have
been dispossessed and expropriated from those resources through
various institutional circumstances as a major contributory factor

in their poverty . Their poverty reflects a history of
institutionalised disenfranchisement; having their customary
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forest land expropriate, and use rights negated by the colonial state
and subsequently by the independent Indian government.

Broadly, there have been four major processes of
exclusion of the customarily enjoyed rights and entitlements of the
scheduled tribes and other marginal forest dwellers through (1)
The consolidation of State forests (2) Revenue survey and
settlement (3) State development projects and (4) Conservation
governance. The effect of these historical processes have
generated the problems: (1) Resource degradation (2) Reduced
access or exclusion of rights over the resources of the dependent
communities, (3) Tenure insecurity over the resources leading to
livelihood and food insecurity and (4) Undermined the
conservation values and traditional institutions of the local

communities in management and protection of forests . Through
such processes caused huge loss to the environment and the
livelihood of the scheduled tribes and other traditional forest
dwellers with massive alienation from their customarily
cultivated lands and access to forest resources.

The aim of the colonial regime was to take direct control
over and management of the resources (especially land and
forests) and resource rich territories, which were customarily
inhabited and critically dependent on by indigenous local
communities, for revenue generation. It sought to appropriate the
ownership of those resources by introducing an exclusive
management regime, by entirely negating the age-old customary

forest conservation and management practices of the
local communities.

Various forest acts were created by British for creation of
forest estate. The IFA 1865 empowered the colonial govt to
constitute by notification government forests out of any
wastelands or any other land covered with trees. The IFA 1878
included provisions for settlement and admitting of the rights and
privileges of people, and provided for three major forest tenures
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i.e. Reserved Forests, Protected Forests and Village Forests,
which was accepted in all British ruled areas. The Madras
Presidency, which disagreed with the draconian powers, had
developed its own law, theMadras ForestAct, 1882. In 1927 a new
IFAwas enactedwhich remains in force till date.

Both IFA1927 and theMFA1882 provided the legal basis
for reservation of forests and 'settlement' (i.e. commuting or
extinguishing) and notification of forest rights. In many cases
these settlement processes take more than a decade and 'settling'
rights has been treated as a once and for all process (unlike revenue
settlements). In this way, though some (diluted) rights were
conceded, many more were extinguished. Even these due
processes were often circumvented by impatient settlement
officers (see Kumar et al. 2009 for examples from Odisha where
whole villages were left out of settlement process and therefore
lost any rights whatsoever). Inevitably 'historical injustices' were
created through forest acquisition by the state, both where the due
processwasneglected, andwhere itwas followed.

The history of forest reservation involved, predictably,
intense conflict and repeated agitations and uprisings (Arnold and
Guha 1997, Grove et al. 1998, Sivaramakrishnan 1999, Pathak

2002). The areas of 76.52 million hectares of land (23.28 %) of
India have been categorised as “legal forest” under various forest
laws, which has been highly contested and problematic, led to
rebellions and resistance. Reservation of forests and the restriction
imposed on use of forests were important issues in the freedom
struggle in the forested areas.

The tribal situation after Independence in many cases
worsened due processes for settlement of rights as per IFA 1927
were often conveniently forgotten or circumvented. The post-
colonial Government of West Bengal, for instance, took over
feudal private forests (in which local people enjoyed use rights)
without following the due legal process and so extinguished those
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rights . InMadhya Pradesh andOdisha, large areas of the lands of
zamindars and princely states were declared 'deemed forests' (i.e.
rights settlement anticipated). The required legal process of
settlement of rights has have not been widely taken therefore, no
rights were accorded. Even community forests legally recognised
by the colonial administration in Bastar were declared state
protected forestswithout following due legal processes.

The processes of settlement and reservation of forests is
lengthy and complex.Although currently 23.57% of the country's

area (about 76.96 mha) consists of 'recorded forest area' it is a
myth that all of this land is either legally notified as forest or is
under control of Forest Dept. of the 'recorded forest area', 51.6% is
Reserve Forest where no local people's rights exist (much of this
forest not formally legally notified after the rights settlement
process); 30.8% is Protected Forest (where some rights
conceded), and the remaining 17.6%consists of 'unclassed forest'
which is not legally notified but is simply put in govt record using
theword forest (including about 10million hectares of community
shifting cultivation lands in the north-east).As per the estimate of

FSI , of the total 67.71million hectares of 'forest cover' (i.e. lands
with standing trees) about 48 mha is considered 'good forest' (i.e.
more than 40% canopy cover). The 'recorded forest (land) area' is
not the same nor coincident with 'forest cover' because large areas
of the legal 'forest estate' are not forested. This is due to an
indeterminate combination of forest degradation and the
appropriation and mis-categorisation of non-forest lands,
including grazing meadows and mountainous land above the tree

line in theHimalaya ,
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TheWild Li ProtectionAct 1972 enacted for the creation
of protected areas (PAs), (i) without consulting the inhabitants and
user communities, (ii) ignoring the rights and the knowledge and
conservation practices of the local communities, (iii) without a
comprehensive settlement process that could recognize and vest
customary rights and create a fair process of changing themwhere
required, and (iv) with forcible or artificially induced
displacement inmany cases.This further created awedgebetween
communities and the FD as a result the local communities inmany
places turned enemy of wildlife. The Act giving primacy to
conservation of Wildlife and justify curtailing legitimate daily
survival activities of forest dependent people from wildlife
habitats, evicting them forcibly without proper resettlement, and
centralizing management of these habitats in the hands of
indifferent bureaucracy. The blanket ban on all human activities
except tourism is leading to considerable suffering of local people
deprived of access to the forests. This led to the alienation of
thousands of local communities who live within and outside PAs
and dependmainly on forest resources for sustenance and
survival.

The FCA, 1980 had expanded the categories of land
defined as “legal forests” and made it more difficult to reclassify
legal forests. It seeks to prohibit the diversion of forest land for
non- forest purposes without the permission of Central
Govt.Compounding the problems related to non-settlement of
rights, had the effect of freezing the status of many forest-related
rights deprivations. Any land is classified as forest of any sort,
cannot be used for cultivation or any other purpose without
MoEF's permission and ownership rights can't be given without

permission of the Supreme Court . It has caused immense
deprivation and suffering to millions of forest people all over the
country. The forest and un-surveyed villages and old habitations
not settled during forest settlement were routinely denied basic
amenities and minimum access to service delivery system.At the
same time diversion of huge areas of forestlands and protected

fe
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areas for mining, quarrying, and building large dams , etc are also
multiplying the extent of deprivation and sense of insecurity
among the local forest inhabitants. The threat of eviction had
loomed large over the forest people of this country ever since the
promulgation of theWLPA, 1972 and FCA, 1980. Thus, historical
injustice was perpetuated with the enforcement these two laws,
which identified environmental protection and recognition of the
rights of tribal communities asmutually irreconcilable.

Interpreting this act, the Supreme Court of India passed
several interim orders to clear encroachment of forest lands. The
latest of these orders (November 2001) was the most draconian,
issued by the MoEF, which instructs the state governments and
Union Territories to summarily evict all encroachers from forest
land. As the Court and MoEF defined all land under the forest
department as 'forest land', irrespective of the actual use of those
lands, the order was used to evict even traditional settlements in
forest areas including forest/Taungya villages. However, large
scale industrialization and appropriation of forest land to
industries and mining went unchecked displacingpeople from
their homelands. The pace of diversion was stepped up since the
1990s. The FD has mostly been bulldozed into accepting such
diversion. At no stage in the decision-making process regarding
diversion, have communities living there been consulted.

The National Forest Policy 1988, introduced JFM and
Eco-development, and individual innovations by many forest
officials have attempted to change the above trends. However, it
could not alter the fundamental problems of top-down
governance, of alienation and dispossession of forest-dwelling
communities, and of meeting the growing needs of such
communities while ensuring sustainability and conservation.
Rather, this was used as an instrument of deprivation of traditional
rights through plantations over the lands traditionally cultivated
by individuals and village community for long-time, promoting
VSS. So there was need for legislation to create conditions for
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such a change, moving away from the historical injustice outlined
above, and responding to current conditions.

The above historical processes throughwhich the rights of
forest dwellers and forest adjacent populations, both tribal and
non-tribal alike, to control, manage and use ancestral/ customary
forest lands have been systematically and widely negated. The
range of forest rights deprivation scenarios on the ground is very
diverse and location specific, each with very complex
circumstances, depending on the prior situations, the historical
processes through which the state has extended its establishment.
To sum up, following are the rights deprivation scenarios in

India .

Rights settlement processes as per
law have hardly taken place. The actual implementation
was extremely poor. Lack of literacy and awareness of the
tribal population, as no special efforts were made to inform
them properly, which meant that many of them couldnot
claim their rights.

Improper or incomplete forest settlement
process without people being notified have affected the
rights of the forest dwellers. Large number of small
habitations and villages were not surveyed so rights have
not been recognised. Vast tracts of land as 'deemed' forests
where the due legal process of settlement of rights was not
subsequently followed and so, with no exercise to record
the rights.All rights are extinguished by default.

State acquisition of private forest

estates extinguished the rights of the pre-existing local
users, which people were enjoying from the previous
owners (WestBengal example).

27

Rights deprived during the regular forest reservation/

settlement processes:

Improper or incomplete forest settlement/reservation

processes:

Estate acquisition:
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Non-recognition of rights on land used for shifting

cultivation:

Encroachment':

Forest villages':

Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups:

Shifting cultivation falls between the
'legitimate' land uses of forestry and sedentary agriculture
but has not been accepted as a legitimate land use in
settlements. For instance, in Odisha the estimated land for
shifting cultivation on hill-slopes variously ranges from
5298 sq. kms. to 37,000 sq.kms., havenot been settled with
tribal communities, which were categorized as State land,

either Forests or revenue land . Most of the PTGs in India
have been critically and solely surviving upon shifting
cultivation. In the North East this has been a common land
use practice. However, such practice has been treated as
undesirable. It was banned and criminalised under existing
laws.

(i) Lands which were declared state

forests without right settlement, (ii) Displaced from
ancestral land due to 'development' projects without
rehabilitation, compelled to occupy new forest land, (iii)
Occupied state forestlands due to scarcity of land or
landlessness or moved to new places due to epidemic or
socio-cultural belief.

Large number of pre-existing recorded

and unrecorded forest and un-surveyed villages,
habitations existing in forested landscape, the rights of
which are not recorded. Even the villages established by
Forest Dept for labour in forestry operations have been
deprived of their basic rights and legitimate recognition of
the rights over their critically dependent forest lands and
resources.

The PTGs mostly

from 'hunter-gatherers', shifting cultivators and other non-
sedentary groups used shifting cultivation that has been part
of the evolutionary process of humanbeings.
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Sacred groves:

National parks/sanctuaries:

Revenue & Forest boundary disputes:

Joint Forest Management:

Self-initiated forest protection (CFM):

The widespread traditional practice of

conserving local forests as sacred areas has no special
provisions unlike other forests and often treated neglecting
the community conservation potential through normal
forestry operations.

Rights of the inhabitant

extinguished in protected areas without due legal process.
Those who have inadvertently become residents of parks
can also suffer fromall sorts of service provision and access
deprivations.As per information submitted to the Supreme
Court, 60% of India's national parks and 62% of wildlife
sanctuaries have not completed their process of rights
settlement, subjecting hundreds of thousands of people to
an extremely restrictive regime without acknowledging
their rights.

The revenue and

forest departments' maintain separate land records for the
areas under their respective jurisdictions. However, these
records are full of anomalies inwhich both theDepartments
often have the same land in their respective records. The
"forest area" in the country, in the records of the Revenue
Department, is 7.66million hectares less than that recorded
as such by state Forest Departments. These 7.66 million
hectares (an area twice the size of Kerala) are disputed
between the two departments. The government has no idea
whether these areas actually have any forests growth or not.
Revenue departments have distributed leases/'pattas' on
these lands, which the forest department terms illegal, after
the enactment of theFCA1980.

There are now more than

100,000 ad hoc JFM committees formed based solely on
administrative provisionswith no legal basis. In some cases
common forests and cultivated lands with unclear tenure
have been brought under JFM by the Forest Department
leading to evictions of cultivators and provoking conflict
between villagers.

Local CFMgroups

have sought to protect forests on which they depend, which
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has often led to conflict with forestdepartments due to the
protecting communities lacking legal rights over their
forests.

Millions of

forest dwelling and predominantly tribal households have
been displaced from forest lands. They have received no
proper compensation or rehabilitation simply because they
lacked recognised tenure rights (Sarin 2005).

The plantations on

government land cultivated by tribal is a prime reason for
exclusion. For example, in Odisha during 2000-05 alone
the plantation over 54,835 hectares area was carried out by
Forest Department in Keonjhar, Koraput, Rayagada,
Malkangiri and Nabarangpur district, which were actually
cultivated by the people.

In this context the FRA has particular significance for the
forested, tribal inhabited and mineral rich but most
impoverished belt of India. About 23 per cent of the
country's geographical area has been designated as forest,
upon which about 275 million people depend for their
livelihoods. About 100 million people live on land
classified as forests. Forty percent of India's poor live in
about 1.73 lakh forest-fringe villages. Poverty in forest
areas is mainly because of insecurity of tenure and
deprivation of access rights to forest resources – both
pointing to the need for forest tenure and governance
reforms.

The Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers
(Recognition of ForestRights)Act, 2006, has been enacted:

(i) To vest forest rights and occupation in forestland in STs and
OTFDs residing in forestland for generations. Their rights
could not be recorded and provided a framework for
recording the forest rights so vested on forestland.

Displacement/'diversion' of forest lands:

Loss of land through plantations:

305 Vjg Hqtguv Tkijvu Cev ( kvu Mg{ Rtqxkukqpu
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(ii) To strengthen conservation regime of the forests by
ensuring livelihood and food security of the forest dwelling
STs and OTFDs including the responsibilities and
authority for sustainable use, conservation of biodiversity
andmaintenance of ecological balance.

(iii) To address the historical injustice done to the forest
dwelling STs & OTFDs on their ancestral lands and their
habitat, which were not adequately recognized during
consolidation of State forests in colonial as well as in
independent India.

(iv) To address the long standing tenurial insecurity and access
rights STs and OTFDs including those who were forced to
relocate their dwelling due to State development
interventions.

Broadly, the law

– To land they have been occupying for
cultivation or habitation prior to December 13, 2005
(section 4(3)). Those who have pattas, leases or grants
issued by the revenue or other government department but
which is not recognized by the forest department due to the
land also being recorded as forest land, or where land is the
subject of a dispute between the occupant and the forest
department. The later can claim titles to those lands
(section 3(1) (f) and (g)). The land cannot be sold or
transferred to anyone except by inheritance (section 4(4)).

- The law also recognizes a
range of community forest rights including the following:
Right of ownership, access to collect, use and dispose of
minor forest produce which includes all non-timber forest
produce of plant origin including kendu patta and bamboo
that has been traditionally collected (see section 3(1) (c)).
Grazing grounds andwater bodies (section 3(1) (d))
Traditional areas of use by nomadic or pastoralist
communities "i.e. communities that movewith their herds,
as opposed to practicing settled agriculture".

recognizes types of rights:vjg hqnnqykpi

30 Ncpf tkijvu

40 Eqoowpkv{ Hqtguv tkijvu
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50 Tkijv vq rtqvgev cpf Eqpugtxg

60 Fgxgnqrogpvcn tkijvu qh vjg Itco Ucdjc<

- This law provides
communities the right to protect, conserve and manage the
forest, wildlife and biodiversity. Section 3(1)(i) provides
the right to protect, conserve andmanage community forest
resources, while section 5 empowers right holders and their
Palli Sabhas to protect wildlife, forests, etc. This is a crucial
provision to support and strengthen thousands of village
communities who are protecting their forests and wildlife
in a state likeOdisha.

The Act has
envisaged the most critical need of a village for developing
minimum service delivery infrastructure. In a suppressive
legal and state apathetic environment, fighting and
assertion of rights and entitlement for a less literate
innocent tribals and dalits communities to get access to
service delivery system, despite having legal back up,
would be a hard some affairs. In this context, the provision
for developmental rights under FRAis very crucial.

The provisions for diversion of forest land for
developmental facilitiesmanaged by the governmentmade for the
following 13 types of development facilities in a village:

a) schools;
b) dispensary or hospital;
c) Anganwadis;
d) fair price shops;
e) electric and telecommunication lines;
f) tanks and otherminorwater bodies;
g) drinkingwater supply andwater pipelines;
h) water or rain water harvesting structures; minor irrigation

canals;
i) non-conventional source of energy;
j) skill up-gradation or vocational training centres;
k) roads; and
l) community centres
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Pcvwtg qhHqtguvTkijvu<

306 Hqtguv Tkijvu Fgrtkxcvkqpu kp Qfkujc ( Korqtvcpeg qh
HTC
Vjg tkijvu fgrtkxcvkqp uegpctkq kp Qfkujc ku pqv
fkhhgtgpv vq qvjgt Uvcvgu0 Kp cffkvkqp. kv)u tcvjgt oqtg

kpvgpug cpf oqtg etkvkecn ykvj vjgkt xctkcvkqpu kp
v{rqnqikgu0

1. Aright conferred u/s 3(1) shall be:

heritable but not alienable or transferable

Registered jointly in the name of both the spouses in case of

married persons and in the name of the single head in the
case of household headed by a single person

In the absence of a direct heir, the heritable right shall pass

on to the next of kin.

2. Save as otherwise provided, nomember of a forest dwelling
ST or OTFD shall be evicted or removed from forest land
under occupation till the recognition and verification
procedure is complete.

Odisha is located on the eastern coast of India and covers a total
area of 15570700 ha. The state is well endowed with natural −
mineral, marine, agricultural and forest − resources, but has a high
level of poverty at 55 per cent of the population, comparedwith the
national average of 21.9 per cent (NCAER, 1999).

The scheduled tribes (ST) and scheduled castes (SC)
constitute respectively 22.85 and 16.53 per cent of the total
population. 62 communities have been designated as Scheduled
Tribes of which 13 have been recognized as particularly
vulnerable tribal groups. Nearly half the State's area (44.70 %) is
under ScheduleVof the Indian constitutionwith a total population
of 9,870,884 (2011 census), out of which 68% is tribal and 20% is
ScheduledCaste.
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According to Unstarred Question No 466 of Rajya Sabha,

63.5%of the ScheduledTribes in ruralOdishawere belowpoverty

line as compared to 55 % and 33 % respectively for Scheduled

Castes and General Castes. Almost 8111.55 sq. km. (5%) of

Odisha geographical area has been declared as protected areas

(Sanctuaries and National Parks). The majority of these protected

areas are located in the Scheduled V areas, where there is a large

concentration of tribal population.

The land and forest tenure history of Odisha is very

complex, inherited from its diverse political and administrative

history inherent from three British provinces namely Central

Provinces (Parts of western Odisha), Madras Presidency (South

Odisha), and Bengal Province (coastal Odisha) with

amalgamation of 24 princely statesmergedwithOdisha in 1948&

1949. In Odisha the parts of Central provinces were governed by

the IFA, 1927,whereas parts ofMadras Presidencywere governed

by MFA, 1882. Almost all of the princely states had their own

forest acts or Rules based on IFA, 1927 orMFA, 1882. TheOdisha

ForestAct, 1972 was passed overriding both theActs and became

applicable all acrossOdisha.

An objective and empirical research on historical

processes of forest governance reflects the intricacies relating to

forest tenure issues in Odisha. The IFA 1927 has remained as

central legislation is still operational andhas legitimated the

deprivation of customary rights of the local communities.

Through this Act, any forest land or wasteland is the property of

the State and the Government assert proprietary rights over them

by issuing a notification as reserved forest. This Act enabled the

Government to declare more and more land as reserve forests,

without ascertaining the rights of the tribals and other forest

dwellers.
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29
Odisha had 24 Princely states & several Zamindaries as intermediary tenures

prior to Independence, which were abolished in 1952 through EstateAbolition
Act, 1952. Most of these relatively autonomous states had varied forest laws
and rules based on IFA, 1927 & Madras Forest Act, 1882,

, 2005, page, 46, ,
Govt. ofOdisha, 1959.

A Socio-Economic
and legal study of ST land in Odisha Forest Enquiry Report
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Sadharana

Khesra Patita Abad

Report on Land Tenures and the Revenue System of the
Odisha and Chhatisgarh States,

jungle includes that forestwhich by law is not declared as reserved
forest of the state. Precisely the territory of sadharana jungle was far more as it
includes all land other than land settled against individuals, habitation, orchid,
tank, road, burial ground, land earmarked for future settlement or reserve forest.
It included , and land.

R.K. Ramadhyani,
Volume III-The Individual Sates, Indian Law

Publication,Berhampur, p.19.

Interestingly, majority of the forest areas of the erstwhile

princely states and Zamindaries were declared through blanket
notifications without proper survey and settlement of rights or
following due process of law. This had resulted in continuation of
forestland cultivation and existence of forest villages within these
forest areas. When transfer of all the forest areas from the
erstwhile princely states and Zamindaries in Odisha to the state
govt. took place in 1952 an amendment was made in IFA, 1927,
by adding u/s20 (A), in 1954 and no further survey was
undertaken and they were designated as deemed forests. For
example, in Bamra/ Bamanda state (the erstwhile Sambalpur and
present Deogarh district) there was no distinction between waste
land and jungle and all waste lands were part of

jungle .Many were lost during the

process of con uction of DP Canal, named after the Rajmata of
Bamra State, in 1938.After themerger, all the reserve forest of the
state was retained as reserve forest and all other category of forest
were declared as deemed protected forest. According to section
20-A (4) of the IFA 1927, “

”As a result, large number of
tenants lost their reclaimed land from the without
compensation, which had the maximum impact on the tenurial
history of Deogarh. All the rights and concession enjoyed by the

peoplewere taken away .The user needed permission for any kind

29

30

str

31

sadharana

sadharana Sadharana Jungals

forests recognized in the merged
territories as Khasora forests, village forests or protected forests
or forests other than reserved forests, by whatever name
designated or locally known, shall be deemed to be

within the meaning of theAct.
SadharanJungal

protected
forests
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of use of the forest. Even now, there are serious disputes regarding
legal status of these deemed forests due to lack of final notification
and incomplete rights settlement process of forest dwelling
communities.

Themost critical issue of the forest dwelling communities
in Odisha is their right over the forestland and forest resources,
uponwhich they have been critically depending for their survival.
The availability of per capita cultivated land has reduced from

0.39 hectare in 1950-51 to 0.13 hectare in 2007-08 . The major

proportion of land in the backward regions of the State have been
classified as govt land-forest and revenue wasteland, during
revenue and forest settlement processes, ignoring customary
rights of the people. Thus, the dependency on forestland
cultivation is much higher in these regions. In the economic,
socio-cultural andreligious life of these populations forests played
a pivotal role. In the Scheduled districts, the landless andmarginal
landholders have very high dependency over MFPs. Nearly 6-8
months in a year, the rural people living in and around forests
criticial depends on forests for their survival. It creates more than

300 million man-days for collection of MFPs .The other critical
uses such as medicines, fruits and roots, fuel wood, burial and
grazing grounds, religious and sacred places, water stream, etc are
also derived from the forest.

It is estimated that 78% of the total population is critically

dependent on primary sectors consisting ofAgriculture , forestry
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EconomicSurvey ofOdisha, 2008-09,Govt. ofOdisha.

Analysis of data fromAgriculture Census of Odisha 1995 by Vasundhara (the
govt. land include all revenue waste land and forest land in the District e.g.
Koraput-69.13%, Rayagada-81%, Nawarangpur-68.13%, Malkangiri-
82.12%,Gajapati-84.61%,Kandhamal-85.53%, Sundergarh-78.13%, etc).

Ojha,N., (2006) Strengthening forest-based livelihood in the new governance
system: examples from Odisha, India, "http://www.ntfp.org /sub.phpgosub/
exchangenews-art&page"
35
The primary sector provides livelihood to 77.48% of total workforce. Apart

from this, the dependence on primary sector in under-developed Kalahandi,
Bolangir& Koraput region covering 8 districts has marginally declined from
85% in 1971 to 84% in 1991. Odisha Development Report, Planning
Commision, page,85&118
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etc. for livelihood sustenance and forest based resources alone
constitute nearly 40% of the total income of forest dwellers. So,
governance of forest areas covering nearly 40% of the total
geographical area of the state holds significant implication for

livelihood and food security of forest dependent poor . Most of

the forested landscapes are located in schedule V areas which

constitute nearly 44% of the total geographical area of the state ,

where access to forests resources is very poor despite hi h
dependency. According to an estimate, nearly 40% of the forest
areas in Odisha still lack final notification and settlement of land

and forest rights within these areas remain disputed . Many such
forest areas contain large number of forest villages, which lack
basic facilities due to non-conferment of status of revenue village.
As per 2001 Census, 526 villages are located within Reserve
Forest. The working plans also show existence of many more
villages in RFs, PRFs, and Demarcated Protected Forests etc.
These villages and dwellings constantly face the threat of eviction
and exist under perpetual tenure insecurity. Apart from the
procedural irregularities, widespread displacement of Tribal from
forestland has also taken place due to development projects.

The MFA 1882 and IFA 1927 had specific provisions for

declaring “Reserve Forests” and “protected forests ” only after a
process of rights settlement was carried out. The Odisha Forest
Act, 1972, which is primarily based on IFA, 1927 also defines two
categories of forests- Reserved Forest and Protected Forests. It
follows the similar processes of settlement of rights before
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Report of Forest Survey of India (2003), 37.34% of total geographical area of
Odisha is recorded forest area.

In scheduled areas the proportion of tribal population is more than 50% of the

total population, which are included in schedule V of the constitution having
special laws for protection land and forest rights of tribal. There are six fully
scheduled districts (Koraput, Rayagada, Malkangiri, Nawarangpur, and
Mayurbhanj &Sundargarh) and several other Tehsil& blocks of other Tribal
districts coming under scheduled area.

Note onSurvey and Settlement of forest land inOdisha,M.S.Sarin, 2002

The MFA, 1882, also had provisions for declaration of Reserve Land,
Protected Land and Unreserved Lands, which were extensively used in the
Madras Presidency areas ofOdisha.



declaration of Reserve Forest&says that the Government can
declare any land which is the property of the Government as
ProtectedForest only:

, the forest laws provide protection for
settlement of rights of the local people and communities before
declaration of any land as forests. This covers a vast number of
cases where the forest settlement process has either not been
properly conducted, according to the due process, not been
completed or people were not notified, or where all areas were not
checked. Aparticular issue here is the declaration of vast tracts of
land as 'deemed' forests, without any ecological or social surveys,
and where the process of settlement of rights was circumvented.
These include declaration of “deemed” Reserved Forests and
Protected Forests, non-recognition of rights on land used for
shifting cultivation and improper settlement of rights on forest
lands. These factors have ensured that large areas of land have
been categorized as forest lands without recognizing the rights of

local communities on these lands .

In the previous section detailed mention has been made
about the main effect of FCA1980 and the legal constraints it had
created and aggravated in the settlement of rights over the lands
categorized as forestland. In Odisha due to improper revenue and
forest settlement process large areas of lands have been wrongly
classified as forestland without having any forests cover. These
cannot be settled or recorded in the name of cultivators. Even
those lands were given lease for cultivation before 1980. In
Scheduled of Odisha the areas of forestland varies from 50 to 85

“If the nature and extents of rights of Government and of
private persons and village communities in or over the
land comprised therein has been inquired into and
recorded at a Survey and Settlement or in such other
matters as prescribed”.

Prima facie
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ASocio-Economic and legal study of ST land in Odisha, By Kundan Kumar,
PR Choudhary, SoumendraSarangi, Pradeep Mishra, SricharanBehera,
Vasundhara,Bhubaneswar (2005).



%. In some of the villages 95 % of the lands within the revenue
boundary belong to forest category.

This implies that once a land is classified as forest of any
sort, it cannot be used for cultivation or any other purpose without
MoEF's permission and ownership rights cannot be given without
Supreme Court's permission. This all-encompassing law doesn't
take into account the unique situations in different parts of the
country, and assumes that categorization of land as forest has been
done as per law and with justice (Kumar et al, 2005). It totally
ignores the confusion that exists in land and forest records in
various parts of India, includingOdisha.

The extreme poverty prevalent across forest peoples in
Odisha is closely linked to their systematic marginalization since
colonial times. They have experienced deprivation of customary
rights to practice their traditional livelihoods, and to own control

and use forests and other common property resources . Odisha
has experienced all types of rights deprivation since colonial
times. The box below presents those typologies of rights
deprivations historically made on the forest dwelling
communities.

The continued rights deprivations of the Scheduled tribes
and traditional forest dwellers over their own ancestral lands have
led to massive unrest and conflicts in those backward districts of
Odisha. The growing extremism in those regions are said to be the
result of such historical processes of exclusion in Odisha. In
comparison to other States, the forest dwellers in Odisha face
serious threat to complex deprivation issues and have been more
vulnerable by losing their resources and homes. Therefore, FRAis
very relevant in Odisha to address such long standing issue of
deprivation.
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Kailas Sarap, Sricharan Behera, PradipMishra &Oliver Springate-Banginski
(2009)

, page .3, Kundan Kumar, Pranab
Ranjan Choudhary, Soumendra Sarangi, PradeepMishra and Sricharan Behera
(2005) A Socio-Economic and Legal Study of Scheduled Tribes' Land in
Odisha, page. 4

Forest Peoples, Rights Deprivations and the Forest Rights Act 2006:
Pro poor institutional reform in Odisha
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307 Eqpvgzv qh vjg Uvwf{< Based on state wise data across the
country on the recognition of IFR andCFR claims, the states
can be categorized into five broad categories:

The first categories of the states are those, which have either

not started implementing FRA or have barely made a
beginning.Alarge number of states fall in this category.

In the second category are states like Tripura and Uttar

Pradesh,which have focused only on IFR implementation.

Third, are states that have recognized IFRs and CRts instead

ofCFR rights;Madhya Pradesh is an example.

Fourth, are "low CFR performing" states that have

implemented CFR rights but are at a very low level of
implementation compared to their potential (less than 2%).

Last or the fifth categories are States which are performing

better. Four states fall in the better performing category as
they show substantial efforts in implementing both IFRs and
CFRs. These States are Gujarat, Kerala, Maharashtra and
Odisha. Maharashtra stands out as the state with the highest
achievement in recognizing CFRs though evenMaharashtra
has only achieved 18%of its potential. Similarly, Odisha has
achieved only 6% of its CFR potential. This shows that the
potential of F'RA is still not tapped properly (Kundan
Kumar, Neera M. Singh, Y. Giri Rao). 2017: 40-43). The
states that have made good progress in the recognition of
CFRs have done so due to constant mobilization from civil
society organizations who have convinced the political and
bureaucratic leadership of the benefits of recognizing CFR
rights. It has pushed the nodal agencies, district
administrations, and the political leadership to take actions.
Some progressive bureaucrats, especially officials from the
tribal departments and district collectors have actively
sought civil society support for CFR rights recognition. The
examples are Gadchiroli in Maharashtra and Mayurbanj in
Odisha. InMaharashtra, the governor's office has intervened
and using its special powers for ScheduleVareas to promote
CFR rights (Kundan Kumar, Neera M. Singh, Y. Giri Rao.
2017: 42).
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There have been serious flaws in many states about the
constitution of the Forest Rights Committee (FRC) which is
empowered to take decision at the grassroots level. FRC has a
crucial role in assisting the Gram Sabha (GS) in determining the
claims from individuals by receiving, consolidating and verifying
them on the ground. In most states GSs have been recognized at
the panchayat level, instead of the revenue village or as defined
under PESA. Panchayats usually consist ofmore than one revenue
village and several habitations/ hamlets.With this size, convening
GS to reach a quorum in its meetings and forming FRCs to
function effectively has been very difficult. In addition FRCs in
some of the States have not been formed in a fair manner; for
example, women and STs/OTFDs have not been adequately
represented whereas government officials have been included,
which is in violation of the Act/ Rules. SDLCs and DLCs, have
often been issuing rejection letterswithout adequate grounds.This
has been one of the biggest reasons for the inadequate
implementation of the FRA in most of the States. Monitoring in
some States has been very poor, due to infrequent monitoring
meetings of the SLMC and absence of necessary clarification and
guidelines to the implementing agencies as well as the non
involvement of members of civil society. Several SLMCs or state
nodal agencies have issued summary deadlines, or guidelines and
directives. These have caused distortions such as not measuring
the land before issuing titles, or giving predominant weight age to
satellite imagery at the time of assessment.

Some of the major challenges coming in the way of effective
implementation of FRAprogrammeare as below:

1. In many states rates of claim rejections are very high.
Claimants are not even informed about the reasons of
rejection.A large numbers of applications are being rejected
by the implementing agencieswithout any valid ground.

2. Lack of awareness among the claimants about the kind of
documents required to provide proof of 75 years of residence
or the agencies which can provide those documents.
Sometime even officials are also not aware of the provisions
of theAct andRules.

308 Oclqt Eqpegtpu kp vjg Korngogpvcvkqp qh HTC. 4228<
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3. Lack of awareness of the procedure to be followed for
ensuring individual and community land rights, issuance of
certificates under the FRA and its entry in the record of
rights, land settlement and forest settlement records which
are a requisite for taking loans from the bank.

4. Almost in every state the implementation of the CFRt under
FRA has not initiated. Also, no information is maintained
state wise on the extent of area over which CFRt have been
claimedor vested.

5. Where agencies have approved the CFRt claims, there are
twomajor lacunae in the titles given (a) Often titles are being
issued in the name of a group of individuals rather thanGram
Sabha, and (b) There is lack of clarity as to how these titles
are to be entered in the RoRts and other government land
records.

6. Poor land records maintenance has led to a large number of
land disputes. Maintaining various rights vested under the
FRAis a big challenge.

7. The FRA provides for systematic vesting of individual and
community rights. But there are other Rules/Regulations in
force in some states which work contrary to this. For
instance, working plans/management plans are being
prepared by the Forest Department formanagement of forest
and wildlife. These plans specify certain rules and
regulations for access and enjoyment of rights in the areas
covered under them, for example, grazing rights, collection
of fuel wood and MFP, etc. Similarly, JFM programme
claims to have covered 55 million acres in the country. Joint
Forest Management Committees (JFMC) have been
constituted in various villages by the Forest Department for
the protection and management of the forest areas.
Community is given access and enjoyment of the rights
including rotational grazing, fishing rights, collection of fuel
wood and minor forest produce etc. The area covered under
JFM conflicts with the area under CFR. Until March 2006,
JFM committees have formed involving more than 100,000
villages covering more than 22 million ha of forests across
the country. Similarly, the institution of Van Panchayat in
Uttarakhand (which has a legal sanctity) already has
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provision for the community forest. However, it seems that
the whole state is not covered by van panchayat. In Garhwal
region, community conserves and manage forest on Civil
SoyamLand. Thus, there are pre-existing legally recognized
rights under Van Panchayats. How FRC will functions in
areas where van panchayats are functioning is still an
unresolved issue?

8. In case, if no Community Forest Resource Rights (CFRRt)
are recognized in a village (either due to JFM or van
panchayat) the reasons for the same are not recorded.

9. Though FRAprovides a statutory procedure for recognizing
and protection of CFRs and CFRts by a gram sabha-based
committee. But there are insufficient details available on the
aspects of community-based forest governance. There is
some confusion as to whether the community has rights to
manage the entire CFR as defined in section 2(a) of 7 the
FRA or only those areas within the CFR that had been
traditionally protected as provided under section 3(1)(i) of
the Act. Rights, powers, and responsibilities given to local
communities are unclear as to how those responsibilitieswill
be discharged, and what will happen when they are not
discharged.

10. Forest records, maps andworking plans are almost notmade
available to the FRC; lands that are being used by
communities are routinely taken up for afforestation
programmes under various projects; communities are being
denied CFRt claims on lands because they are 'demarcated
for mining'. In some places CFRt claims have been rejected
for procedural reasons or just kept pending. In large number
of cases, the rejections are not being communicated to the
claimants and their right to appeal is not being explained to
them.

11. In few states, in respect of the areas earmarked for mining or
plantations, the claims of the tribal communities cultivating
land in these areas (individual/community) are not being
acceptedwithout assigning any reason.Although as per rule,
the rights of the communities cannot be denied in the name
of the development or afforestationworks.
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12. Lack of coordination between Tribal Affairs/ Social
Welfare, Forest, Panchayati Raj and Revenue has emerged
as one major factor posing the biggest challenge in the
effective implementation of FRA, 2006.

13. Absence of national and state level consolidated picture of
the status of FRA implementation in Protected Areas and
National Parks. There is a trend of initially denying the
rights and rejecting claims under FRA within PAs in some
states.

14. In view of the provisions of Section 4(5) of the Act, no
member of the forest dwelling STs or OTFDs can be evicted
and resettled from the National Parks and Sanctuaries till all
the formalities relating to recognition and verification of
their claims are completed. The Act clearly states to ensure
that their rights need to be recognized first before any
exercise formodification of their rights or their resettlement,
if necessary is undertaken. But in practice, there is a blatant
violation of such provisions of theAct.

15. The FRA has specific provision under section 4(2) for
creation of Critical Wildlife Habitats (CWHs) within
National Parks and Sanctuaries to keep such areas as
inviolate for the purposes of wildlife conservation. Such
areas are to be finally notified by the UnionMoEF. So far no
CWH has been established under the FRA. There is also
confusion in the states between CTH and CWH, especially
since CTHs have already been established in most Tiger
Reserves under theWLPA.

16. A large chunk of forests have been diverted for
developmental projects. This diversion of land has affected a
large population of people dependant on forests for their
livelihood and sustenance. Their rejection or consent to
such projects has not been taking into consideration.There is
a trend of by passing Gram Sabha before diverting forest
lands for development projects.

17. Very often Gram Sabhas's consent is overlooked by the
concernedDLCs andSDLCs;

18. Lack of initiative by the Forest Department in providing
protection and Technical support to the Gram Sabhas to
empower them to carry out Forest Monitoring, that is, the
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extent of compliance with sustainable use and conservation
regulations in the community-managed areas.

19. Forest Department is assigned the task of maintaining the
documents related to rights vested under the FRA. Forest
officials are of the view thatwhenRevenueDepartment with
the entire wherewithal at its command could not secure the
rights of the aforesaid STs, than how the Forest Department
with fewer staff and capability can ensure that these rights
stay with rightful owners? The timely & smooth transfer of
rights by the Forest Department to the next heir in the case of
death of the right holder is another challenge. Here, mention
needs to be made of Uttar Pradesh, where in an innovative
step, Record of Rights are being updated through
introducing a new column in books of records to enter the
rights recognized under FRA.

20. PVTGs face difficulties in dealingwith the formal procedure
of different offices and filing of various forms hence, not
able to get their IFRs, CFRts and right to habitation. Even
DLC could not ensure habitat rights claims of PVTGs,
pastoralists and nomadic tribes.

21. Lack of national level data on the status of FRA
implementation with regard to Nomads and pastoralist
comes in the way of formulating an effective plan for their
CFRt.

22. Women in DLC, SDLC and FRC constituted under FRA,
2006 are not given adequate representation. Very often
women are not intimated regardingmeetings.

23. Lack of capacity building and awareness among the
implementing agencies.

24. Compensatory Afforestation Fund (CAF) Act, 2016
recognizes no role of local community and Gram Sabhas in
afforestation.

1. Household profile (caste, education and occupation) of the
beneficiaries

2. Time gap at different stages of implementation of Individual
Forest Rights andCommunity Forest Rights

309 Qdlgevkxgu qh vjg Uvwf{
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3. Whether gram sabha and forest right committee members
are aware of the procedure of IFRt and CFRt and whether
they are receiving applications from the claimants?

4. Extent of understanding of provisions of FRA, 2006 among
stakeholders

5. Extent of granting IFRts andCFRts and howmanyhave been
granted land titles and legal status of land ownership

6. Role of revenue authorities in facilitating beneficiaries to get
forest land rights

7. Extent of accepted/ rejected claims and find-out how far
implementation of FRA, 2006 impacted in improving the
household economy

8. To collate and review various forest laws/ legislations
enacted by Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate
Change and land revenue laws as in force in different states
and find out whether these laws have taken cognizance of
FRA, 2006 and also to review whether the forest laws are
facilitating the implementation of FRA, 2006 or putting
hindrances

9. To analyze panachayat level officials, sub divisional level
officials, District (ITDA officials and CSO, if any in the
block/ district

10. To analyze the role of women at various stages in the
settlement of IFRts and CFRts, if women were denied their
rights under the act, find out the reasons;

11. To review and analyze Compensatory Afforestation Fund
Act (CAF), 2016 at three levels viz. gram sabha, ecology and
livelihood

12. To study the inter—departmental co-ordination and identify
problems coming in thewayof coordination; and lastly

13. Suggest interventions for effective implementation.
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EJCRVGT/4

403 Tgxkgy qh Nkvgtcvwtg

Tgrqtv qh vjg Pcvkqpcn Eqpuwnvcvkqp qp Jcdkvcv tkijvu qh
Rctvkewnctn{ Xwnpgtcdng Vtkdcn Itqwru *RVI+. 4232_

Ocpvjcp 4232= Tgrqtv qh Pcvkqpcn Eqookvvgg qp
Hqtguv TkijvuCev

OGVJQFQNQI[QHVJGUVWF[

Although the present study is based primarily on the findings of
the empirical study and analysis of primary data sources, literature
reviewwas necessary for substantiation and validation. It helps in
understanding the past processes and observations, whereas it also
helps in the collection of secondary information.

Several state- and national level studies have been done on
FRA both by government and non-government organizations. In
Odisha, non-government organizations like Vasundhara, RCDC,
and FES, etc. have been involved in both state- and national level
studies, and the government institution SCSTRTI also holds the
same credit. National and international NGOs like Kalpavriksh,
Action Aid, and OXFAM have also conducted studies at national
level whereas the Ministry of Tribal Affairs, Govt. of India
regularly e-publishes the status report on the progress in the
implementation of FRA. The ST and SC Development
Department, Odisha also provides the status of this progress at
state level on its website. Besides, there are proceedings of several
consultations on FRAavailable onlinewhich are quite useful [like,

.
However, for obvious reasons, the selection of literatures was
guided by the realistic requirement for the present study that is
focused onOdisha.

was submitted to Government of India in 2010.
Ministry of Environment and Forests and the Ministry of Tribal
Affairs constituted a Joint Committee inApril 2010 to review the
implementation of the Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional
Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2006
popularly known as Forests Rights Act (FRA) across the country.
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The report deals with implementation of the Forest Rights Act
2006, also included are factors that aid and impede its
implementation. It helps reveal policy recommendation for
changes in the future management of the forestry sector in India
which may be necessary as a consequence of implementation of
the Act. It identifies the role of various agencies (official and
others) in facilitating forest-dwellers carrying out their roles
regarding conservation and management of forests. It defines the
new role for the Forest Department vis a vis the Gram Sabha for
forest conservation and regeneration, and identifying
opportunities for and recommend measures to ensure
convergence of various beneficiary oriented programmes for the
forest rights holders taken up by various line departments in the
states.

, compiled by MoTA and UNDP has attempted to compile
various enabling judgements of Hon'ble Supreme Court of India,
High Courts and lower courts for effective implementation of
FRA. The compendium has tried to provide a brief analysis of
each of the case. This helps in sharing the directions on
implementation and positive rulings which can be used by all
stakeholders involved in the implementation of FRA.

SCSTRTI has contributed remarkably to the FRA
literature by compiling and/or publishing a number of research
reports and compendiums, etc. including manuals. Its first major
step in this direction was a

in Odisha, released in
December 2009.

provides
a good insight into the realities of how themisinterpretation of the
law has deprived the OTFDs of their rights, as well as document
good practices. This study was commissioned by SCSTRTI and
conducted by Vasundhara in 2012.

Eqorgpfkwo qh Lwfigogpv qp Hqtguv Tkijvu Cev=
4237

Swkem Korcev Cuuguuogpv qp
Korngogpvcvkqp qh UV cpf Qvjgt Hqtguv Fygnngtu
*Tgeqipkvkqp qh Hqtguv Tkijvu Cev+/4228

Uejgfwngf Vtkdg cpf Qvjgt Vtcfkvkqpcn Hqtguv
Fygnngtu *Tgeqipkvkqp qh Hqtguv Tkijvu+ Cev. 4228< Uvwf{ qp
KorngogpvcvkqpUvcvwu cpfIqqfRtecvkegu kpQfkujc

Korngogpvcvkqp qh Hqtguv
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Tkijvu Cev. 4228< Crrtqcejgu. Iqqf Rtcevkegu cpf Ngctpkpi
Gzrgtkgpegu htqo Ugngevgf Uvcvgu

Ncpf Wvknk|cvkqp. Eqpxgtigpeg qh Uejgogu d{ HTCUV
Dgpghkekctkgu kp Ugngevgf Fkuvtkevu qh Pqtvj cpf Uqwvj Qfkujc

Vtckpkpi Ocpwcn

Eqorgpfkwou qh iqxgtpogpv ektewnctu cpf
iwkfgnkpgu

Eqoowpkv{ Hqtguv Tguqwteg Tkijvu kp Qfkujc cpf
Ejjcvvkuictj< Rtqxkukqpu xgtuwu Tgcnkvkgu

PVHRRqnke{ Tgikog chvgt HTC<
Uvwfkgu kp Ugngev Uvcvgu qh Kpfkc

Uvwf{ qpCevwcn Wug qh
HTC Tgeqipk|gf Ncpf cv Kpfkxkfwcn cpf Eqoowpkv{ Ngxgn

is another useful study of
SCSTRTI conducted with the consultancy support of FES. In
2013-14, it took up a national study on the status of
implementation of the FRA in the neighbouring states of Odisha
comparingAndhraPradesh andChhattisgarhwithOdisha.

(2015) is a study report prepared by SCSTRTI based on sample
survey in 5 districts of the state.Apart from its observations on the
convergence scenario, the report has also pointed out some of the
loopholes in the system such as absence of a monitoring
mechanism to track the benefits accrued to right-holders.

The (Part I and II) developed by the
National Resource Centre (NRC) at SCSTRTI and published in
2016 has discussed some major issues like habitat rights, CFR
management, women and FRA, and convergence. In its part-II, it
has exclusively dealt with the delineration and mapping of
community rights and community forest resources.

The
first compiled by SCSTRTI (revised publication in

2012) followed by that prepared by the NRC (2016) have
provided very useful clarifications and instructions issued by
government agencies from time to time to comply with the
provisions of FRA.

by Rath (2015) is an
useful comparison between the two states on the status of
implementing CFR. Similarly,

(Bag, Ojha, and Rath; 2010)
published byRCDChas compared theNTFPpolicies in 7 states of
India with a conclusion that the mandate of FRA on NTFP/MFP
was yet to be properly honored by these states 6 years back though
some changeswere latermade inOdisha.
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(Mohanty, 2013) is another useful e-publication of RCDC. It
throw light on the post-entitlement scenario in the state based on
case studies in several districts.

carried out by RCDC in 2013
is an outcome of series of case studies, information collected
through RTI. Other sources like govt. convergence guideline &
literatures, discussion with village communities, community
federation, campaign group and CSOs, and its detailed analysis.
The study tries to assess the status of FRA claimed lands after
recognition of rights. The general understanding is that FRA has
been considered an ameliorative step towards undoing the
historical injustice done to the forest. This relates to lands that are
under community possession or in possession of the resident
households in the village duly approved by the community
through customary rights or otherwise. Through the stages of
implementation of the FRA in Odisha there has been some
remarkable development in terms of granting of rights over
individual claims and community claims. Despite the fact that
there is little awareness across the districts and blocks in the State.
Ofcourse, there are some good examples of recognition of rights
and the subsequent linkage of the FRA lands with other
development programs.

a
study carried out by Rights and Resources Initiative, Vasundhara
and Natural Resources Management Consultants makes a
preliminary assessment of the potential area over which CFR
rights can be recognized in India under the FRA. The estimate
provided offers a baseline for planning and effective
implementation of CFR rights recognition under the FRA, and
allows policy makers and forest dependent communities to assess
the extent towhich laws have been implemented

Foundation for Ecological Security (undated);

CWS (2015),

Uvwf{ qp ›Cevwcn wug qh HTC tgeqipk|gf ncpf cv

kpfkxkfwcn cpf eqoowpkv{ ngxgnfi.

Rqvgpvkcn hqt Tgeqipkvkqp qh Eqoowpkv{ Hqtguv
TguqwtegTkijvu Wpfgt Kpfkc)u Hqtguv TkijvuCev= Lwn{ 4237=

Iquvjk
Lcpicnc Cfjkmctc Uykmtwvk Gdco Dcwpujc Ucodcnctc
Rctkejcncpc< LcoiwfcIccptcCpwdjwvk*Qfkc+=
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EHTRtqvgevkqp cpfOcpcigogpv Rncp qh Fwxkc Itco Ucdjc
kp Oc{wtdjcpl Fkuvtkev cpf Iqrcnrwt Itco Ucdjc kp
Dcncuqtg Fkuvtkev qh Qfkujc wpfgt HTC. 4228=

Oketqrncp Hqt
Jctxguvkpi Dcodqq d{ Lcoiwfc Itco Ucdjc

Eqoowpkv{/
dcugf Hqtguv Ocpcigogpv cpf Nkxgnkjqqf Fgxgnqrogpv Rncp
qh Mctncmcpc cpf Rqfejwcp

Korngogpvcvkqp
qh Hqtguv Tkijvu Cev. 4228 kp Qfkujc< Rtqeguu. Eqpuvtckpvu.

cpf Qwveqog

Etkvkecn Qdugtxcvkqpu qp vjg
)Korngogpvcvkqp Uvcvwu Tgrqtv qh Hqtguv Tkijvu Cev. 4228)
Rtqfwegf cpf Wrnqcfgf d{ vjg Uvcvg Ngxgn Oqpkvqtkpi
Eqookvvgg *UNOE+. Qfkujc

Rquv/EHT Uegpctkqu kp Egpvtcn Kpfkcp Ncpfuecrg<
Rtkqtkvk|kpi Kuuwgu cpf Fgxgnqrkpi Uwrrqtv Ogejcpkuou *C
Ueqrkpi Uvwf{+

Bhubaneswar;
and DFO, Kalahandi North Division(undated);

help us
understand theway the first phase ofCFRmanagement plans have
been initiated in the state, whereas Rath (2016),

(each separate), NIRMAN,
Bhubaneswar demonstrates an advanced and improved version of
theCFRmanagement plans.

The article of Sarap, Sarangi, and Naik,

published in the 7 September 2013 issue of
is a useful analysis of the scenario

in the state based on sample survey.

Campaign for Survival of Dignity(CSD) has been the key
social activist organization promoting the FRAandmonitoring its
progress at various levels.

(2013) compiled by CSD's Odisha
chapter provides us an understanding of the claims versus
realities. It shows that most of the so-called CFR titles distributed
in Keonjhar district were actually related to Section 3(2) of the
Act, i.e. development rights.

is a report prepared by Kanch Kohli (2015) with
support from FES. It discusses some of the issues related to the
post-entitlement scenario in CFR villages in Central Indian states
including Odisha. The report incorporates valuable inputs
provided by eminent civil society experts in a meeting convened
by FES for this purpose at Anand. For instance, it states that
whereas inmost cases the claimant communities were involved in
protection of the forest rather than management, the actual
management ofCFRs is now to begin.

th

Economic and Political Weekly
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Rtqokug cpf Rgthqtocpeg< Vgp [gctu qh Vjg Hqtguv
Tkijvu Cev kp Kpfkc

Qfkujc

404 Crrtqcej cpf Ogvjqfqnqi{<

is the latest civil society review of the
achievements under FRA in the country during the past 10 years.
Released in December 2016 and compiled as a citizen's report as a
part of the

.The report discusses the performance, reasons of poor
implementation of FRA, and also the way ahead. The same
initiative has also simultaneously released the part of the
review, both ofwhich are available at fra.org.in.

The study methodology
included both qualitative and quantitative methods, each being
based on both primary and secondary data collection and analysis,
as follows:

This focuses on the proceedings of

DLCs, SDLCs, and FRCs in the districts so as to understand
what exactly the process has been. The latest three and first
three proceedings of DLCs and SDLCs were collected for
this purpose. Though it was successful either partially or
with availability of some more proceedings of the
intermediate period. All proceedings of the SLMC were
studied alongwith those of the TribesAdvisory Council from
2011 to 2018. While this was considered to be a primary
source of information, secondary information was collected
from various published/e-published/unpublished literatures
focusing onFRA.

Relevant statistical data were

collected from primary and secondary sources and analyzed.
Usually the performance was measured in terms of
percentage of achievements, and line graphs, bar graphs and
pie charts were used to project the findings. Progress reports
accessed from theMinistry ofTribalAffairs,Govt. of India as
well as the ST and SC Development Department, Govt. of
Odisha provided some key statistics. It listed the overall
progress in the implementation of FRA. Statistical
informationwas obtained fromdistrict-level nodal agencies.

Community Forest Rights-Learning and Advocacy
Process

Qualitative methods:

Quantitative methods:
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The empirical study was conducted in 2 districts, namely
Sundergarh and Kandhmalwith prescribed formats. The
household schedules provided both qualitative (like, use of the
forest land prior to the claim and after the entitlement) as well as
quantitative (like, area/extent of forest land recognized)
information. A master table was prepared using the household
survey data from which data pertaining to specific queries or
issues were obtained through 'filtration' and were then subjected
to analysis. Qualitative survey data was transformed into
numerical codes for the quantitative analysis.

Valuable feedback was also obtained from various other
stakeholders using different schedules, either through direct
contacts or through e-mail. A formal request was sent from
SCSTRTI to select competent authorities of the civil society
including the CSD, Odisha for their critical inputs. Two NGOs
and two individual experts responded with their valuable
feedback. This helped in the study.

Media reports and brief and/or detailed observations made
by competent individuals/authorities/organizations on various
FRA-related issueswere also studied and used in the analysis.

The method of sampling is Purposive Sampling. The size of
Sampling is 160 households of Odisha, Kandhamal and
Sundergarh 2 districts ofOdisha.

The study was conducted in 2 blocks of each district. The

sample size of 160 household was segregated into 80
household for each district.

The sample size of 80 household per district was again

segregated in 40 households in each block.

The studywas conducted in 2 villages of every block. 20HHs

were taken up in each village for the study.The following
table illustrates the sample size.

405 Ucornkpi hqt vjg Uvwf{

Ogvjqf cpf Uk|g qh vjg Ucornkpi
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Vjg fkhhgtgpv rctcogvgtu vcmgp kpvq eqpukfgtcvkqp kp vjku
uvwf{jcu urgekhke ucorng uk|g cu knnwuvtcvgfdgnqy

Vcdng Pq04

Urgekhke Ucorng Uk|g qh vjg RXVI Eqoowpkv{

:

1. Theremust be sample size of 20 household from the PVTG out

of the 80 household in each district.

2. There must be sample size of 20 rejected cases and 60

recognised titles in terms of the Recognition of title out of the

80 household per district.

3. There must be a sample size of 10 households pertaining to the

OTFD out of the 80 households from each district. Out of this

10 households pertaining to OTFD, 2 sample should be of

women and 8 men right holders whose rights have been

recognised under FRA.

4. There must be sample size of 70 households pertaining to

Scheduled Tribes out of the 80 households from each district.

Theremust be a sample size of 10 households pertaining to the

women right holders out of this 70 SThousehold, whose rights

have been recognised under FRA. The following table

illustrates the sample size.
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EJCRVGT/5

5030 HTC Uegpctkq< Qfkujc xgtuwu Tguv qh Kpfkc<

5030c< Kpfkxkfwcn Hqtguv Tkijv Enckou<

KHT Enckou Tgegkxgf<

Itcrj Pq03
Ujctg qh Uvcvgu vq Vqvcn qh KHT Enckou Tgegkxgf

Fkuvtkdwvkqp qh KHTVkvngu

KORNGOGPVCVKQP QH HTC KP KPFKC YKVJ
URGEKCN TGHGTPEG VQ QFKUJC< C
EQORCTCVKXGCPCN[UKU

As on 31 December 2018 , a total of
40.79 lakh individual forest right claims have been received from
20 States, of which scheduled V and VI states constitutes 81% of
total claims received. In terms of number of claims received, the
State of Chhattisgarh followed by Odisha and Madhya Pradesh
have recorded the highest receipts of individual claims under
FRA.These 3 states share 50%of total IFR claims received, while
Odisha it is 15%. (See belowGraph)

: Similarly, by end of December 2018,
a total of 18.27 lakh IFR titles distributed in 20 States, of which

42

Ujctg qh Uvcvgu vq vqvcn qh KHT enckou Tgegkxgf

42
Status report on implementation of the Scheduled Tribes and Other
Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2006 [for the
period ending 31.12.2018],Ministry ofTribalAffairs, Government of India
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87% are from the Scheduled V & VI States. Highest number of
IFR titles distributed in Odisha (4.23 lakhs) followed by
Chhattisgarh (4.01 lakhs) andMadhya Pradesh (2.24 lakhs), while
lowest number of titles are distributed in the State of Goa (17)
followedbyHimachal Pradesh (129) andUttarakhand (144).

In terms of rate of approval against total claims received,
the State of Odisha tops the list followed by Kerala and Tripura,
while 4 states likeHimachal Pradesh,Karnataka,Uttarakhand and
Goa,where rate of approval is below then 10%.

:As per theMonthly Progress Report of
Ministry of TribalAffairs for the month of December 2018, a total
of 18.92 lakh IFR claims have been rejected in 18 states, while in
two states namely, Assam and Himachal Pradesh information is
not available. The average rate of rejection is 46%, while in
scheduled states it is 44%, but 78%of total rejected claims are also
from the scheduled states.

The State of Goa (0.48%) registers lowest rate of rejection
followed by Kerala (22%) and Odisha (24%), while in
Uttarakhand & Uttar Pradeshmore than 75% of claims have been
rejected.

Itcrj Pq04
Tcvg qh Crttqxcn qh KHT Enckou cetquu Uvcvgu

Tglgevkqp qh KHTEnckou
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Itcrj Pq05
Tcvg qh Tglgevkqp qh KHT Enckou cetquu Uvcvgu

Tgeqipkvkqp qh Gzvgpv qh Hqtguv Ncpf<

Itcrj Pq06
Gzvgpf qh Hqtguv Ctgc tgeqipkugf wpfgt KHT Vkvng

The sub-section 6 of
section 4 of the Act caps upper limit of extent of area to be
recognised under the Individual Forest Right is 10 acres or 4
hectares. However, this upper limit is only applicable to clause (a)
of sub-section (1) of section 3 not for clause (f), (g) and (m) of sub-
section (1) of section 3 of theAct, which are part of the Individual
Forest Right.

Till end of December 2018, a total of 39.32 lakh acres of
forest land has been recognised under the Act, which is only
2.08%of total recorded forest land of the country.

The State of Chhattisgarh (8.43 lakh acres) tops the list in
terms of extent of forest land recognised under the IFR followed
by Madhya Pradesh (8.10 lakh acres) and Odisha (6.27 lakh
acres).
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An average area recognised under the Individual rights is
2.22 acres in 17 states excludingAssam, Bihar andUttarakhand as
information is not available in the report. The State Goa tops the
list with an average area of 4.51 acres, followed by Madhya
Pradesh & Tripura, where average area is 3.60 acres respectively.

The State of Odisha ranks 11 position in terms of average area of
recognition amongst seventeen states.

The State of Forest Report – 1999, mentions that 32.18
million hectares of the forest land is being used by 142 million
rural people from 1.59 lakh villages of India which includes both
for agriculture and other uses likeMFPcollection

Similarly, the Wasteland Atlas of India – 2010, published
by Ministry of Rural Development in collaboration with National
Remote Sensing Agency, mentions that prior to 2005 around
252.53 lakh acres of degraded forest land was under agriculture,
which is around 13% of the total recorded forest land of the
country. Till end of December 2018, only 17% of forest land has
been recognised against the occupation.

The below graph depicts forest land recognised under the
IFR claims against potential forest land to be recognised.

th

Itcrj Pq07
Cxgtcig Hqtguv Ctgc Tgeqipkugf wpfgt KHT

Cxgtcig Ctgc Tgeqipkugf *kp cetgu
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Itcrj Pq08
Hqtguv ncpf tgeqipkugf wpfgt vjg KHT enckou cickpuv

rqvgpvkcn hqtguv ncpf vq dg tgeqipkugf

5030d< Tgeqipkvkqp qh Eqoowpkv{ Hqtguv Tkijvu<

Except, the State of Tripura none of the state attended the
minimum potential. In Odisha, only 31% of potential forest land
has been recognised.

The amended rules 2012, defined the community right, which
includes the forest rights listed in clauses (b), (c), (d), (e), (h), (i),
(j), (k) and (l) of sub-section (1) of section 3, especially

Rights recognised by erstwhile Princely States, Zamindars or

such intermediary regimes

Right over Minor Forest Produce, which includes collection,

use and disposal

Entitlement over fish and other products of water bodies,

grazing, acess to seasonal resources of nomadic or pastoralist
communities

Community tenures of habitat of PVTGs and Pre-agricultural

communities

Conversion of all forest villages/un-surveyed villages or

habitations located inside the forest land into revenue village

Right to protect and govern the community forest resources

Traditional or customary rights which are not enlisted under

section 3 (1) of theAct

Rqvgpvkcn xu0 Tgeqipkvkqp
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Access to biodiversity and community right to IP&TK related

to biodiversity and cultural diversity

The amended rules 2012 prescribed two formats for
community right, one is for community forest right and another for
community forest resources.

As the segregated information is not available for both
sub-categories rights under the community right in the MPR, so it
is quite difficult to compare the progress Odisha with rest of states
against each aspects of community right.

: Similarly, by end ofDecember 2018, a
total of 0.75 lakh CR titles have been distributed out of 83,505
approved, of which 96% are from the Scheduled V & VI States.
Highest number of CR titles distributed in Madhya Pradesh
(27948), followed by Chhattisgarh (21967) and Maharashtra
(6909), while lowest number of titles are distributed in
Uttarakhand (01), Goa (07) and Himachal Pradesh (07). Odisha

occupies 4 position.

In terms of rate of approval of claims, Uttar Pradesh tops

the list,whileOdisha is in 6 position.

Itcrj Pq09
Eqoowpkv{ Enckou Tgegkxgf cetquu Uvcvgu

Fkuvtkdwvkqp qhETVkvngu

th

th
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Itcrj Pq0:
Tcvg qh crrtqxcn qh ET Enckou cetquu Uvcvgu

Tglgevkqp qh ET Enckou

Itcrj Pq0;
Tcvg qh Tglgevkqp qh ET Enckou cetquu Uvcvgu wpfgt HTC

Tgeqipkvkqp qh Gzvgpv qh Hqtguv Ncpf

: A total of 46,215 claims have been
rejected out of 1.48 lakh claims received. The average rate of
rejection is 31%, which below then rate of IFR claims rejected. In
terms of numerical value, highest number of claims are rejected in
Madhya Pradesh (12066) followed by West Bengal (9254) and
Chhattisgarh (7378). The rate of rejection of community right
claims are depicted in the graph below.

: A total of 87.41 lakh
acres of forest land has been recognised, which constitutes only
under theAct. This is only 4.62% of total recorded forest land of
the country.

The State ofMaharashtra (27.02 lakh acres) tops the list in
terms of extent of forest land recognised under theCR followedby
Chhattisgarh (20.38 lakh acres) and Madhya Pradesh (13.32 lakh
acres).

Tcvg qh Tglgevkqp
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Itcrj Pq032
Gzvgpf qh Hqtguv ctgc Tgeqipkugf wpfgt ET

Itcrj Pq033
Gzvgpf qh Cxgtcig Ctgc Hqtguv ctgc Tgeqipkugf wpfgt ET

The national average area of recognition is 118 acres
excluding states like Assam, Tamilnadu and Kerala as the
information on area is not available. The Himachal Pradesh tops
the list in terms of average area recognised under the community
followed by Telengana and Maharashtra. The average area
recognised inOdisha is 52.78 acres.

Recently, a number of civil society organizations
collectively reviewed the status of implementation of FRA in the
country during the last 10 years . They said that whilst there has
been good progresses and ac vements, less than 5% of the
potential right-holders have benefited under the Act, while the
rights of around 190million people in about 30million hectares of
forest land is yet to be recognized . Citing examples from

43

hie

44

43
Vide

discussed in Section 2.1 of this study report
Rtqokug cpf Rgthqtocpeg< Vgp [gctu qh Vjg Hqtguv Tkijvu Cev kp

Kpfkc.
44
Around 190 mn forest dwellers unrecognized 10 years after FRA,

, 13 Dec. 2016, http://indiatoday.intoday.in/story/around-190-mn-
forest%20dwellers-unrecognized-10-yrs-after-fra/1/833398.html

India
Today
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Odisha's Mayurbhanj district where recognition of CFR has
helped address the issue of Maoist influence in the Shimilipal
region. It was said FRA provides similar opportunities in other
parts of the country .The review found thatMaharashtra, Gujarat,
Odisha and Kerala led in recognising community and individual
forest rights. States like Assam, Bihar, Goa, Himachal Pradesh
and Uttarakhand lagged behind. The poor progress is attributed to
various factors such as lack of adequate capacity of the state- and
central nodal agencies responsible for the implementation of
FRA, the apathetic or hostile attitude of the Forest Department,
lack of necessary political will, and intentional efforts to
undermine the law .

Some immediately relevant statistics as furnished in the
citizen's reports released under the afore-said civil socity initiative
as a part of the

, have been provided in the following tables:

45

46

Community Forest Rights Learning and Advocacy
Process

Vcdng Pq0 5
Rqvgpvkcn cpf rgthqtocpeg qh EHT tgeqipkvkqp

69

45

46

See '10 years of Forest Rights Act: Some tribals happy, most still suffering',
Catchnews, 13 Dec. 2016, http://www.catchnews.com/india-news/10-years-
of-forest-rights-act-some-tribals-happy-most-still-suffering-1481639766.
html

See 'Landmark forest rights law crippled by conflicting policies', The Quint,
13 Dec. 2016, https://www.thequint.com/india/2016/12/13/indias-landmark-
forest-rights-law-hobbled-by-conflicting-policies-legislation-lack-of-
political-will-funds-advocacy
47
The potential has been estimated partly on the basis of data on the

forest area recognized for community purpose as per the settlement
rules, partly on a conservative estimate of the forest area outside village
boundaries but under community use, and similar other methodologies;
andhence aremore indicative in nature than factual.
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EJCRVGT/6

603 Vtcekpi vjg Lqwtpg{<

GXQNWVKQP QH RQNKEKGU HQT GHHGEVKXG
KORNGOGPVCVKQPQHHTCKPVJGUVCVG

The Forest Rights Act, 2006 was notified in the Gazette on 2
January 2007. The draft Forest Rights Rules were published under
the notification of the Government of India in the Ministry of
Tribal Affairs on 19 June 2007 and made public. Objections and
suggestions were invited from all persons likely to be affected
within a period of 45 days from the date of said notification. 'The
Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers
(Recognition of Forest Rights) Rules', 2007 were finally notified

on 1 January 2008 which paved the way for the implemenatation
of theAct for all practical purposes as the Rules provide the details
of who is to do what and how. The Rules also provide the basic
tools for starting the claim process, i.e. formats in which the
application is to bemade and claim recognized.

Subsequent to the notification of Forest Rights Rules, the
State Government initiated the implementation of Forest Rights
Act. It constituted empowered committees at different levels like
State LevelMonitoringCommittee, District Level Committee and
Sub-Divisional Level Committee, as mentioned under Forest

Rights Act, vide notification no. 4694-TD-II-3/2008 dated 1
February 2008. The constitutions and functions of the respective
committees were elaborately explained as provided under the
Forest RightsAct and Rules. Following the formation of the State
andDistrict Level Committees, steps were taken for the formation
of ForestRightsCommittees in all the villages of theState.

Officially, the special meeting of Gram Sabha/Pallisabha
was called on 28.2.2008 for constitution of FRC in the country.

But in Odisha, state-wide special Pallisabha was organised on 16

and 23 March 2008 vide letter no. 9153 of Panchyati Raj

nd

st

st

th

rd
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Department, dated 26.02.2008. Subsequently letter was issued by

Panchayati Raj Department on 24 March 2008 to convene
Pallisabhas in villages where no Pallisabha were conducted or
Forest Rights Committee were not constituted. Strict instructions
were issued to hold Pallisabhas for constitution of Forest Rights

Committee in all villages by 30 April 2008. This was extended to

30 June 2008 (letter dated 25 May 2008). Instructions were

issued to all Collectors by the Panchayati Raj Department on 30
December 2008 to take steps for conversion of all forest villages to
revenue villages and constitute Pallisabha in such villages for the
constitution of Forest Rights Committee. By June 2010, 47345
FRCswere constituted out of 47529 inhabited villages.

Immediately after formation of statutory bodies under the
Forest Rights Act at different tiers the key initiatives taken by the
ST & SC Development Department and Scheduled Caste &
Scheduled Tribe Research & Training Institute (SCSTRTI) to
facilitate the process of FRA implementation at the field level
were:

Translation ofAct andRules inOdiawhichwere distributed to

allGramSabhas/Pallisabhas andForestRightsCommittees.

Stepswere taken for printing the required number of copies of

the Act and Rules for distribution among the various stake-

holders i.e. Zilla Parishad members, Panchayat Samiti

members,GramPanchayatmembers,GramSabhas, etc

Series of trainings and awareness camps were conducted for

state- and district level officials, PRI members and IEC

materialswere distributed.

Training programmes were conducted in districts for

Revenue-, Forest-, ST& SC- and Panchayati Raj Department

officials.

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) on FRA clarifying the

doubts about the Act and its provisions were complied and

printed both in Odia and English. These were circulated

among the officials and others for facilitation of proper

implementation of theAct.

th

th

th th
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604 Hqtguv Tkijvu Cev kp Lwfkekcn Ewuvqf{< Rceg qh
Korngogpvcvkqp kp cFgcfnqem

Vjg korngogpvcvkqp qh vjg Hqtguv TkijvuCev ecog vq c
uvcpfuvknn kp vjg uvcvg fwg vq vjku kpvgtko qtfgt rcuugf d{ vjg
Jqp)dng Jkij Eqwtv0 Vjku kpvgtko uvc{ qtfgt tguvtckpgf vjg
iqxgtpogpv vq kuuwg cp{ vkvngu qp vjg hqtguv tkijvu enckou0

Awrit petition,W. P (C) No. 4933 of 2008 was filed in the Odisha
High Court by the Society of Retired Forest Officers on
23.07.2008 challenging the Forest RightsAct, arguing that theAct
would destroy the flora and fauna. The Hon'ble High Court
directed 'xxx

.

This deadlock led to a stir among the tribal groups. State-wide
consultations were held among the tribal groups, people's
organisation, and lawyers' association of the state to intervene in
the case to defend rights of the forest dwelling communities.
Counter petitions were filed by the tribal groups and individuals
with support of people's organisations challenging the writ
petition. The State intervened and the Hon'ble High Court passed
another interim order on 02.09.2008which allowed the process of
identity and recognition of the persons etc. under Forest Rights
Act to go on. However the final decision would not be taken
without the leave of theCourt.

The SC & ST Development Department intervened in the
matter, filing a petition in theHighCourt pleading for vacating the
interim stay order of theHighCourt. Vacation petitionswere filed
by other parties and after sustained efforts, at different levels and

series of hearings the High Court vacated the stay on 12 August
2009. This paved way for issuance of titles to the forest rights
claimants.

not to undertake any felling of trees and not to
alienate any land by issuing patta or by any other manner
pursuant to the provisions of the Scheduled Tribes and Other
Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act,
2006 (Act 2 of 2007) particularly from out the Sanctuaries,
National Parks and Biospheres (Reserve Areas) until further
orders'

th
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605 Mg{ Kpkvkcvkxgu vcmgp d{ vjg Uvcvg Iqxgtpogpv *422;/

423:+

60503 Ugpukvk|cvkqp qp vjg xctkqwu rtqxkukqp qh vjg ncy

After vacation of the interim stay order, the Forest Rights Act
found a new base of life in the state. The process of
implementation was resumed with full vigour. The ST & SC
Development Department, being the nodal department
immediately issued orders to all Collectors on 19.08.2009 to issue
certificate of titles to all the eligible claimants whose claims were
verified andwere pending atDistrict LevelCommittees.

A study on 'Status of implementation of Forest Rights Act'
was undertaken by SCSTRI and ST & SC Development
Department in 2009-10 to understand the actual progress of Forest
Rights Act in the State. It sought to identify the key issues and
challenges in FRA implementation, and recommendation for
smooth and effective implementation of Forest RightsAct. Based
on the recommendations of the study a number of proactive steps
were taken to ensure successful implementation of theAct both in
letter and spirit.

The said Department took proactive steps in awareness
generation, information dissemination and capacity building of
key stakeholders in different provisions of the Forest Rights Act.
The SCSTRI played a crucial role in developing the resource and
communication materials and imparting training to various
stakeholders in the implementation of theAct.

The state government undertook a special drive for sensitization
of various stakeholders on the different provisions of the Act and
Rules. A two-pronged strategy was adopted for creating
awareness andwidespread information dissemination.

A. Development and dissemination of resource and

communication materials on the Act and Rules
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Translation of theAct and Rules into Odia and distribution of

the same to allGramSabhas.

Translation of Act and Rules into 10 tribal languages and

distribution of the same to allMicro Project areas.

Process materials, guidelines, Training manuals on Act and

Rules developed andwidely distributed.

Frequently Asked Questions on FRA clarifying the doubts

about the Act and its provisions have been complied and

printed both in Odia and English and circulated among the

officials and others for facilitation of proper implementation

of theAct. (D.ONo40373/SSD, dated 21.11.2008)

FrequentlyAsked Questions developed on determination and

recognition of Community Forest Rights to be conferred

under Forest Rights Act 2006 and rules thereof (D.O No

2348/SSD, dated 22.02.10) and circulated among the

officials, Gram Sabhas, FRC members, SDLC/DLC

members and others for expediting the process of recognition

ofCommunity ForestRights.

Trainings and awareness camps conducted at various levels

and IECmaterials distributed.

Training of Trainers' Workshop held at the state- and district

level for government functionaries, FRCmembers, andGram

Sabhamembers.

Special training programmes organised for Tribal Youth,

WomenSHGs, andPRI representatives.

Steps taken for printing the required number of copies of the

Act and Rules for distribution among the various stake-

holders i.e. Zilla Parishad members, Panchayat Samiti

members,GramPanchayatmembers, andGramSabhas etc.

B. Capacity building of various stakeholders (govt. officials,

PRI members, FRC members, people's organisations/

NGOs/CBOs, SHG members, tribal youth etc.) through series

of training and orientation programmes, in a phased manner.
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Training programme in districts for Revenue-, Forest-, ST &

SC- andPanchayati RajDept. officials.

Odisha ranking 1st in the country in terms of maximum
number of title distributionwith regards to individual rights.

A list of forest villages/un-surveyed habitations/old settlements
inside forest land based on 2001 Census was provided to all
District Collectors to ensure constitution of FRCs and indicate the
progress of implementation of Forest Rights Act in such villages
(vide letter dated 25.10.2008 of the Revenue and Disaster
Management Deptt.). Further, the Panchayati Raj Department
vide letter no 42358/dated 31.10.2008 instructed all Collectors for
conversion of all forest villages, old habitations, un-surveyed
villages and other villages in forest whether recorded, notified or
not, into revenue villages and ensure formation of Forest Rights
Committees in such villages so as to facilitate the process of claim
filing and verification under Forest Rights Act in such
villages/habitations as well. Accordingly a CD containing the list
of such settlements has also been supplied to the district-level
nodal officers.

This effort has led to formation of 48459 number of Forest
Rights Committees inOdisha out of 48071 revenue villageswhich
indicates that FRCs have been systematically formed in forest
villages/un-surveyed habitations as prescribed under FRAand are

60504 Eqpuvkvwvkqp qh HTEu kp cnn xknncigu *kpenwfkpi hqtguv
cpfwp/uwtxg{gf xknncigu+
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operational thereby ensuring that claimants from such villages/
habitations are not deprived of their legitimate rights.

Apart from sensitization and capacity building of key
stakeholders, the state government also took adequate measures
to extend handholding support to the Gram Sabha and FRC
members to ensure smooth facilitation of the process of claim
filing and verification at the ground level.

: Initiatives were taken to supply set of

evidences to all Gram Sabhas especially in PVTG areas for
speedy disposal of the claims. Handholding support was
provided to the Gram Sabhas for filing of claims and
adequate no. of claim forms (Form–A,B andC)were printed
and circulated to all GPs. A set of documentary evidences
was provided to all District Level Committees, Sub-
Divisional Level Committees, Micro Project and Integrated
Tribal Development Agency areas as well so as to ensure
quick verification and disposal of claims.

Amaximumof 10

retired Revenue Inspectors/Amins were engaged at each
district on contractual basis for a period of 3 months on
consolidated remuneration ofRs.3500/- permonth vide letter
No.38848 Dt. 6.11.2008 of the ST & SC Development
Department. The RIs andAmins helped in the preparation of
maps for early finalization by the SDLC and the expenditure
wasmet fromArticle 275 (1) of theConstitution.

: It was observed that a large number of

claims were pending at the SDLC level due to incomplete
information or other deficiency in the claims forwarded by
the Gram Sabha. Steps were taken to form a of
officials consisting of RIs, Amins, Foresters/forest guards;
and the key responsibility of the squad was to complete the
verification of claims in a time bound manner. The Joint

60505 Jcpfjqnfkpi Uwrrqtv vq Itco Ucdjc cpf Hqtguv
Tkijvu Eqookvvgg Ogodgtu hqt Fgvgtokpcvkqp qh

Tkijvu

Uwrrn{ qh Gxkfgpeg

Gpicigogpv qh TgvktgfTKu cpfCokpu<

Uswcf Crrtqcej

lqkpv uswcf
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Squads were supported by the Sarpanch and Secretary of the
concerned Panchayat as well as the FRC members of the
concerned Gram Sabha; and the process was coordinated by
theWelfare ExtensionOfficer. Each Panchayatwas taken as a
unit and the squad completed the verification of claims,
creation of maps etc for all the villages in a particular
panchayat and then moved to the next panchayat thereby
covering the entire district in a timeboundmanner.

In order to ensure that claims of

Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups (PVTGs) are duly
processed and their rights over forestland is recognised, steps
were taken to organise special awareness campaigns in the
Micro Project areas and ensure training of the Special Officer
of theMicroProject and other connected officials. (vide letter
no TD-II 32/2008/ 36639/SSD dt. 6.10.2009). Separate
reporting of PVTGs claims fromMicro Project areawas done
in the Monthly Progress reports so as to track the progress
PVTGs claims.

Right of appeal

Rights ofGramSabha

Community Forest Rights (6061, 4th Feb. 09)

Diversion of forestland (18-05-09, 11-9/1998FC)

Constitution of FRCs in unsurveyed villages (clarified in the

video conferencing)

Settlement of rights in PTGarea (36639, 6thOct 09 bySTand

SC)

Reviewof claim approval (36638, 6thOct 09)

Clarification over pre-1980 (40938R&D.M, 23rdOct 09)

Convergence of other programs and schemes (5th Nov 09,

38708)

Oketq Rtqlgev Crrtqcej<

60506 Enctkhkecvqt{ ektewnctu cpf iwkfgnkpgu uwrrqtvkpi

qhhkekcnu cv vjg etquu ewvvkpi gfig kp korngogpvcvkqp qh
vjgCev

422;
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Withdrawal of forest cases against the claimants, those

already got title deeds (16376 cases withdrawn as on 18th
Dec09)

Fine against the encroachers under OPLE (clarified in the

VideoConferencing)

Creation ofRoR (RemarkColumn)

Clarification over Section 3.1 and 3.2

Rejection (Remand)

Clarification over Pahad/ Jawan/ Dongar (extended

category)

1997 JointEnquiryReport (T.N.Godavarman case)

Issues of FRAImplementation inLandReformCommittee

Sharing of maps and verification reports with Gram Sabhas

(No. 12976/dt. 03.04.10)

Frequently Asked Questions on determination and

recognition of Community Forest Rights (No. 8348/dt.
20.2.10):

Instructions to all Collectors to ensure that sketch map of

land is given along with Patta and Orders/Resolutions of
Gram Sabha, SDLC and DLC be communicated to
concerned claimants a(5213/SSDdt. 01.02.2010)

Instructions to all Collectors for sensitizing DFOs/ PA,

ITDAs, Sub-Collectors (

)

Instructions to all Divisional Forest Officers to expeditiously

dealwith all categories of forest land as also regularization of
pre-1980 eligible category of forest encroachments.

)

Instructions to all Collectors to consider to claim petitions

relating to all types of forest land as defined under Section-
2(D) of the Forest Rights Act (

4232

"http://www.orissa.gov.in/stsc/F
OREST_RIGHT_ACT/FRA-Scanned_ Orders/ D.O.%20&
%20UOI/D.O.%20118%20dt.%202.1. 10.pdf"

"http://www.orissa.gov.in/stsc/ FOREST_RIGHT_ACT/
FRA-Scanned_Orders/ No%5B1%5D._2779_ dt._
25.2.2010. pdf"

"http://www.orissa.gov.in/
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stsc/FOREST_RIGHT_ACT/FRA-Scanned_Orders/
5309_11.2.2010.pdf")

Regular review and monitoring of the progress was ensured
by the ST and SC Development Department through fortnightly
reviewof all districts through video conference.

The State Level Monitoring Committee (SLMC), the apex
level committee under the Act also met at regular intervals to
review the progress of FRAin the state. Soon after its constitution

on 1 Feb 2008, the firstmeeting of theSLMCwas held on 3 April

2008 followed by the second meeting on 24 October 2008. The
decisions taken by the SLMC guided the State Government in
smooth implementation of theAct.

The Forest Rights Rules, 2008 notified on 1st January 2008,
to address some of the crucial

issues that emerged during the implementation of theAct. Notable
provisions in the amendment rules are:

Clarifications on meaning of 'bonafide livelihood needs' and

the concept of community rights

Simplification of the manner of disposal of minor forest

produce and the transit permit regime,

Provision for inclusion of those hamlets which are not part of

any existing revenue or forest village,

Separate procedure for the formal recognition of right over

community forest resource and a title to that effect,

Delineation of community forest resource and their mapping

process,

Provisions for conservation andmanagement of theCFRs,

Appellate procedure and clarifications on grounds for

rejections etc.

Emphasis on rights of Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups

st rd

th

Ugrvgodgt4234

ygtg
cogpfgf qp 8vj Ugrvgodgt 4234
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and their rights and onus has been put on the DLC to ensure
that their rights are recorded and vested.

Provision for post-claim support and hand holding to the

holders of the forest rights.

A more rigorous monitoring mechanism has been devised

through prescribed reporting formats to maintain constant
vigil and connect between the nodal ministry and the
respective state governments.

Soon after the amendment of Forest Rights Rules, Ministry of
Tribal Affairs, GoI took an intensive task of orientation of tribal
departments of all states and Union Territories on the amended
rules following which the first regional consultation was held at
Bhubaneswar on 25th September, 2012.Representatives from
different states participated. The series of regional consultations
where state functionaries from Forest-, Tribal Welfare- and
Revenue department participated shared their experiences with
field level implementation. It culminated in the National Level
Consultation held on 3rd December, 2012. This process of
consultations have also highlighted some good/innovative
initiatives undertaken at micro level by district- and sub-district
functionaries which expedited the implementation of theAct and
can be used for learning and replication in other regions.

. During the review process, certain states pointed out
certain operational challenges and difficulties in recognition of
community rights and community forest resource rights. Further,
recognition of habitat rights of the PTGshas also not been initiated
by the states. Tribal communities face procedural challenges to
submit claim applications often due to lack of availability of
evidence or incomplete documentation. Similarly claims are left

606 Rquv 4234Fgxgnqrogpvu

FwtkpiOc{ 4235. vjg tgxkgy qhCevkqp Rncpu qh vjg uvcvgu
d{ vjgOkpkuvt{ qhVtkdcnChhcktu rqkpvgf qwv engctn{ vjcvyjkng
oquv qh vjg uvcvgu rtqeggfgf ygnn ykvj vjg tgeqipkvkqp qh
kpfkxkfwcn tkijvu. tgeqipkvkqp qh eqoowpkv{ tkijvu cpf
eqoowpkv{ tguqwteg tkijvu ycu nciikpi dgjkpf kp cnoquv cnn
vjg uvcvgu
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pending or rejected due to lack of information on part of the field
level government functionaries. The lack of capacities of the
officials to interpret and implement the various provisions of the
Act and confusion of areas of overlap of FRAwith other laws such
as PESA and the Forest Conservation Act has also contributed
towards low effectiveness inAct implementation.

In order to address the above concerns and to ensure effective
implementation of the Act the Ministry of Tribal Affairs
undertook a number of measures that would facilitate
implementation of theAct includingAmendment to FRA rules in
2012 and issued comprehensive guidelines to the states for better
implementation of theAct.

Odisha ranked 1 in the countrywith highest number of individual
forest rights claims filed and titles recognized under FRA. The
success of progress of implementation of FRAin the state was
due to a number of proactive steps taken to implement the Act in
letter and spirit. As mentioned above, the Government of Odisha
had undertaken training programmers from the grass root level
functionaries to the senior officials, translation of rules and
guidelines in local dialects of the tribal communities.Anumber of
operational guidelines and office orders have been issued to
ensure smooth implementation and regular monitoring of the
implementation. The Tribal Research Institute in Odisha
(SCSTRTI) also played a crucial role in carrying out research
studies on FRA, developing reference materials and imparting
training to various stakeholders which resulted in the successful
implementation of FRAin the state.

With this background, a

under the aegis of the Ministry of Tribal Affairs,
Government of India and UNDP so as to build the capacity of the
states for effective implementation of FRA. The National
Resource Centre at SCSTRTI, Odisha was set up with the key

Guvcdnkujogpv qhPcvkqpcnTguqwtegEgpvtg

Pcvkqpcn Tguqwteg Egpvtg ycu ugv
wr qh cv UejgfwngfEcuvgu cpf UejgfwngfVtkdguTgugctej cpf

Vtckpkpi Kpuvkvwvg *UEUVTVK+. Djwdcpguyct Ecorwu kp
4236

st
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objective of functioning as the '
to

address the capacity and knowledge gaps in tribal development
and extending support to all the States for smooth implementation
of ForestRightsAct.

A set of training manuals and learning materials on Forest Rights
Act were developed by National Resource Centre during 2015-16
for the benefit of government functionaries, Gram Sabha/FRC
members, civil society organisation and other stakeholders
involved in the implementation of Forest Rights Act. Apart from
it, research and documentation was also undertaken under to
understand the status of FRA implementation in various states,
identify the implementation bottlenecks and operational
challenges in the field. Further, study on good practises
documentation was also undertaken so that different states could
learn from the experiences and replicate the same.

It was lack of understanding of the Gram Sabha/FRCmembers as
well as the government functionaries on various provisions of the
Act and the processes as enshrined under the Amendment Rules,
2012, the implementation of the Act was facing hurdles in the
field. It was felt that the handholding support and training to the
Gram Sabha and FRC members along with the concerned
government functionaries for effective implementation of FRA.
Keeping these in the backdrop, training manuals were developed
byNRCat SCSTRI,Odisha for

a. GramSabhas, FRCmembers; elected representatives; and

b. Government functionaries (members of DLCs, and SDLCs,
Revenue,Tribal, andForestDepartments)

Pcvkqpcn Mpqyngfig Jwd cpf
Vgejpkecn Cto) qh vjg Okpkuvt{ qh Vtkdcn Chhcktu *OqVC+

Fgxgnqrogpv qhVtckpkpicpfTguqwtegOcvgtkcnu

Rtgrctcvkqp qh Vtckpkpi Oqfwngu hqt Iqxgtpogpv
Hwpevkqpctkgu cpfOgodgtu qhItcoUcdjc
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Fgxgnqrogpv qh Ocpwcn qp Fgnkpgcvkqp cpf Ocrrkpi qh
Eqoowpkv{Tkijvu cpfEqoowpkv{HqtguvTguqwtegu *EHT+

Fqewogpvcvkqp qh Iqqf1Dguv Rtcevkugu cpf Fgxgnqrogpv qh
NgctpkpiFqewogpvctkgu

According to FSI report (The State of ForestReport 1999, page no.
30) there are about 5.87 lakh villages in the country of which 1.70
lakh are forest fringe villages. Till the end of May 2014 about
23,440 community right titles were issued which constituted only
13.75% to total forest fringe villages. Poor recognition of CFR
rights and community rights by the states emerged as a key
challenge during the series of regional consultations on FRA
organised jointly by theMinistry ofTribalAffairs andUNDP.

Barring some stray pockets in a few states, there has been
poor filing of claims and recognition of the CFR rights largely due
to lack of capacity for facilitating the community rights and CFR
claims and verification process. Drawing lessons from the
learnings of the successful examples from Gadchiroli district of
Maharashtra, as well as from the Kandhamal and Mayurbhanj
districts of Odisha in recognition of both community rights and
rights over CFR, a manual on the process for delineation and
mapping of customary boundaries of community forest resources
was developed for reference of government functionaries, civil
society organizations and members of the Gram Sabha across the
country. The manual was also translated in the local language by
SCSTRTI forwider circulation in the state.

Documentation of Good Practices study was undertaken by
National Resource Centre at SCSTRI, Odisha to document the
experience of successful initiatives nationwide and widely
circulated so that they could be replicated in other states.
Documentation of good practices has enabled other states in
developing strategies for expediting the process of determination
and recognition of forest rights.
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Ugnh/NgctpkpiEFqp vjgHTC

Eqorgpfkwo qh Ugngevgf Iwkfgnkpgu cpf Enctkhkecvqt{
Ektewnctu Kuuwgf d{ vjg Fkhhgtgpv Uvcvg Iqxgtpogpv hqt vjg
Ghhgevkxg Korngogpvcvkqp qh vjgCev

Htgswgpvn{CumgfSwguvkqpu

Ugpukvk|cvkqp cpfCyctgpguuFtkxg

A self-learning CD on the FRA, a computer-based, interactive
course (packed in offline CD) has been developed which resolves
doubts and provides clarification on the Act and Rules. The self-
administered learning module provides basic information about
the Act, compliance. It provides provision and acts as a
customized training package for the officials of state/district
Tribal Departments; Revenue Department and Forest
Department.

Compendium of circulars, guidelines, notifications on different
provisions of FRA issued by Government of India and different
States has been published during 2016. The Compendium serves
as a ready reckoner for the government officials, user agencies and
the public in general to facilitate the effective implementation of
FRAat the grass root level.

Ministry of TribalAffairs in partnership withUNDPbrought out a
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) in March 2016 under the
MoTA-UNDP project. This was shared with all state
governments. ST and SC Development Department and
SCSTRTI, Govt. of Odisha took adequate measures for
widespread distribution of the FAQ to all government
functionaries and other stakeholders involved in the
implementation of Forest RightsAct.

Sensitization to key functionaries on Forest Rights

Amendment Rules, 2012 through series of trainings to
officersworking inLWEdistricts.
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Special attention given for organising GP level training

programs for FRC and PRI members in all Scheduled V
districts falling underLWEdistricts

Special drive also taken for involvement of civil society

organisations and peoples' network in facilitation of FRA.

As per the amended rules under Rule-

3(1) the Forest Rights Committee should have at least 2/3
members from Scheduled Tribe community. Instructions were

issued to all Collectors (vide letter no 34124, dated 26 Nov 2012)
for reconstitution of FRCs in case there are no Scheduled Tribes

and also ensure that at least 1/3 of the committee members are
women. They were instructed to sensitize the GP Nodal Officers
and VLWs to reconstitute the FRCs, wherever necessary, by
30.12.2012.

:
Directions were given to district authorities to give thrust on
settling Community Rights as defined under Rule 2 (1) (c). It was
directed that CFR claims need to be filed in the new format
introduced for application for Community Forest Resources in
shape of Form-C and to give copy of ROR for Community Forest

Resources (vide letter no 34124/SSD, dated 26 Nov2012).

As per the
guideline of MoTA dated 8.11.2013, instructions were issued by
ST and SC Development Department Govt. of Odisha vide letter
no 36823, dated 16.11.2013 regarding conversion of all forest
villages, old habitations, unsurveyed villages etc. into revenue
village under section 3(1) (h) of the Scheduled Tribes and other
Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights)

606030 Mg{ Ektewnctu cpf Iwkfgnkpgu Kuuwgf d{ vjg Uvcvg
Iqxgtpogpv

4234

Tgeqpuvkvwvkqp qh HTEu<

Eqoowpkv{ Tkijvu cpf Eqoowpkv{ Hqtguv Tguqwteg Tkijvu

4235

Eqpxgtukqp qh hqtguv xknncigu vq tgxgpwg xknncigu<

rd
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Amendment Rules, 2012. As per guideline of MoTA, it was also
clarified that the conversion would include the actual land-use of
the village in its entirety, including lands required for current or
future community uses, like, schools, health facilities, public
spaces etc.

As stipulated under FRA amended Rules, 2012,

circularwas issued (letter no. 5347 dated 30.1.2014) that in case of

modification or rejection of a claim by the Gram-sabha / SDLC /

DLC, such decision need to be communicated in person to the
claimant to enable him/ her to prefer a petition to the appropriate

forum. District authorities were also directed to initiate prompt
action to facilitate the early disposal of pending claims at all

levels.

In pursuance to Rule 9 of the Forest

Rights Act, 2006 and Amended Rules, 2012, the State Level

Monitoring Committee was reconstituted as per D.O 23427/SSD,

dated 12 August 2014, to monitor the implementation of Forest

RightsAct andRules inOdisha

:As issued byMinistry

of Tribal Affairs on 10.4.2015, directions were issued by ST and

SCDevelopment Department vide letter no.8977 dated 30.4.2015

to implement the FRA as per the guidelines. The key points

covered in the guidelines are:

need

to be taken up on a priority basis and regular trainings and
workshops are needed to be organized for the personnel

involved in the process of implementation of theAct.

4236

Tgxkgy qh tglgevgf enckou cpf Rtqorv fkurqucn qh rgpfkpi

enckou hkngf<

Tgeqpuvkvwvkqp qh UNOE<

4237

Iwkfgnkpgu vq tgoqxg korgfkogpvu kp vjg rtqrgt

korngogpvcvkqp qh vjg Hqtguv TkijvuCev

Tgeqipkvkqp qh Eqoowpkv{ Hqtguv Tguqwtegu Tkijvu

th
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Jkij tcvg qh tglgevkqp qh enckou

Uvcvg Ngxgn Oqpkvqtkpi Eqookvvgg *UNOE+oggvkpiu

Tkijvu tgeqipkvkqp rtqeguu pggf vq dg eqorngvgf kp

Ucpevwctkgu cpf Pcvkqpcn Rctmu

Tgeqipkvkqp qh Qypgtujkr Tkijvu qxgt Okpqt Hqtguv

Rtqfwegu

Etgcvkqp qh Tgeqtf qh Tkijvu

TgeqipkvkqpqhJcdkvcvTkijvu

is another area of concern.

Cause of every rejection needs to be communicated to the

claimants. All the cases of rejection must be categorized on
the basis of causes of rejection. There is a need to have a

relook into the cases of doubtful rejection so that any rightful
claimdoes not get denied.

are

required to be held at regular intervals in the interest of proper

implementation of the FRA. The SLMC also needs to
specifically ensure that Section 4(5) of FRA is implemented

in letter and spirit and no forest dweller is evicted or removed

till the process of FRAimplementation is complete.

specifically in Tiger

Reserves as FRA is applicable in all forest areas.Also, Gram

Sabha decision has to be taken into consideration before any
relocations.

and Minimum Support Price to Minor Forest
Produces need to be extended in ProtectedAreas as well. The

State monopoly in MFP trade needs to be ended with the

enactment of FRA.

needs to be taken up by the

state government as the purpose of rights recognition is
realized only when permanent record of rights are entered

into record.

Clarificatory Guidelines on recognition of habitat rights of

Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups (PVTGs), dated 23 April

2015 were issued by Ministry of Tribal Affairs. This was

communicated by the STandSCDevelopmentDepartment, Govt.

of Odisha to all the districts (letter no. 9141, dated 1 May 2015).
The key highlights of the guideline are:

rd

st
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Definition of 'habitat' as prescribed under Section 2(h) of

FRA; and further describes the forest right to such habitat
under Section 3(1)(e).

FRCs to ensure that the claims from PVTGs are verified

when such communities or their representatives are present.

Right to community tenures of habitat and habitation may be

recognized over customary territories used by the PVTG for
habitation, livelihoods, social, economic, spiritual, sacred,
religious and other purposes.

Role of the District Level Committee (DLC) to examine,

whether all claims, especially those of primitive tribal groups
(Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups), pastoralists and
nomadic tribes, have been addressed keeping in mind the
objectives of theAct.

PVTGs receive habitat rights in consultation with the

concerned traditional institutions and their claims for habitat
rights are filed before the concerned Gram Sabhas, wherever
necessary, by recognising floating nature of their Gram
Sabhas.

DLCs should take steps to ensure recognition of the habitat

rights along with mapping of the area of each claim over
which their rights have been recognized.

Guidelines under Section 12 with regard to recognition and
vesting of Community Forest Resource (CFR) and its
management under FRA issued by Ministry of Tribal Affairs on

23 April 2015 which was duly communicated by the ST and SC
Development Department, Govt. of Odisha to all the districts

(letter no. 9141, dated 1 May 2015). The key highlights of the
guideline are

As per Section 3(1) (i) and Section 5 of FRA, the authority to

protect, regenerate or conserve or manage CFRs, is the Gram
Sabha along with the committee for protection of wildlife,
forest and biodiversity constituted under FRRule 4(1)(e).

Eqoowpkv{ Hqtguv Tguqwteg Tkijvu *EHT+ cpf kvu
Ocpcigogpv

rd

st
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Each Gram Sabha shall be free to develop its own simple

format for conservation andmanagement plan of theCFR.

Gram Sabha and the Committee under FR rule 4(1)(e) to

modify the micro plan or working plan or management plan
of the Forest Department in order to integrate the same with
the conservation andmanagement plan for the CFR as passed
by theGramSabha.

Funds under Tribal Sub Plan, MGNREGA, Funds under

CAMPA to be made available to the committee at the Gram
Sabha constituted under FRRule 4 (1){e) for development of
CFR

Community Forest Resource (CFR) areas as recognised

under Section 3(1)(i) of FRA shall constitute a new category
of forest area which should be recorded as 'CFRs' in the
Records of Rights and be suitably incorporated in the records
of theForestDepartment.

Provide disaggregated information in the monthly reports on

the CFR claims and CFR rights recognised and the extent of
forest land recognised under the same.

Special campaign launched by Food Supplies and Civil Works
Dept in collaboration with ST and SC Development Department
for inclusion of forest dwellers recognised under Forest RightsAct
to be covered under Nation Food Security Act-2013. (vide letter
no. 613/CS, dated 24.8.15 and letter 17963/SSD, dated
08.09.2015)

Action plan was suggested to review the rejected claims in a time

bound fashion (Letter No. 10740, dated 16 June 2016). For
proactive facilitation of the appeal process itwas suggested that

Kpenwukqp qh Gnkikdng Hqtguv Fygnngtu wpfgt Pcvkqpcn Hqqf
Ugewtkv{Cev

4238

TgxkgyqhTglgevgfEnckouwpfgtHTC

th
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Rejected/ modified claims to be suo moto treated as petitions

for hearing and disposal.

Reasons of rejections to be communicated to the concerned

claimants/ Gram Sabhas immediately

DLCs/ SDLCs to fix venues and timings ·for hearings of the

claimants' appeals against rejection / modification and take
appropriate decisions.

Appropriate mechanism to be devised by concerned DLCs/

SDLCs by fixing a particular day in the week for hearing the
appeals to ensure timely action.

Convergence guidelines was issued by ST and SC Development
Department, Govt. of Odisha and instruction was also issued vide
letter no. 15078, dated 12.08.2016 for 100% coverage of FRA
right holders through convergence with different schemes of the
government for their socio-economic development. Accordingly
it was also instructed to report the progress of convergence in
separate format in monthly reports.

List of potential villages for recognition of Community Rights and
Community Forest Resources Rights under FRA, developed by
SCSTRTI, Bhubaneswar basing upon the methodology provided
by the Ministry of Tribal Affairs, Govt. of India was circulated to
District Collectors and DLC members with the instruction to
process Community Rights and Community Forest Resources
Rights under FRA on a priority mode basing on the procedure and

process prescribed under FRA rules (letter no 16416, dated 3
September 2016).

Regular review of
Forest Rights Act is being undertaken through the monthly
progress reports, newly introduced monitoring formats and video
conference to track the status of implementation in different
district. A study on

EqpxgtigpegIwkfgnkpgu

Rqvgpvkcn Xknncigu hqt Tgeqipkvkqp qh Eqoowpkv{ Tkijvu cpf
EHT

Tgxkgy< Cp Guugpvkcn Rctv qh vjg Rtqeguu<

)Vjg Uejgfwngf Vtkdgu cpf Qvjgt

rd
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Vtcfkvkqpcn Hqtguv Fygnngtu *Tgeqipkvkqp qh Hqtguv Tkijvu+
Cev 4228= Korngogpvcvkqp Uvcvwu cpf Iqqf Rtcevkugu kp
Qfkujc) ycu ecttkgf qwv d{ UEUVTVK. Iqxv0 qh Qfkujc fwtkpi
4234

)Uvcvwu qh Korngogpvcvkqp qh
Hqtguv TkijvuCev kp Qfkujc)

Vcdng Pq06
Jkijnkijvu qh vjg UNOE *Qfkujc+ rtqeggfkpiu

. The study helped to assess the implementation status of
community forest rights in the state; status of appeal and rejection
cases, and verification of claims under developmental rights [Sec
3 (2)]; identified the successful interventions in the state, as also
suggested corrective measures for the effective implementation of
the Act and the amended FR Rules 2012.

Apart from it, as directed by the State Level Monitoring
Committee, the current study on

was undertaken by SCSTRI, Govt.
of Odisha in 2016. The study gives a picture of implementation of
the Forest Rights Act in the state over a period of 10 years. This
helps in critically reviewing the gaps and enables the State
Government to take adequate steps to fulfil the intended
objectives of the Forest Rights Act in favour of the Scheduled
Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers.
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48
Minutes of conference of State Ministers of Tribal/Social Development to

review the implementation of the Forest Rights Act held on 27.06.2008 at
Vigyan Bhavan, New Delhi.
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Source: Department of ST and SC Development, GoO
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49
Still, it is can't be said for sure the March 2013 figures did not include any claims

in Form-C. Further, inclusion of development projects claimed/sanctioned under
Section 3(2) in the community claims has also been seen in some cases.
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50
The Gunupur SDLC observed on 9-5-2016 that since CR and CFR claims are

not coming from Gram Sabhas, so field functionaries need to create necessary
awareness.



51

52

The impression of the present consultant in his capacity as an independent
researcher on community forestry is that the village communities are not
accustomed in systematizing their efforts the way the law or the Forest
Department expects from them, and they are comfortable in exercising their
stake and power more in the informal ways than formal. CFRR title for them is
more for asserting their rights and continuing their conventional ways of forest
use than going for planning for its management and development.

Many of them have been rehabilitated in colonies near Jashipur and Karanjia
where they have been given substitutes of siali to continue their business.
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53
Tribals oppose mining in Odisha, , 8 June 2015, "http://www.

thehindu.com/ news/national/other-states/tribals-oppose-mining-in-odisha/
article7292666.ece" Also, Chakravartyy, A.(2016); Fight for Khandadhar,

, 31 March 2016, http://www.downtoearth.org.in/ news/fight-
for-khandadhar-53257

The Hindu

Down to Earth
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Jqoguvgcf

encko wpfgt

KHT

Enckou hqt

citkewnvwtcn

ncpf wpfgt

KHT

flQvjgt‚ *A+

enckou wpfgt

KHT

FNE

crrtqxgf

enckou hqt

jqoguvgcf

ncpf

FNE/crrtqxgf

enckou hqt

citkewnvwtcn

ncpf wpfgt KHT

FNE/

crrtqxgf

flqvjgt‚*A+

enckou wpfgt

KHT

1555 3055
54

364 560 (area

179.8 acre)

3651 (area 9582

acre)

305 (area

457 acre)

(Source: Office of the PCCF, Wildlife, Odisha)

54
The mismatch with the approved figure is due to the ambiguity of data in case

of Kuldiha sanctuary (vide annexure-31)
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55
Interaction with Sri Baikunthanath Rath, Cooperative Supervisor
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56
Itggp Okpkuvt{ Pqf hqt Vqkngvu qp Hqtguv Ncpf, ,

15 Nov. 2016, http://www.newindianexpress.com/nation/2016/nov/15/green-
ministry-nod-for-toilets-on-forest-land-1538582.html

The New Indian Express
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"http://odishaforest.in/fra_forest_land_diverted.jsp", as accessed on 13

December 2016
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Itcrj Pq046
Itcrj knnwuvtcvkpi vjg pwodgt ykug ujctg qh xctkqwu

fgxgnqrogpv rtqlgevu korngogpvgf wpfgt ugevkqp 5*4+ cu qp
23/23/4238 kp Qfkujc

*xkfg cppgzwtg/36+

Itcrj Pq047
Ctgc *Hqtguv+ ⁄ ykug ujctg qh xctkqwu rtqlgevu korngogpvgf

wpfgt Ugevkqp qh 5*4+ cu qp 3/3/4238 *Ctgc kp Jc+

7090Eqpxgtukqp qh Hqtguv Xknncigu kpvq Tgxgpwg Xknncigu<

The term 'forest village' implies to a village or habitation in forest
land belonging to the Forest Department. Usually such villages
are found in the reserved forests or sanctuaries, and the villagers
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live at the mercy of the Forest Department. They cannot avail the
development facilities of the government applicable for revenue
villages. Even their identity is at stake, and they normally identify
themselves with reference to some nearby revenue village.

Un-surveyed villages have more or less the same issues
though they need not necessarily be in forest lands always. Section
3(1)(h) of the FRA is however applicable to unrecognized villages
in forest lands only. The Act mandates settlement of the rights as
well as conversion of such villages into revenue villages.

While the settlement of individual claims for forest rights
has been possible in most of the forest villages of the state partly
because of the remarkable activism of civil society organizations
in a number of cases (if not all), progress in the matter of
conversion of forest villages into revenue villages has however
remained quite dissatisfactory.Unfortunately, despite repeated
instructions from the central- and state governments, the factors
causing the objectionable delay have been found to be many, like:

The list of such villages are yet to be prepared (DLC,
Koraput; dated 1-9-16); or sub-ordinate authorities not
submitting the list despite repeated requests (Gajapati), or
the villages are yet to be identified by the DFO (Rayagada
DLC, dated 12-5-2016).
More comprehensive guidelines required, as observed by
the SLMC.
Case records of 4 proposals did not tally with check
memo; so returned to SDLC for compliance.(Mayurbhanj
DLC, dated 8-8-16).

Still, Mayurbhanj is in a leading position in the process of
converting forest villages into revenue villages where proposals
have been submitted for 6 villages of Thankumunda Block and
progress has been made for two most remote villages Jharjhari and
Asurkhal among these six. Next in the line is Kandhamal where 6
villages of Jamjhari GP are in the process.

�

�

�
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Vjg rnkijv qh Ocnuqftc

Malsodra is a forest village in the Jamujhari GP of
Kandhamal district. As the above map shows, the village
is found not in the revenue map but in the forest map as it
is situated inside the Kalabagha reserved forest. The
residents (10 HHs) are Kandha, and depend on forest
collection as well as hill cultivation. The nearest revenue
village to which it attaches itself as a hamlet is Madikhol
wherefrom a forest road goes to Malsodra, which was till
recently very difficult to use and is still a not-much
motorable, fair weather one. Their claim process was
made under the Madikhol FRC, and the villagers got
individual titles both for homestead and cultivated lands
though they say only lands near their habitation were
measured during the verification process, and others were
left out. The only facility which they have is a well. There
is no smashan (funeral ground) or gochar (pasture)
demarcated in this village as it is not a revenue village; so
the villagers have themselves made a virtual demarcation
for all these. When this study team visited the village,
forest officials had arrived in the area to mark trees for
felling, which the Malsodra villagers wanted to protest as
they considered that part of the forest as their resource,
but they knew the limitations of their right and hence their
objection did not work. However, the support of
Vasundhara has created good hope for them as the process
for conversion has been started, and the village women
have been supported to do collective trading in minor
forest produce.



As reported by the ST & SC Development Department,
GoO in September 2016 the process for conversion of forest/un-
surveyed villages had started for 88 villages out of the total 329
such villages identified in the state. Of these, 77 proposals were
pending at Gram Sabha level, 7 at SDLC level, and 4 at DLC

level (vide annexure-13). Interestingly, as indicated earlier that
some of the districts were yet to prepare the desired list, the ST and
SC Development Department did not receive data from few
districts including Koraput. As per the available details
Malkangiri has the highest number of such villages (66) followed
by Ganjam (53), Nayagarh (42),Subarnapur (36), Kandhamal
(35), Jajpur (30), and Mayurbhanj (24).

Claims under FRA have been rejected showing various reasons.
The reason mentioned may be one or more, and may vary for
individual and community claims. Individual claims are rejected
normally on the grounds including 'claim on non-forest land',
encroachment of forest land after 13-12-2005, claims from minors
or multiple claimants, and lack of sufficient evidence; whereas
community claims have been rejected or remanded for
reconsideration on grounds like inadequate resolution, lack of
required signatures in the joint verification report, lack of
boundary demarcation, etc...

The Forest Rights Rules, 2008 followed by the
Amendment Rules, 2012 have made elaborate provisions
regarding the appeal against the rejection. The basic thing to
ensure the appeal is the timely intimation to the claimant
explaining the cause of rejection, which doesnot seem to have
been ensured for a long time.

91310 individual claims and 466 community claims have
been reported to be rejected by the Gram Sabha as per the FRA
status report as on 31st October 2015. It was found that in most of

58

70:0 Tglgevkqp cpf Crrgcn

58
Letter No. 18069/SSD, dated 29-9-2016 of the ST and SC Development

Department, GoO
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the cases the claims have been rejected by Gram Sabha due to lack
of evidence. It is reported that around 55838 individual forest
rights claims and 148 community claims duly approved and
recommended by the Gram Sabha have been rejected by the
SDLC and around 21267 individual forest rights claims and 303
community claims have been remanded back to Gram Sabha.
These are the claims mostly of Other Traditional Forest Dwellers
(OTFDs). They were duly approved and recommended by many
Gram Sabhas but rejected by the SDLC demanding unnecessary
documentary evidences of three generations. While the
requirement of proving three generations is not required for the
land occupied and claimed by the OTFDs. It is required under the
Act that the OTFD claimant family would be residing in that area
for three generations and would have occupied or have depended
over forest or forest land prior to 13th Dec 2005. But most of the
SDLC have rejected the claims of OTFDs.

On 16 June 2016, the Commissioner-cum-Secretary, ST
and SC Development Department, Govt. of Odisha wrote a letter
to all Collectors. He referred to the poor progress in implementing
the provisions of Forest Rights Act, and the Amendment Rules of
2012 made thereunder regarding the disposal of rejected claims,
citing the decision made in the 8 SLMC meeting to implement
this process in a time bound manner. He said: “There is an urgent
need for proactive facilitation of the appeal process for which it is
suggested that the rejected/modified claims be suo-moto treated
as petitions for hearing and disposal. The reasons of rejection or
modification shall be communicated to the concerned
claimants/Gram Sabhas immediately, if not done yet; and the

th
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Vcdng Pq0 ;

Tglgevkqp qh enckou *cu qp 53 Qevqdgt 4238+
uv

Source: Department of ST and SC Development, GoO



DLCs/SDLCs may fix venues and timings for hearings of the
claimants' appeals xxxxx and take appropriate decisions to
dispose of the same.”

This is however yet to be adhered to properly. Generally
the situation is that the reason of rejection is yet to be intimated to
the claimants in a large number of cases. Even where it is accepted
in principle that the SDLC or DLC would not reject any case, the
claims remain pending for long without any clarification to the
claimant.

As per the information available with the state nodal
agency as on 31-07-2016, the total number of rejected cases of
IFR claims was 93136 at Gram Sabha level which was 15.19% of
the total 612944 claims received by the FRCs (vide annexure-7).
The number of claims remanded to Gram Sabha by SDLC was
21907 whereas those remanded by DLC to SDLC was 1811. The
Gram Sabha on the other hand has remanded 1751 claims to FRC.

Khurdha, Jajpur, Nawapara, and Cuttack are among the
districts where high percentage of rejection by the Gram Sabhas
has been seen, as is evident from the following chart:

Itcrj Pq048
Rgtegpvcig qh Tglgevkqp d{ Itco Ucdjc kp vjg Vqvcn Enckou

tgegkxgf d{ HTEu
*xkfg cppgzwtg/9+
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On the other hand, in addition to Puri district where the
SDLC has rejected all the claims, Subarnapur, Jharsuguda, and
Kendrapada followed by districts like Angul, Dhenkanal, Boud,
etc. have recorded the highest percentage of rejection by SDLCs to
the total claims received by FRCs, as seen in the following chart:

The following chart shows the share of rejected cases at
different levels(as on 31-07-2016):

Itcrj Pq049
Rgtegpvcig qh Tglgevkqp d{ UFNEu kp vjg Vqvcn Enckou

tgegkxgf d{ HTEu

Itcrj Pq04:
Tglgevkqp qh Kpfkxkfwcn Enckou cv Fkhhgtgpv Ngxgn

*xkfg cppgzwtg/9+
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Bhadrak, Nayagarh, Puri, Deogarh, Dhenkanal,
Jharsuguda, Subarnapur, Boud, Kalahandi, Nabarangpur, and
Rayagada are the districts where not a single claim has been
rejected by the Gram Sabha.

As to intimating claimants about the rejection, the
performance of most districts was highly dissatisfactory as

reviewed on 31 May 2016 (vide annexure-8) when out of against
the total number of rejected claims (individual) of 155914,
109403 remained pending for intimation; and out of the total 303
appeals filed 225 had been disposed of. Mayurbhanj, Ganjam, and
Sundargarh were the only districts receiving appeals, and
Mayurbhanj held the position of highest receipt and disposal of
the appeals.

59

Itcrj Pq04;
Rgtegpvcig qh Tglgevgf Enckou Rgpfkpi hqt Kphqtocvkqp. kp

vqvcn kpfkxkfwcnu enckou tglgevgf cu qp 5302704238
*xkfg cppgzwtg/:+

59
Letter of Sri Surendra Kumar, IAS; Commissioner-cum-Secretary, ST and SC

Development Department; dated 16 June 2016
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70;0Eqpxgtigpeg Kpkvkcvkxgu vcmgp wr d{ vjg Uvcvg

Uvcvwu qh Eqpxgtigpeg kpkvkcvkxgu vcmgp wr d{ vjg Uvcvg

As of community claims, total 8167 claims were received
in Form-B of which 297 have been rejected whereas of the total
5148 claims received in Form-C, 22 have been rejected
(annexure-5). Kendrapada is the district where the highest
rejection has taken place followed by Balangir, Sambalpur, and
Keonjhar. No claims have been received from Bhadrak,
Jagatsinghpur, and Puri.

Rule 16 introduced through the Forest Rights Amendment Rules,
2012 mandates for convergence of all government schemes with
the FRA for all right-holders (both individual and community)
whose rights have been recognized and vested under the Act.
Accordingly, title-holders, mostly individuals, have received
great priority in the state under various schemes among which the
housing scheme happens to be the topmost. Thus, convergence is
maximum for Indira Awas, as it was target-based although the
Indira Awas is usually constructed not in the 'FRA land' but in the
village (non-forest land) itself. Since maximum people get
benefits under the IAY, hence the Mo Kudia scheme, which
applies to those who could not avail IA, projects a low
achievement under FRA.

Various programmes like IAY, Mo Kudia, Horticulture Mission,
MGNREGS, NRLM, OTELP, Focus Area Development
Programmes are being taken up for the livelihood and food
security of the poor especially ST and SC population of the State
as shown in the table below. Convergence of FRA with different
programmes, if implemented in the lands of FRA title holders in
true spirit and process, has the potential of leading to sustainable
livelihood and food security of the title holders. But in reality, till
date, convergence of different programmes has been kept in
limited boundaries. Priority has been given only for housing
schemes like IAY and Mo Kudia and land development initiatives
under MGNREGS.
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Vcdng Pq032

Eqpxgtigpeg qh HTCykvj fkhhgtgpv rtqitcoogu1uejgogu

Itcrj Pq052

Eqpxgtigpeg qh HTCykvj fkhhgtgpv rtqitcoogu1uejgogu

Source:Annual Report 2013-14, ST and SC Development Department

The graph and table above indicates that out of 349100

FRA right holders till end of October 2015, 226304 right holders

(64%) have been covered under different programmes and

schemes. Out of them, 63% of the right holders have been covered

under IAY and 24% under MGNREGS (Land development

initiatives). Only 4% of the right holders have been covered under

National Horticulture Mission and merely 2% of the right holders

have been covered under Mo Pokhari and Mo Kudia schemes

respectively. The graph explains that the potential of convergence

of programmes for the livelihood security and poverty alienation
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of the FRA right holders has not been explored.

. Since there are circulars issued by the Ministry of

Panchayati Raj, GoI and Department of Panchayati Raj, GoO with

regards to 100% coverage of FRA right holders under IAY and

MGNREGS and increase in the minimum days of employment

from 100 to 150 under MGNREGS for the FRA right holders, it is

observed that in the districts FRA right holders are being covered

primarily under these two schemes in order to fulfil targets.

Eqpxgtigpeg qh

rtqitcoogu jcu dggp oquvn{ nkokvgf vq KC[ cpfOIPTGIU

qpn{

Vcdng Pq033
Dguv Rgthqtokpi Fkuvtkevu kp eqpxgtigpeg qh fkhhgtgpv

rtqitcoogu cpf uejgogu *53 Qevqdgt 4237+

Vcdng Pq034
Nciictf Fkuvtkevu kp eqpxgtigpeg qh fkhhgtgpv

rtqitcoogu cpf uejgogu

*53 Qevqdgt 4237+

uv

uv
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The table above indicates that districts performing well in
terms of coverage of right holders under different programmes
and schemes are Gajapati (19988 right holders), Kandhmal
(48242 right holders), Keonjhar (31067 right holders), Malkangiri
(26191 right holders) and Koraput (23552 right holders).

Coastal districts like Puri, Jagatsinghpur, Bhadrak,
Kendrapada etc are lagging behind in convergence. As such the
implementation of Forest Rights Act in coastal districts is tardy
with minimal number of forest rights recognized. Districts like
Jharsuguda, Bargarh, Bolangir, Angul, Boudh, Nuapada, Ganjam
having high forest cover and tribal population are also lagging
behind in FRA implementation as well as in convergence of
programmes for the benefit of the FRA right holders.
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Kv jcu dggp qdugtxgf vjcv HTC korngogpvcvkqp cpf
eqxgtcig qh HTC tkijv jqnfgtu wpfgt fkhhgtgpv rtqitcoogu

cpf uejgogu jcxg rtqitguugf ygnn kp Uejgfwngf X fkuvtkevu0 Kp
fkuvtkevu yjgtg cfokpkuvtcvkqp jcu dggp rtqcevkxg. uweeguuhwn
kpkvkcvkxgu qh eqpxgtigpeg qh xctkqwu rtqitcoogu hqt vjg
dgpghkv qh vjgHTCtkijv jqnfgtujcxgdggp vcmgpwr0

Vcdng Pq035
Uvcvwu qh Eqpxgtigpeg kp Uejgfwngf Fkuvtkevu

Itcrj Pq053
Uvcvwu qh Eqpxgtigpeg kp Uejgfwngf Fkuvtkevu
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Itcrj Pq054
V{rgu qh Eqpxgtigpeg Uejgogu Itcpvgf kp Uejgfwngf

Fkuvtkevu

Itcrj Pq055

Vtgpf qh Cejkgxgogpv kp korngogpvkpi Eqpxgtigpeg wpfgt
HTC dgvyggp 4236 cpf 4238

*dcugf qp cppgzwtg/ ;+

In tribal dominated districts, Gajapati, Kandhmal,
Keonjhar, Koraput have covered the maximum number of right
holders under different programmes and schemes. But the nature
of convergence is limited to IAY, Mo Kudia and land development
initiatives under MGNREGS. In very few districts like Keonjhar,
Kandhmal, Koraput apart from IAY and MGNREGS
convergence, agro forestry, intercropping, vegetables production
and plantation have been taken up in individual lands under
National Horticulture Mission, WADI programme with support
from NABAARD etc. But such type of interventions has been
limited to few identified district and need to be expanded to other
districts.
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EJCRVGT/8

8030 Mcpfjcocn Fkuvtkev cv c Incpeg

UVWF[FKUVTKEVU

Kandhamal as it is named after the Kandhs, a major tribal
community residing in this territory. The present Kandhamal sub-
division was a part of the princely state of Boudh till 1855.
However, the area was mostly autonomous with the Boudh
Kingdom having very little control over these areas. In the 19th
Century, the British launched a vigorous campaign in these hilly
tracts with the objectives of annexing the areas to their empire and
suppressing the practice of human sacrifice ( ). The British
encountered stiff resistance from the tribals for a prolonged period
of 20 years from 1835 to 1855. As the Boudh Raja failed to stop

, the British truncated a large area, where the Kandhas
were predominant, from Boudh on February 15, 1855 and named
this newly annexed territory as Kandhamal to bring it under
British rule within Bengal Province.

meriah

Meriah
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In the wake of the amalgamation of the princely States
with Odisha in January 1948, Boudh and Kandhamal constituted
the new district of Boudh-Kandhamal, with its headquarters at
Phulbani. It is located in south central Odisha covering 8,021 sq.
kms geography consists of forested landscapes interspersed with
habitations and hills. Of the district’stotal area of 8,021sq.km,
5,710sq.km is classified as legal forests (71 %) with 29 % non-

forest land (GoO, 2001 ). Only 12 % of the district’s area is
private land and 17 % is government owned non-forest land.

The total Population of the district is 7,31,952 which is 1.74% of
Odisha's Population. Kandhamal District has 2 Sub-Divisions,
12 Tehsils, 12 Blocks and 153 Gram Panchayats and 2,546
villages out of which 2,505 are inhabited villages and 41 un-
surveyed villages as per Census 2011. Total potential village for
the implementation of Forest Rights Act in the district is 2338.

The total area of the district is 8,021 sq. km, out of which
approximately 3063 sq. km is dense forest; 2,327 sqkm is open
forest (Forest Survey of India, 2001). Another 376 sq. km. is

60

803030 Fgoqitcrjke Rtqhkng qh vjg Fkuvtkev

Vcdng Pq036
Fgoqitcrjke Rtqhkng qh Mcpfjcocn Fkuvtkev

803040NcpfWug(NcpfJqnfkpiRcvvgtp

Source: Census of India, 2011; BPL Census of Panchayati Raj Department,
Government of Odisha and SECC (2011)
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Agriculture Census 2000-01, Government of Odisha



classified as scrub. Of the total geographical area 5,709.83 sq. km
is forest and 2311.17 sq. km non-forest land.

As per the 2000-01 Agriculture Census, Government of
Orissa, the total forest of the district is 71 % and the non-forest
land consist of 29 %.

Of the total non-forest government land only 12 % area is
under private possession and of the rest 17 % of land considerable
size of land is under reserved and non-culturable waste category
hence very little land available for cultivation. Since agriculture is
the main source of livelihood, a large section of the population

Vcdng Pq037

Twtcn Ncpf Wug Rcvvgtp qh Mcpfjcocn Fkuvtkev *gzenwfkpi
hqtguvu qwvukfg xknncig dqwpfctkgu+

Ncpf jqnfkpi rcvvgtp qh Mcpfjcocn

Vcdng Pq038

Ncpfjqnfkpi Rcvvgtp qh Mcpfjcocn

83
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Compiled from Agriculture Census 2000-01, Govt. of Orissa and Orissa

Forest Status Report, 2003-04.



have been depending upon government forests and non-forest
land for sustenance.

The Revnue and disaster Management Dept has constructed the
figure for broad legal category of land within its jurisdtiction in
Kandhamal district as shown in the chart below. However, during
the process of implementation of the Scheduled Tribes and other
Traditional Forest Dwellers (recognistion of forest Rights Act
2006, it was found in the Record of Rights in Kandhamal District
that there are more areas of forestland, which was not calculated
and shown under forest category. Such issue/ gap has been
identified based upon the reference of Case filed before the
Honourable Supreme Court in connection with WP (C) No.
202/95-T.N. Godavarman vrs. Union of India &Ors, which
clarified more on the definition of “forest”. Almost all the villages
of Kandhamal many more forest kissam land is identified from the
RoR of the village. Most of those categories of lands so far have
been calculated under “other” category by the dept. Therefore, the
area under non-forest category land would be reduced drastically.

Ngicn Uvcvwu qhTgxgpwgNcpf kpMcpfjcocnFkuvtkev

Itcrj Pq056
Uvcvwu qh Tgxgpwg Ncpf kp Mcpfjcocn
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Hqtguvu cpfU{uvgoqhHqtguvIqxgtpcpeg kpMcpfjcocn

Vcdng Pq0 39
Encuukhkecvkqp qh Mcpfjcocn Fkuvtkev Hqtguv Ctgc d{

Ngicn Uvcvwu cu qp 5302504226

803050 Hqtguv/DcugfNkxgnkjqqf

Kandhamal district has the highest percentage of forest land in all
of Orissa. The total legal forest land is 5709 sq. km. which forms
71% of the total land area of the district. The legal categories of
forest land as per the affidavit submitted to the Supreme Court are
as follows:

The landscape of Kandhamal district is dominated by forest area
followed by agricultural land. It constitutes an important resource
for sustainable livelihood opportunities for local communities.
Shifting cultivation was once a common practice in the district,
and was a major source of livelihood. Communities living in
remote parts of Kandhamal district practice shifting cultivation
and cultivate millets like Raggi, Janha and Jhudanga, Katinga,
Black gram, Quarry etc. in Dupi and Kadapanna villages of
Balliguda subdivision in Tumudibandh, Belghar, Kotgarh, areas
in Phulbani and G Udaygiri areas, shifting cultivation has been
almost stopped.

Siali is the main tree species in the area. Communities of
Madikhol village formed collectives and stitched Siali plates and

Source: Orissa Forest Status Report 2003-04, Principal Chief Conservator of
Forest, Orissa, Aranya Bhawan, Bhubaneswar
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other forest produces and sell through the collectives and earn
more money for the family. Minor forest products like siali leaves,
honey, lac, Jhuna, Castard, different types of roots/ tubers like Pita
Kanda, Mepa Kanda, Poti Kanda, Langal Kanda, Bhat Kanda etc.,
Mushroom, Green leaves, Mahua flowers,Mahua seeds and
Tamarind are important sources of income for tribals and others
living around forest areas.

District has shown significant records in distribution of titles over
individual and Community forest land. Despite having partly
affected with extremism, frequent communal overturns and other
law and order problems the district administration was successful
because of their effective strategy for implementation, tracking
and monitoring of the process. The information collected through
interaction with PA, ITDA-cum Member Secretary, DLC, District
Collectors, Sub-Collectors, and many other officials engaged in
the FRA implementation, the following are some of the strategies
adopted in the districts:

Awareness generation among the communities by organizing

awareness training programme in Tehsil, GP and village wise
with involvement of local CSOs/ NGOs.

Establishment of FRA Cell for proper management of MIS

and preparation of FRAtitle.

Better coordination and regular follow up with officials

assigned the specific work for implementation of FRA through
review meetings.

Ongoing sensitisation of officials on CFR claims facilitation

actively and intensively in for creating proper
understanding and proper recording of rights.

Proactively engaging RIs, Amins, Tehsildars, Village level

volunteers & civil society in sensitization and facilitation of
CFR claim process.

803060 Korngogpvcvkqp qh HTC kp Mcpfjcocn Fkuvtkev cpf
Kuuwgu

80306030FkuvtkevNgxgn Kpkvkcvkxg hqt Korngogpvcvkqp qhHTC

campaignmode
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Number of Special consultations for the Forest Dept officers

for proactive engagement in the process.

Developed & disseminated sensitization materials (leaflets,

plaques, etc.) in all over district.

Developed CFR model and guidelines through participatory

process & used the model for replication in all over
Kandhamal.

As per the information collected from the PAITDA Office,
sensitization progaramme was organisaed in each block

After the notification of the Act only 23 DLC meetings have been
held in the district to take decisions on the claims filed under
Forest Rights Act. The first DLC was organized on30.09.2009 and

the last DLC meeting on FRA was held on 23 Sept, 2017 in the
district. In the year 2009 - 2010, the DLC meeting was held in the
interval of one or two months.

Before the Forest Rights Act, 2006 came into force, the forest
dwelling communities used to protect and utilize forest resources.
Shifting cultivation was once a common practice in all of the
current Kandhamal district. It was a major source of livelihood
and subsistence. However, during the Forest Reservations and
Survey and Settlements, the practice of shifting cultivation was
not taken into account and the shifting cultivation lands on the hill
slopes were either classified as reserved/proposed reserved
forests or as government revenue lands. Most of the areas of land
customarily cultivated by the Kandhs and other tribals were
converted into state-owned lands, and shifting cultivation on
these lands has been criminalized.

�

�

VtckpkpiUgpukvkucvkqp cpf KphqtocvkqpUwrrqtv

Tgxkgy cpf Oqpkvqtkpi qh vjg Rtqeguu qh Korngogpvcvkqp
cv UFNE(FNENgxgn

80306040 RtgEnckoRjcug
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At present, shifting cultivation is still being practiced in
remote parts of Kandhamal district, especially in Balliguda
subdision in Belghar, Kotgarh, Bamunigaon and Daringbadi
areas. In Phulbani and G Udaygiri areas, shifting cultivation has
been almost stopped. The reasons seem to be intensive cultivation
of turmeric as a cash crop, availability of wage employment
through government programs, increasing migration of youth to
other states and relentless pressure from the forest department
through fines and cases against shifting cultivators.

In the study villages of Tumudibandh block, the shifting
cultivation areas of the communities not recognised though there
is a provision for recognition of rights of pre-agricultural
communities under Forest Rights Act. The shifting cultivation
has almost ended in study villages coming under Phulbani block
of the district.

In context of Reserved Forests and Proposed Reserved
Forests, there has been a continuous struggle and conflicts
between tribal communities and Forest Department over shifting
cultivation.

Tehsil was taken as unit for planning, monitoring and
implementation of Forest Rights Act in the district. A dedicated
team formed at Tehsil level under the supervision of RIs and
Amins for the facilitation of FRA in the village level. Awareness
training organized by the District administration and SCSTRTI
for all Tehsil level staff on the Act & Rule. NGOs / CSOs were also
involved in the entire process of implementation of Forest Rights
Act in the district. This was taken GP-wise/village wise. Close
coordination between line departments with clearly defined roles,
duties and responsibilities. FRA cell established in DLC level
which was worked under direct supervision of PAITDA.
Deployment of additional human resource for the smooth
implementation process.Special care taken for preparation of
records. 5 copies of titles were prepared with 2 copies of maps.
Right Holder was given one copy of title along with a copy of map.

80306050FwtkpiRtqeguu qhHTCKorngogpvcvkqp
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Continuous monitoring at weekly intervals at District level and
fortnightly review meetings at Tehsildar level.Sensitization on
provisions of Forest Rights Act, 2006 and Rules, 2008 to PRI
members and Gram Sabha.

The Civil society organisations namely Vasundhara,
Ahinsa, Care India, Swati, Jana Vikas, Pradata, SEVA BHARATI,
JAGRUTI, Orissa, Ajka, Maitri Odisha, Shanti Maitri,
FARRELL, VASA etc. were a part of the process.

The Claim filing process carried out in the study villages
through the top down approach. The claim facilitation of PVTGs
in micro project area facilitated by the officers of Kutia Kondh
Development Agency with the help of NGO called Seva Bharati.
In other villages, Revenue Inspector played a key role in the
facilitation of claim. In Kandhamal, the claims of Scheduled
Tribes received and titles distributed. The claims of Other
Traditional Forest Dwelling communities have been ignored or
not considered by the district administration.

As per the Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest
Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2008, formation of
Forest Rights Committee is the first step for the claim facilitation
process which is an executive committee of Gram Sabha and
mainly intended to initiate the process of determining the nature
and extent of forest rights, receive and prepare a list of claimants
of forest rights and maintain a register on behalf of Gram Sabha.
After the enactment of Forest Rights Act, Forest Rights

Committee formed in 2415 revenue villages in 16 and 23
March, 2008 in all over the district.

As per the status report till 31 Dec, 2018 a total of 60346
individual forest rights (IFR) claims have been filed by the

Eqpuvkvwvkqpqh HTE

803070 Tgeqipkvkqp qh KHT cpf EHT Tkijvu kp Mcpfjcocn
Fkuvtkev wpfgtHTC4228

80307030 KpfkxkfwcnTkijvu

th rd

st
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Scheduled Tribe Forest Dwelling Communities in their respective
FRCs. All these claims have been received and verified by the
FRC and submitted to the Gram Sabha for the final approval. At
the Gram Sabha level out of the 60346 claims, 58425 individual
claims approved and sent to the SDLC for approval. SDLC has
recommended 57918 to the DLC for final approval out of 58425
claims received by Gram sabha. DLC has approved 57818
Individual rights. As per the status report it is found that except
507 claims rest of the claims have been approved at the SDLC
level and except for 100 claims, rest of the claims have been
approved at DLC level.

The total number of IFR titles distributed in the district is
57818 for an area of 34980 Hect.of forest land which comprises
the and

The average land over which individual
rights have been recognised in the district is 1.51 acres which is
comparatively more than the State's average of 1.48 acres as per
the FRA Status report shared by ST & SC Development
Department. The titles distributed in the study villages are
reflected in the following graphs.

revenue forest land of 29,572.868 hect. reserve forest
land is 5407.132 hect.

Itcrj Pq057
Pwodgt qh Vkvngu Fkuvtkdwvgf cpf vjg Hqtguv ctgc

Tgeqipkugf
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In Panaspadar village, the Communities filed their claims
at Tehsil level through Forest rights committee in the June 2009
and received title in Dec, 2009. Total 23 no. of ST Claims filed at
Gram Sabha level of which 18 claims have been approved by DLC
over an area of 13.273 hect. of forest land in revenue forest. The
rest of the 5 claims have been rejected by DLC due to Parbat kisam
of land which is not under purview of Forest Rights Act. The
average area is 0.74 hect.

In Madikhol village, 29 titles distributed over an area of
35.208 hect. of forest land out of which 25.635 hect. in revenue
forest and 9.523 hect. of land in Reserve / Protected forest land.
The average area is 1.21 hect.

Kutia Kondh Development Agency (KKDA) played a
vital role in claim filing process for Kutia Kondh communities.
The communities of Kadapanna village filed their claims at Tehsil
level with support from KKDA. 24 Nos. of claims filed at Gram
sabha level and all received their title over an area of 48.208 hect.
of forest land out of which titles recognised over an area of 13.798
hect. in Revenue forest and area of 34.410 hect. in Reserve/
Protected Forest. The average area is 2.008 hect.

In Dupi village, individual titles distributed to 37
claimants over an area of 25.905 hect. of forest land of which
13.166 hect. in revenue forest and 12.739 hect. in Reserve/
Protected Forest land. The average area in the village is 0.70 hect.

Kandhamal is the only district where Community Rights
recognized in the year 2010 - 2011. District Administration
initiated the process of Claim filing of Individual rights and
Community Rights simultaneously. So, the Community Rights
recognized before the amendment rule 2012. As per the status
report shared by PAITDA, Kandhamal, 2221 Community Rights
recognized in 2221 villages based on their traditional boundary.
There is no area mentioned in the title as these are the usufruct
rights.

80307040 Eqoowpkv{ Tkijvu
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In four study villages, the Community Rights have been

recognised as per the sketch map drawn based on their traditional

boundary. The claim filing process of Community Rights not

followed up and titles distributed in the year 2011.

The Community Rights have been recognised in the district in the

year 2011 -12 before the new claim for Community Forest

Resource Rights as Form C introduced in Amendment Rule,

2012. After that Different awareness training programme on

Community Forest Resource Rights organised by District

Administration, SCSTRTI and Civil Society groups 2014

onwards and initiated CFR claim filing and mapping process in

Jamjhari GP in pilot basis by engaging volunteers for mapping of

traditional boundary of the village. Vasundhara organisation

engaged with the district administration for providing technical

support for preparation of map of the traditional boundary through

GIS technology. Only, CFR claims submitted at SDLC in

Madikhol village and rest 22 CFR claims of Jamjhari GP have

been submitted at SDLC and approved by DLC but till date no

titles have been distributed.

Other than Madikhol villages, the communities have not

submitted their rights over the area of protection and conservation

under Sec 3(1)(i) in Form C.

Tehsil was taken as unit for the facilitation and submission of

claims. After completion of due process, the claims submitted at

SDLC level and the claims recommended by the members of the

SDLC and sent to DLC for final approval. There are 23 DLC

convened to take decision on Forest Rights Act from the date of

constitution of DLC in the district.

80307050 Eqoowpkv{ Hqtguv Tguqwteg Tkijvu

TgeqipkvkqpRjcug
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803080 Rquv Tkijvu Cevkxkvkgu<

80308030 Kpvgtxgpvkqp vjtqwij xctkqwu Uejgogu wpfgtfkhhgtgpv
Fgrctvogpvu hqtNkxgnkjqqfuUwrrqtv

The Forest Rights Act recognizes and vests rights with the
Scheduled Tribes and Other traditional Forest Dwellers over
forest land and community forest resources with an aim to ensure
their livelihoods and food security. The amended FRA Rules have
made enabling provision (Rule 16) for post-claim support to
holders of forest rights. This mandates the state government to
ensure that all government schemes, including those relating to
land development, land productivity, basic amenities and other
livelihood measures, are extended to the individuals and
communities whose rights have been recognised under the Act
through its various departments. The Government of Odisha has
initiated convergence of various programmes and schemes since
2009 to support the livelihood of forest dwelling communities.
But the absence of a proper convergence framework and relevant
state-level guidelines have been found to be limiting factors for
converting the rights under the FRA into sustainable livelihoods.
Only housing scheme like Indira Awas Yojna realised in the
district as well as in the study villages.

In 2016, Vasundhara which is a research and advocacy
NGO working for natural resource governance has commissioned
a study on the convergence programme. It found that instead of
doing assessment of the requirement of the title holders, IAY
(Indira Awas Yojna) distributed to all the title holders and the
peoples are unaware about convergence programmes like land
development through NREGS, National Bamboo mission,
Horticulture Mission, Mo Pokhari, Mo Kudia, etc. in the district.
After intervention of Vasundahra, the community of Madikhol
village have prepared the first such convergence plan as per their
requirement with the active involvement of FRC members,
Women right holders and management committee members by
giving more priority to women's decision, and the Gram Sabha has
approved the same. This convergence plan along with the Social
and Resource map prepared by the community, Gram Sabha
resolution and letter which was issued by Sarpanch has shared
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with the district administration for further course of action and this
led to an unique initiative taken by Collector. The Collector of
Kandhamal has issued a special letter to all line depts. for effective
implementation of convergence programs.

As ITDA is a nodal agency PA-ITDA Kandhamal has
organized a special meeting and a 6 member committee formed to
constitute district level convergence committee .This is the first
such special committee in district level which look after
convergence schemes specifically for forest right holders. On the
basis of the village initiative, the State Tribal development
department issued comprehensive guideline on “Effective
implementation of convergence programme for Forest Rights
Holders” in 2017.

As per Ministry of Tribal affairs, Govt of India Letter no-
23011/06/2014-FRA Dated 3 March, 2014 and the guideline
issued by the Revenue and Disaster Management Dept, Govt of
Odisha Letter No-43974 Dated-29 Oct.2010, the RoR correction
is mandatory to ensure right interest and occupation on the
recognised land. Simultaneously Rule 8(f) provides that the
district level committee shall issue directions for incorporation of
rights in the relevant govt records including record of rights.
Rule8 (g) further provides that the Committee shall ensure
publication of records of forest rights as may be finalized.

80308040 Fgoctecvkqp qh Ncpf cpf Kpeqtrqtcvkqp qh Tkijvu kp
vjg tgngxcpvIqxv0Tgeqtfu kpenwfkpiTgeqtfqhTkijvu

rd
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Kandhamal district administration has taken up proactive

steps with regard to the correction of RoR since December, 2018.

In the district, Amis / RIs had been engaged in the demarcation and

RoR correction process or revenue forest as follows: The entire

process as followed in all the Tehsil / Block is as above.

1. New plots have been

created from the

village forest area

2. New plot no in

separate Khata has

been reflected with

the signature of the

Tehsildar

3. New Khata created

4. New sub (bata)plot

w h i c h ha s b e e n

created carving out

the old plot has been

reflected in the in the

old revenue record.

But during our

discussion with the

Tehsildar, Amin and RI

we found that there are some critical areas of concerns in the entire

process.

There have been gaps with regard to the exact area of land

recognised and reality during field verification.

With regard to the location of the specific patch of land there is

confusion.

No clear cut idea as to what would happen in the case of land

within the reserve and other kinds of forest other than revenue

forest.

Uptill now, only cases of individual rights recognised within

the revenue forest areas have only been taken up.
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There are cases where during verification the team comes up

with the fact that the land recognised as of today had been

possessed by OTFDs and since they have fled during the

communal riot, the same lands have been recognised with the

tribals.

In our study areas, the demarcation and RoR correction of

the land recognised under Revenue forest has been completed and

the copy of RoR also distributed to the right holders. But the land

recognised on Reserve forest / Protected Forest not done till date.

The communities of the village collected Siali Leaves, Mahua,
Tola, Sal seed, different types of Tubers, Medicinal plants from the
forest for their life and livelihood. In 2016, a collective group
namely

formed with the
women members of Jamjhari GP with technical support from
Vasundhara for collection of Minor Forest Produce. These are
sold through groups to increase household income. The
Collectives collectedSiali leaves, prepared Siali leaf plate and
transported them to Hyderabad through TT permit issued by Gram
Sabha under Forest Rights Act. MLA of Kandhamalhas
sanctioned Rs.1,00,000/- (Rupees One Lakh only) towards
construction of Godown of Collectives from MLAfund.

The community also formed Protection, Conservation and
Management Committee under section 4(1)(e) of the Forest
Rights Act to prevent forest fires and manage sustainable use of
forest produces for life and livelihood. There are two committees
under Management committee. One is Executive Committee
consisting of 20 members (one member from each household) and
an Advisory committee consists of 5 members which will give
advice to the executive committee for the protection and
conservation of the forest and forest resources.

80308050 Rtgrctcvkqp qh Rtqvgevkqp. Eqpugtxcvkqp cpfOcpcig/

ogpvRncpwpfgtUge 6*3+*g+

OCC FJCFKCODC NCIJW DCPCLCVC
UCPITCJCMCTK OCJKNC IQUVJK
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VjgOgodgtu qh vjgGzgewvkxgEqookvvgg

Vcdng Pq03:
Ogodgtu qh vjg Gzgewvkxg Eqookvvgg
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OgodgtuqhCfxkuqt{Eqookvvgg

Vcdng Pq03;
Ogodgtu qh vjg Cfxkuqt{ Eqookvvgg

803090 TglgevkqpEcugu kpMcpfjcocnFkuvtkev<

Vcdng Pq042<
Tglgevkqp ecugu kp Mcpfjcocn Fkuvtkev

As per the status report shared by the PAITDA, Kandhamal, total
2437 Individual Forest Rights claims have been rejected in the
district as follows:
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Most of the claims of the Scheduled tribes and other
traditional forest dwellers have been rejected due to following
reasons:

From the above table the rejection of OTFDs is 36 % due
to inability of providing evidence for over
the claimed land seems to be misinterpretation of the law.
Similarly rejection on the basis of lack of evidence is about 28%
which too is violation of the law. As per law, SDCL cannot reject
claims due to lack of evidence but remand back to the Gram Sabha
and should provide necessary documents to the Gram
Sabhawhich is clearly mentioned in Amendment Rule, 2012. But
no actions have been taken against those claims. On the issue of
non- possession of forestland, the status of the claims in Odisha
should be reflected in the State's status report and should have
been put to remand for settlement under State revenue law (OPLE
1972 and OGLS, 1958) instructed in circular no 368/ CSR&DM,

Dept. of R&DM on dated 4 January 2010.

In the study villages an assessment has been made on the
status of rejection and causes thereof drawing primarily on the
findings from the study villages. In most of the cases, OTFD

Vcdng Pq0 43
Vqvcn Pq0 qh Encko Tglgevgf cpf vjg Ecwug qh Tglgevkqp

75 years of occupation

th
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claims were not received and told them that their rights could not
be recognized due to non- availability of 75 years of occupational
evidence. As per the law, 75 years of residential proof is needed
for the OTFD not the occupational proof of 75 years. Several
clarifications on this have been issued but nowhere the claims of
OTFDs are entertained. The reason of rejection not communicated
to the claimants by the SDLC / DLC, as a result of which the
claimants failed to appeal in the concerned authority. It is also
found that the claims have not been recognized on Parbat kisam of
land.

The Forest Rights Act, 2006 provides special rights to the PVTGs
(Particular Vulnerable Tribal Groups). “Section – 2(h) of the
Forest Rights Act defines 'habitat' as the area comprising the
customary habitat and such other habitat of the PVTG, Pre
Agricultural Communities and other Forest dwelling STs. Further
Section 3(1)(e) describes the nature of Community Forest Rights
this includes community tenure of habitats and habitation for
PVTGs and Pre-agricultural communities. In Kandhamal there is
one community coming under the definition of PVTGs i.e. called
Kutia Kondh. To provide all types
of support and benefits to the
Kutia Kondh, there is a micro
project called Kutia Kondh
Development Agency situated at
Belghar of Kandhamal district.

The Kutia Kondha Development
Agency started functioning from
16th June 1978 for integrated
development of the primitive
Kutia Kondha tribes living in

8030:0JcdkvcvTkijvu qhRXVIu kp vjgFkuvtkev

Mwvkc Mcpfjc Fgxgnqrogpv

Cigpe{Dgnijct
84
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Belghar and Guma G.Ps. The head quarter of the KKDA has been
located at Belghar under Tumudibandha block of Kandhamal
district. The agency covers altogether 68 Kutia Kondha villages
of which 36 villages relate to Belghar G.P and rest 32 villages
relate to Guma G.P. There are altogether 1138 house-hold. The
area situated at an altitude of 2255 feet above the sea level with an
area of 16, 174, 46 acres of which the cultivated area is 3876.44
acres and rest area is reserved forest and others.
The following facilities are available in the Agency area:

i. Total Area : 16,173.46 acres

ii. Reserve Forest Area : 12,298.02 acres

iii. Cultivated Area: 3876.44 acres

iv. Attitude : 2266 ft

v. Location: 1945-20.5 'N' Latitude 8.30' - 83.45' 'E'longitude

vi. Temperature : Maximum - 42.5' C Minimum - 6' C

vii. Average rain fall : 86 days - 1680 mm

viii.Total population of Area : 7758

Kutia Kondha in total : is 4713

Male - 2437

Female - 2276

ix. No. of house hold : 1138

Belghar G.P. : 623

In Guma G.P. : 515

Kutia Kondh Development Agency facilitated FRA in PVTG

areas of the district. In the district, total number of Individual

claims received and approved by DLC is 1697 and the same is

distributed to the right holders over an area of 5851.26 acres of
land which is an average of 3.45 acre of land.

Kadapanna is a PVTG village selected as a study village
which comprises of 25 households out of which 24 hhs are PVTGs

�

�

�

�

�

Korngogpvcvkqp qh HTC kp vjg ctgc qh MMFC *Mwvkc Mqpfj

FgxgnqrogpvCigpe{+
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and 1 hh is SC.All the PVTGs households received their titles over
an area of 119.074 acres of forest land which includes 34.081acres
of revenue forest land and 84.993 acres of Reserve / Protected
forest land.

Though Habitat right is a special provision for PVTGs
under Forest Rights Act, 2006, no process has been initiated in the
study village. People are unaware about the provision and the
process of habitat rights till date.

For the first time, the Forest Rights Act is only the Act which
recognises the women's rights over land as well as given the
statutory provisions for women at various levels to take decisions
as follows:

Under section 2(g) of the act Gram Sabha means a village

assembly which shall consists up all the adult members of the
village, and in case of states having no panchayat, padas,
tolas,and other traditional village institutions and village and
elected village committees, with Full and unrestricted
participation of women in the Gram Sabha.

Under section 3 (1)of the rule In the Palli sabha minimum 10 to

maximum 15 persons are selected as members of the FRC,

where at least 1/3 members shall be the Schedule Tribes, and

not less than 1/3 of such members shall be women.

Provided further that where there are no ST at least 1/3 of
such members shall be a women and, that where there is a
heterogeneous population of SC/Tribals in any village, the
members of ST/PTGS and pre agricultural communities must
shall be adequately represented.

Section 4 (4) A right conferred by sub-section (1) shall be

heritable but not alienable or transferable and shall be

8030;0 Tkijvu qhYqogpwpfgtHqtguvTkijvuCev. 4228<

Rtqxkukqpu wpfgtHTC

rd

rd

rd
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registered jointly in the name of both the spouses in case of
married persons and in the name of the single head in the case
of a household headed by a single person.

Under section 5 (c) of the rule In the SDLC three members of

the Block or Tehsil level Panchayats to be nominated by the

District Panchayat of whom at least two shall be the STs
preferably those who are the forest dwellers, or who belongs to

the primitive Tribal groups and where there are no STs, two

members who are preferable OTFDs .One shall be a woman

member. In areas covered under the 6 schedule to the
constitution. Three members nominated by the Autonomous

District Council or Regional Council or other appropiate
Zonal level, of whom atleast one shall be a woman member.

Under section 7 (c) of the rule, three members of the district

panchayat to be nominated by the district panchayat, of whom

at least two shall be the Schedule Tribes preferably those who

are forest dwellers, or who belongs to or who belong to

members of the primitive tribal groups, and where there are no

Scheduled Tribes, two members who are preferably other

traditional forest dwellers, and one shall be a woman member;

or in areas covered under the Sixth Schedule to the

Constitution, three members nominated by the Autonomous

District Council or Regional Council of whom at least one

shall be a woman member.

In the study district, FRC constituted / re-constituted at least

1/3 women of the committee. SDLC and DLC constituted as per
the law and women present in those committees. In the district, the
titles recognized in the name of of which

whereas titles distributed to the
. In our 4 study villages

there are found and all are .

th

rd

women is 727 single

women title holder is 5 women
title holder is in case of widow is 722

6women title holders widows

8030320 Korqtvcpv Kuuwgu ( Eqpuvtckpvu Kfgpvkhkgf kp vjg
Korngogpvcvkqpqh HTC
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Non-settlement of Rights over “Pahad/ Parbat ” kissam of
Forest Land:
Non Settlement of IFR of the OTFDs in the District

Non demarcation/ verification of shifting cultivation land by
the verification team.
Hill grooms and Teak plantation by Forest Department in the
shifting cultivation areas.
Land has not been demarcated properly by the verification
team.
Restriction on the shifting cultivation, which was recognized
under CFR area.
Most of the ST families also not received title till date and the
reason behind that not also intimate to them.
Lack of mass awareness among the communities relating to
the implementation of FRA.
Without going through the proper process of FRA
implementation, Titles has been distributed hurriedly to
achieve the target only.
The detail land marks and nature of use of CFR area is not
reflected in CFR title which was attached in the title.
Area of recognition is less than the claimed area as said by the
villagers but there is no evidence like the verification report of
verification team, village resolution etc. are not available with
the villagers to verify the actual area.

Dupi is a revenue village coming under Kotagarh Wildlife
Sanctuary area of Guma G.P under Tumudibandha Block of
Kandhamal district. Dupi is a ST village consisting of 36 Kondh
families and mainly dependent upon the Shifting cultivation for
their life and livelihood. Subash Mallick, one of the inhabitants,

Non Correction of Records in Reserve Forest Land

Ecug Uvwf{ qh Tgeqipkvkqp. Rgpfkpi cpf Tglgevkqp qh Enckou
qhMcpfjcocnFkuvtkev

30 Tgeqipkvkqp qh Vkvngu<

c+ Uwdcuj Ocnnkem *UV+. Fwrk Xknncig qh Iwooc Rcpejc{cv

qhVwowfkdcpfjDnqem
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lives with his wife, two sons and two daughters in the village. He
has been doing shifting cultivation as were his forefathers. He
came to know about FRA through the Civil Society organisation
working in that area named Seva Bharati. He applied for
individual rights under Forest Rights Act in the year 2009 and
received title in the year 2010 over an area of 1.507 hect of forest
land of which 0.550 hect coming under revenue forest and 0.957
hect coming under reserve forest. According to him only revenue
forest has been demarcated by R.I. in the year 2017 and issued
RoR. But the area coming under Reserve Forest has not
demarcated till date.

Shrambada Majhi belongs to Kutia Kondh Community that
comes under Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups (PVTG).
Shrambada Majhi lives in the village, with his wife Ganda Majhi
and two sons namely Budhiram Majhi and Biswadhan Majhi.
Kutia Kondh Development Agency (KKDA) played a vital role in
claim filing process for Kutia Kondh communities. He filed his
claim at Tehsil level with support from KKDA. He has been
occupied and doing cultivation since his ancestors. He applied for
individual rights in the year 2009 and received title over an area of
3.324 hect. of forest land coming under Reserve Forest. The
demarcation and RoR correction of those lands has not done till
date.

Prahalad Paraseth is a forest dwelling communities belongs to
Scheduled Caste residing in Pipalpada village which is the hamlet
of Dupi revenue village since ages. He has been doing querry,
mustard, Tila, Alsi etc. through shifting cultivation and occupied
land in reserve forest above 2 acres. He applied for his individual
rights in the year 2009 before RI. But RI told that due to non

d+ UjtcodcfcOcljk *RXVI+. Mcfcrcppc xknncig qh Dgnijct

Rcpejc{cv qhVwowfkdcpfjDnqem

40 Rgpfkpi1Tglgevkqp qhEnckou<

c+ Rtcjcncf Rctcugvj *QVHF+. Rkrcnrcfc Jcongv qh Fwrk

Xknncig.DgnijctRcpejc{cv qhVwowfkdcpfjDnqem
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availability of 75 years of occupational proof you are ineligible to
get rights under this Act. He further stated that the Government
officials are not willing to accept the claims of OTFD, they are not
looking or examining how they are dependent on forest, rather
asking them which caste you belong to. Being unaware about the
appeal filing process he failed to file a petition against non-
recognition of his rights at SDLC or DLC level.

Premananda Bindhani is a 30 year old other traditional forest
dwelling communities living in Madikhol village of Phulbani
block. He lives in the village like his ancestors. He is living there
with his mother Uma Bindhani and wife Rashmita Bindhani. He
belongs to Lohar community. He has been depending upon the
forest for his life and livelihood. He has occupied forest land and
cultivated it land for years. Primarily his claim has been denied by
the administration due to OTFD. In the year 2014, he has applied
claim for individual rights with the help of Civil society
organisation named Vasundhara. But till date he has neither
received any title nor informed about his claim status from the
district administration. Unaware of the appeal filing process he
failed to file a petition against non-recognition of his rights at
SDLC or DLC level.

Jayakrushna Nayak belongs to Kondh Tribe, Scheduled Tribes.
He came to know about FRA from District administration which
called a meeting in GP level to aware about the Act and distributed
claim forms to the villagers. He applied for individual rights in the
year 2009 and submitted at Tehsil level through FRC secretary
Bhaskar Kanhar. The titles have already been distributed to 18
persons of his village but he did not get title till date. We came to
know about his status from the district administration that the land
under his occupation is not coming under Forest kisam land and

d+ Rtgocpcpfc Dkpfjcpk *QVHF+. Ocfkmjqn Xknncig.

Lcoljctk Rcpejc{cv qhRjwndcpkDnqem

e+ Lc{cmtwujpc Pc{cm *UV+. RcpcurcfctXknncig qh Vwfkrclw
Rcpejc{cv qhRjwndcpkDnqem
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the land coming under Parbat kisam land. He has not been
informed by the district administration in writing about his claim
status.After asking at Tehsil level, RI then informed him verbally
that hisClaimhas been rejected due to non-forest kisam land.

Sundargarh is situated in the northern part of Odisha, with Ranchi

district of Jharkhand on the north, Raigarh district of Chhattisgarh
on the west and north-west,Jharsuguda, Sambalpur and Angul

districts of Odisha on the south and south-east and Singhbhum
district of Jharkhand and Kendujhar district of Odisha to the east.
It is located between 21°36' N to 22° 32' N latitude and longitude
83°32' E to 85° 22' E longitude. The district covers an area of
nearly 9,712 square kilometre (sq.km) or about 971, 200 hectares
(ha).

The administrative headquarter of Sundargarh district is
located at Sundargarh town. There are three subdivisions which

include Sundargarh, Panposh and Banei. There are presently 17
blocks in the district and 262 Gram Panchayats (GP). The blocks
include Balisankara, Bargaon, Bisra, Bonaigarh, Gurundia,
Hemgir, Koida, Kuanrmunda, Kutra, Lahunipara, Lathikata,
Lephripara, Nuagaon, Rajagangapur, Subdega, Sundargarh,
Tangarpali.

8040 Uwpfgtictj Fkuvtkev cv c Incpeg
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804030Fgoqitcrjke Rtqhkng

Vcdng Pq044
Fgoqitcrjke Rtqhkng qh Uwpfgtictj Fkuvtkev

804040NcpfWug1NcpfJqnfkpiRcvvgtp kp UwpfgtictjFkuvtkev

As per Census of India (2011), the population of Sundargarh
district is about 21 lakhs.About 50.68 per cent is male and 49.32
per cent female.Adecennial growth nearly 14.35 per cent has been
observed for the district's population in 2011 as compared to 2001.
The demographic distribution also reveals that the district is
predominantly rural, with nearly 65 per cent of people living in
rural areas. The overall population density is 216 per sq km, as
compared to India's population density of 328 (Census, 2011).The
rural areas are also economically distressed with about 90 per cent
of households have the highest earning headwith earning less than
Rs. 5000 per month as per the Socio Economic Caste Census
(2011).

The land use/land cover of Sundargarh shows that forest area
dominates the district's landscape. Of the total land use/land cover
area, forest area is about 51 per cent. This is followed by land for
agricultural activities, with net sown area being 29 per cent of the
total land area. The rich land use/land cover indicates the huge

Source: Census of India, 2011; BPL Census of Panchayati Raj Department,
Government ofOdisha andSECC (2011)
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potential of sustainable livelihood opportunities around local
resources.

The landscape of Sundargarh district is dominated by forest area
followed by agricultural land. This constitutes an important
resource for sustainable livelihood opportunities for local people

In Sundargarh, more than 51 per cent of the total land area
is forest, which is about 496,000 ha. The district has three forest
divisions, Bonai (about 202,830 ha forest areas), Sundargarh
(185,339 ha) and Rourkela (107, 563 ha). Gurundia block has the
highest land area under forest which is above 80 per cent. In other
mining-blocks such as Kuarmunda and Koida, the forest area is
around 45 to 50 per cent.

Sal is the main tree species in the area. Besides timber
(from sal, asan and bija), bamboo and kendu leaves are the
principal forest products of the district. Minor forest products like
siali leaves, myobalance, char, seeds, kusum seeds, sunari bark,
honey, lac, sabai grass, mahua flowers and mahua seeds are
important sources of income for the tribals and people living
around the forest areas.

Vcdng Pq045
Ncpf Wug1 Ncpf Jqnfkpi Rcvvgtp kp Uwpfgtictj Fkuvtkev

804050 Hqtguv/DcugfNkxgnkjqqf

Source:District irrigation plan, Sundargarh (2016-17)
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Vcdng Pq046
Fkuvtkdwvkqp qh Ockp Ncpf Wug rcvvgtp cetquu vjg Dnqemu qh

Uwpfgtictj Fkuvtkev

Source:District IrrigationPlan of Sundargarh,Odisha (March, 2016)

While, forest based resources are potentially a key source

of livelihood for a very significant part of the population, the

enumeration of livelihoods based on forest resources is poor. The

poor status can be owed to the extremely poor settlement of forest

rights under the provisions of Forest Rights Act (FRA, 2006). As

per information obtained at the time of research, under community

forest rights (CFR) no CFR titles in the entire Sundargarh district

have been given so far (till 31 January 2019).

The FRA recognizes and emphasizes community-based

governance of forests. The Act specifically provides for the

recognition of forestlands as community forest resource areas and

exercising community rights over it. This offers two crucial

benefits for the forest-dwelling communities. First it gives

st
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communities the right to manage forest resources, and secondly to

secure livelihoods from such resources. However, success

remains far away from the potential due to poor settlement of

rights.

The recognition of CFR rights have enormous potential

for decentralized management of forest resources and

improvement of ecological and economic services in CFR areas,

contributing to well-being of communities. If CFR is awarded

appropriately to forest communities, they would be entitled for

better management of forest resources for productive use, support

from the government in terms value addition for their products,

improved market linkages and get better pricing for their products

etc. The settlement of rights under individual forest rights (IFR) as

per available data is better.

As per the ST& SC Department of Government of Odisha, the

Implementation status of the Forest Rights Act, 2006 in

Sundergarh District of Odisha as on 31 January 2019 are as

follows.

804060 Tgeqipkvkqp qh KHT cpf EHT Tkijvu kp Uwpfctictj

Fkuvtkev wpfgtHTC4228

80406030 Kpfkxkfwcn Vkvngu

Vcdng Pq047<

KHT uvcvwu qh Uwpfgtictj cu qh 53 Lcpwct{ 423;

st

uv
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Source:

Source:

"http://www.stscodisha.gov.in/pdf/FRAMPRs31012019.pdf"

"http://www.stscodisha.gov.in/pdf/FRAMPRs31012019.pdf"

80406040Eqoowpkv{Vkvngu

Vcdng Pq048<

EHT uvcvwu qh Uwpfgtictj cu qh 53 Lcpwct{ 423;

804070 Citkewnvwtg tgncvgfNkxgnkjqqf

uv

Also if the implementation of CFR and IFR is converged
with other government schemes and worked upon properly, the
economic conditions of tribals and people who are dependent on
and derive livelihoods from forest resources can change
significantly.

In Sundargarh district overall, more than 29 per cent of the land
area comes under net sown area. In many of the rural parts of the
district, including in some of the mining-affected blocks such as
Kutra and Nuagaon, net sown area is around 60 to 70 per cent.
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Paddy is the main cultivated crop of the district, besides various
types of pulses and oil seeds.

A significant proportion of the district's population,
particularly in the rural areas, is dependent on agriculture for
livelihoods. According to the state agricultural statistics, nearly
64.5 per cent of the total households in the district constitute farm
households. However, out of them majority are marginal farmers,
which are more than 52 per cent of the total farm households. The
average operational land holding ofmarginal farmers is only about
0.59 ha. Besides, marginal farmers, small farmers with average
1.43 ha of land holding constitute about 30.9 per cent of the total
farm households. Besides these two categories there are 13.4
percent semi-medium farm households, three per cent medium
farmhouseholds and only 0.25 per cent large farmhouseholds.

Agriculture and the allied activities is significantly less in
major mining affected areas such as Koida. Also in Kutra and
Nuagoan, which are significantly affected, the potential for
agriculture based livelihoods is not properly realized due to
concerns of water availability, pollution etc. However, in sparsely
mining-affected blocks such as Gurundia agriculture is a major
source of livelihood for many, where 57 per cent of main workers
are cultivators and additional 18 per cent are agricultural
labourers.

The MGNREGS is aimed at improving livelihood security of the

rural and ensure wage employment of at least 100 days per

household annually. In the district MGNREGS has not been very

successful in securing wage employment in the mining-affected

areas. The viability of this scheme has not achieved to its full

potential due to a variety of reasons. These include, availability of

land in the mining areas, sufficient work, availability of work as

per skills of people, accessibility/ distance to work, timely

payment ofwages etc.

804080 Kpvgtxgpvkqp vjtqwij qvjgt Uejgogu vq gpuwtg

Nkxgnkjqqfu
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In mining-affected areas such as Koida and Lahunipara

only a fraction of the households who had taken up work under

MGNREGS have completed 100 days of wage employment. The

proportion is about two per cent of households in Lahunipara and

one per cent in Koida (See table 37:Average days of employment

generated and completed underMGNREGS).

However, the kinds of work taken up under MGNREGS if

envisioned well, and converged with the prospects of other

schemes, can create better earning opportunities and also create

sustainable assets. For example, in rural areas, drinking water

projects can be a key area to focus on. Also increasing scope of

micro irrigation works, food grain storage etc., can help to secure

agriculture based livelihoods in these areas.

Sundargarh is one of the major mining district of Odisha as well as

the country with rich deposits of iron ore. Besides the district also

have significant coal and manganese reserves. In 2016-17, the

district produced about 23.63 million tons (MT) of iron ore, Coal
production for the same period was 13.5 MT and manganese 0.24

MT. Beside the district also produces minerals such as limestone

and dolomite4. The main iron oremining companies in the district

are Rungta Mines Limited, Rungta Sons Private Limited, Steel

Authority of India Limited, Odisha Mining Corporation (OMC)

Limited, Essel Mining and Industries Limited, Jindal Steel and

Power Limited, besides many other players. The major coal

mining company isMahanadiCoalfieldsLimited (MCL).

The mining-affected areas of Sundargarh are rural areas spread
across eight blocks. These include Koida, Kutra, Gurundia,
Hemgir, Kuanrmunda, Nuagaon, Rajagangapur, Lahunipara. The
iron ore and manganese mines are concentrated in Koida,
Lahunipada and Gurundia blocks. Limestone is found in the
Rajagangapur, Nuangaon, Kutra and Kuanrmunda blocks. Coal

804090 OkpkpiCevkxkvkgu

80409030 Okpkpi Chhgevgf Ctgcu
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mines are restricted to the Ib valley region of the district inHemgir
block. Most of the mining-affected areas in the Sundargarh
district are predominantly rural. For example, Kutra, Lahunipada,
Nuangaon, Hemgir have 100 per cent rural population. All the
mining-affected areas also have high proportion of tribal
population. Rajagangapur has the highest proportion of tribal
populationwhich ismore than 81 per cent.

Vcdng Pq0 49
Okpkpi/ Chhgevgf Ctgcu kp Uwpfgtictj Fkuvtkev

Vcdng Pq0 4:
Rqrwncvkqp qh OkpkpiChhgevgf ctgcu

Source: Office of theDistrict Magistrate, Sundargarh (January, 2018)

Office of theDistrictMagistrate, Sundargarh (January, 2018)Source:
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8040:0 Nkvgtce{ kpUwpfgtictjFkuvtkev

Vcdng Pq0 4;
Nkvgtce{ Tcvg kp Uwpfgtictj Fkuvtkev

8040;0 Cpcn{uku qh vjg Rtqeguu qh Korngogpvcvkqp qh HTC kp
Uwpfgtictj

8040;030 Rtg Encko Rjcug

The literacy rate of Sundargarh district is 73.34 per cent, which is
slightly above than the state's average of 72.9 per cent28. Among
the literate population, the male literacy (nearly 81 per cent) is
better than the female literacy (about 65.48 per cent). However,
for the marginalized sections the literacy rate is relatively poor. It
is about 70.9 per cent for SC and about 65 per cent for ST
populations (Among the mining-affected areas, Koida has the
lowest proportion of literacy which is 57.3 per cent. In other
mining-affected blocks also it is around 60per cent.

During the Pre Claim Phase, Before the Forest Rights Act, 2006
came into existence, the people of Sarangijharia, Teuria,
Gopalpur, Ratansara, Dhukamunda, Budakhomon, Deruda,
Uparginia used to protect and consume the forest resources. Even
though there was dominance of forest department and they were
creating hindrances in accessing the forest resources. People still
used to go to the forest and collect the forest resources as theywere
dependent on them. People prior to the Forest Rights Act, 2006
used to individually collect the kendu leaves through the Forest
Department.

Source:Census of India (2011)
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After the Forest Rights Act 2006, came into existence
various stakeholders created awareness among the people
regarding theAct. In this eight villages different stakeholders have
played immense role in making the people aware about theAct. It
wasmixedmethod, at some places through theLetter to Panchayat
from the Tahsildar, some places through NGO and some places
through the government official.

In Sarangijharia, Teuria, Gopalpur, Ratansara, Dhuka-
munda, Budakhomon, Deruda, there was NGO (CRITDA and
JeevanVikas) intervention in the pre claim phase and they created
awareness and told people about the provisions of the Act. In
Uparginia, the Panchayat received letter from the Tahsildar
illustrating the provision of the Act and also the Paudi Bhuiya
DevelopmentAgency along with the NGO created awareness and
told people about the provisions of theAct.

The Claim procedure in these eight villages has been through
mixed method, it is either top down i.e through government
officials or NGO Driven or Suo Moto by the Village. In
Sarangijharia, Teuria, Gopalpur, Ratansara, Dhukamunda,
Budakhomon, Deruda, there was NGO intervention and they
facilitated the claim process. In Uparginia, the claim process was
by the guidance of government officials through the Paudi
BhuiyanDevelopmentAgency.

It has been observed that after the Title Distribution, both the Civil
Society Organisation and the Government Official are reluctant
about thePostTitle Intervention.

Rule (8) and Sub Rule (9) of Rule 12 (A) of the Scheduled Tribes
and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest

8040;040EnckoRtqegfwtg

8040;050TgeqipkvkqpRjcug

30 Rtqxkukqp qh Fgoctecvkqp cpf Tgeqtf qh Tkijvu kp HTC
4228cpf vjgQtfgtu qhIqxgtpogpv qhQfkujc
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Rights) Amendment Rules, 2012 under the theme of “Process of
Recognition of Rights” states that “On completion of the process
of settlement of rights and issue of titles. The revenue and forest
Department shall prepare a final map of the forest land so vested
and the concerned authorities shall incorporate the forest rights so
vested in the revenue and forest records, as the casemay be,within
the specified period of record updation under the relevant state
laws or within a period of three months whichever is earlier”.
Some of the orders issued by Government of Odisha on ROR
Correction are highlighted below:

The Government of Odisha has issued the following
orders through theSCand STDevelopmentDepartment, Revenue
andDisasterManagementDepartment

OrderNumber 10496/TD-II (FRA)-28/2014 andNo. 14010 /

SSD dated on 21.03.2014 and 04.08.2017 respectively:
Emphasised on issuance ofRecord ofRights under FRA.

Order Number SM13209- 43974 / RDM, No. 43974/RDM

andNo. SM-72/2015–11804 dated on 29.10.2010, 1.11.2010
and 10.04.2017 respectively: To issue guideline for
correction of Record of Rights and Maps for forest land in
revenue villages for which title has been issued under FRA
and upload the same in the Bhulekh Portal of Government of
Odisha.

The observations from the surveyed districts i.e. Sundergarh,
reveal that only in few IFR cases, RoR has been made and in a
large number of IFR recognised claims even the process has yet to
start. There has been absolutely no ROR Correction of the
recognised CFR area in Sundergarh. Across these districts it was
found even after completion of RoR Correction, it has not been
uploaded in Bhulekh Portal as per the order issued by the State
Government ofOdisha.

ItqwpfTgcnkv{ qhFgoctecvkqp cpfTgeqtf qhTkijvu
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40 Rtqxkukqpu qh Rgpfkpi cpf Tglgevkqp qh Enckoukp HTC4228
cpf vjg qtfgtu qhIqxgtpogpv qhQfkujc

Section (6) of Chapter-4 of Forest Rights Act, 2006 under the
theme of “Authorities and Procedure for Vesting Forest Rights”
and Rule 12 (A) of the Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional
Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Amendment
Rules, 2012 under the theme of “Process of Recognition of
Rights” states that in case of any modification or rejection of a
claim by the gram sabha or a recommendation modification or
rejection of a claim forwarded by the SDLC to DLC should be
communicated in person to the claimant. This will enable him to
prefer a petition either in the SDLC or DLC within a period of
sixty days which shall be extended to a period of thirty days at the
discretion of the committees. No petition of the aggrieved person
shall be disposed of unless he has been given a reasonable
opportunity to present themselves. The SDLC or DLC shall
remand the Claim the gram sabha for reconsideration instead of
modifying or rejecting the same.All Decisions of SDLC and DLC
involving modification or rejection of a gram sabha shall give
detailed reasons for such modifications or rejection. It also states
that no recommendation and rejection should be merely on the
technical or procedural basis. It also states that no committee
except the Forest Rights Committee (FRC) at the block or
panchayat or forest beat or range level shall be empowered to
receive claims or reject, modify or decide any claim on Forest
Rights. Orders issued by Government of Odisha on Pendency and
Rejection of claims are highlighted below:

The Government of Odisha has issued the following
orders through theSCandSTDevelopmentDepartment;

Order Number-12062/SSD/TD-II-(FRA)-02/2013,

Number-4109/TD-II (FRA) 08/2013 andNumber-5347/TD-
II(FRA)-02/2014 dated on 15.03.2013, 27.01.2014 and
30.01.2014 respectively prescribe to review and expedite
disposal of Pending claims.

OrderNuumber-13890/SSD/TD-II (FRA)-02/2013 dated on

11.04.2013 issued to identify district wise status of pending
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individual claims and expedite the process of
Implementation of the ST&OTFD(RFR)AmendmentRules
2012.

Order Number-13836/SSD/TD-II(FRA)-02/2013, Number-

26791/TD-II(FRA)-02/2013, Number- 31078/STSCD-
FRA-MEET-0004-2014, Number-32405/SSD and Number-
33414/SSD dated on 10.04.2013, 02.08.2013, 30.01.2014,
15.11.2014, 01.12.2014, and 15.12.2014 respectively issued
to seek categories of rejection of claims and regarding
review of high rate of rejections of FRA claims in LWE
districts.

Order Number-10740/SSD and No. 14010 / SSD dated on

16.06.2016 and 04.08.2017 respectively issued to review of
rejected claims under FRAand its disposal by treating those
as suomoto appeals at the level of SDLCs andDLCs.

The status of implementation of the above orders at the grassroots
level is very dismal. There is no systematic and time-bound efforts
at the SDLC and DLC level to address the pending claim and the
duration of pendency ranges from 3 to 5 years in all the five
districts. It was also found that there are large number of rejection
of claims without intimation of the reasons of rejection to the right
holders. This phenomenon of pendency of claims and rejection of
claims has been Prominent in Sundergarh district ofOdisha. There
has been numerous enabling circulars and orders issued by the SC
and ST Development Department regarding the disposal of
pending claims and the rejection of claims but the irony is that the
people are unaware about such orders and circulars. There is also
no effort from the intervening NGOs to follow up the claims that
these NGOs facilitated at the Gram Sabha level.As a result of
which people have accepted that the pendency of claims and the
delay incurred in recognition of titles is the part of process and
because of lack of awareness people do not assert their rights, even
if they are not intimated before rejection of claims. For example,
the FRC Members of Ratansara village of Ratansara panachayat
of Hemgir Block of Sundergarh District had submitted the IFR

ItqwpfTgcnkv{ qhRgpfkpicpfTglgevkqpqhEnckou
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claims at the SDLC in 2009 but till date, 10 years down the road,
they have received no titles oreven intimation of their claims.
Another example is that the FRC Members of Budakhomon
Village of Dolesora Panchayat of Lahunipara Block had
submitted the IFR claims at the SDLC in 2015. Again, 4 years
later they have not received any titleor any intimation for their
claims. It has been observed that claims are pending or rejected
without any intimation to the claimants.

Rule (16) of the Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest
Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Amendment Rules,
2012(hereafter, FRA) under the theme of Post Claim Support and
Hand Holding to Holders of Forest Rights states that The State
Government shall ensure through its departments especially tribal
and social welfare, environment and forest, revenue, rural
development, panchayati raj and other departments relevant to
upliftment of forest dwelling scheduled tribes and other
traditional forest dwellers, that all government schemes including
those related land improvement, land productivity, basic
amenities and other livelihood measures are provided to such
claimants and communities whose rights have been recognized
and vested under the Act. In this regard, only few states like
Maharashtra, Odisha and Chhattisgarh have issued a series of
orders to integrate line department schemes with the forest rights
land of title holders.

With reference to Rule 16, of the Scheduled Tribes and
Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights)
Amendment Rules, 2012, the ST and SC Development
Department and Panchayati Raj Department of the Government
ofOdisha have issued the Following orders:

Order Number 37518/II-WE-29/06(Pt.) dated on

25.11.2009: To cover the right holders under the National
Rural EmploymentGuarantee Scheme (NREGS).

50 RtqxkukqpuqhNkxgnkjqqf Gpjcpegogpv Dgpghkvu
*Eqpxgtigpeg Uejgogu+ kp HTC 4228 cpf vjg qtfgtu qh
Iqxgtpogpv qhQfkujc
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Order Number 868 / SSD dated on 13.01.2017: For cent

percent coverage of right holders under various government
schemes.

Order Number 7057/SSD Bhubaneswar, STSCD-FRA-

POLICY-0001-2015 dated on 12.4.2016: Formation of
District level Convergence Committee and Implementation
of Convergence programmes

Order Number 38708 /PR II-NREGS-43/09, No. 384/II-

NREGS– 43/09,No. 22839VI-NREGS-30/09 (Pt.) dated on
05.12.09, 4.1.2010 and 1.12.2011 respectively: To cover the
right holders under National Rural Employment Guarantee
Scheme (NREGS) for activities such as Land Development,
Horticulture Plantation, FarmPond and Multi-Purpose Farm
Pond.

Livelihood Enhancement Benefits
(Convergence Schemes) Discussion with Gram Sabha members
and beneficiaries of above schemes revealed that there is no
impact and follow up of these orders at the implementation level.
The orders issued by the government of Odisha emphasis that
there should be 100% coverage of the Forest Rights Titles Holders
through multiple convergence schemes for their socio– economic
development. The only scheme that has benefited the IFR title
holders is Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana. However, it has been
noticed that most people benefiting from the above schemes have
not received the scheme by virtue of being FRA Rights holders.
For example, forest right title holders of Teuria, Sarangjharia,
Gopalpur of Hemgir Block illustrated that the people whose
rights have not been recognised under FRA have also benefited
from the housing scheme. They said that they are getting these
house phase wise through panchayat and not because of their IFR
Title. There are only few cases where we found people have
availed work under the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural
Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA) in their recognised
IFR land.

The major challenge in the integration of line department
schemes with FRA title holders has been lack of awareness and

Itqwpf Tgcnkv{ qh
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information about various schemes of government of Odisha for
the title holders. For example, a number of Gram Sabhas in the
study areas of Sundergarh have no idea about the above discussed
convergence schemes and how they can avail the schemes and
through what process. In many villages, it was found that the
schemes are generally decided at the Panchayat level and no
information is shared with Gram Sabha members. For example,
people of Teuria, Uparginia and Dhukamunda, Gopalpur said that
most of the government schemes are availed by people who are
close to Sarpanch of the village and there is no transparency in
identifying the beneficiaries. People further illustrated that there
is no need based implementation of Convergence Schemes, for
example one of the FRC president said that we don't need Pakka
house as we have one, we needed a farm pond or fishery
cutivation, butwewere given aPakkaHouse.

- As per theST&SCDepartment ofGovernment ofOdisha,
the Implementation status of the Forest Rights Act, 2006

in Sundergarh District of Odisha as on 31 June 2018 are
as follows.

Oclqt Kuuwgu Kfgpvkhkgf kp vjg Fkuvtkev qh Uwpfgtictj kp vgtou

qh Korngogpvcvkqp qhHTCctgcu hqnnqyu<

30 Ecpegnncvkqp qh 777 QVHF KHT Vkvngu cetquu Uwpfgtictj
Fkuvtkev0

C0 KpfkxkfwcnVkvngu

Vcdng Pq052

KHT Uvcvwu qh Uwpfgtictj cu qp 53 Lcpwct{ 423;

st

uv
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/

Vcdng Pq0 53
KHT Uvcvwu qh Uwpfgtictj Fkuvtkev cu qp 53uv Lwpg 423:

8050 Vkognkpg qh vjg KHT Rtqeguu *Vkvng Fkuvtkdwvkqp cpf

Ecpegnncvkqp+

Vcdng Pq054
Vkognkpg qh Gxgpvu kp vjg Rtqeguu qh KHT

Tgeqipkvkqp kp Uwpfgtictj

As per the ST& SC Department of Government of
Odisha, the Implementation status of the Forest Rights
Act, 2006 in Sundergarh District of Odisha as on 31st
January 2019 are as follows.

Examination of the above table of the implementation
status of FRA in Sundergarh shows discrepancy in the data. It
states that as on 31st June 2018 555 IFR titles were distributed to
OTFD and on the 31st January 2019 it shows that 0 IFR titles have
been distributed to OTFD. Moreover this ambiguity increases
when the claims rejected column also states that IFR Titles
rejected of OTFD is 0. Thus the study reviews and examines the
process of recognition of IFRRights forOTFD inSundergarh.

The Implementation of the FRA started in the mission mode, letters
were sent in all the Tehsil and Block level illustrating the process of
FRAand intimating to initiate the Process.

Retired RI and Amins were appointed and sent to all the villages.
Forms were supplied and ROR and Sketch Maps were Prepared and
GramSabha resolutionwas Passed forwarding the claimsmade by the
people.
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Many civil society organisation also participated in the Process,
SEWAK, Sundergarh was made the Nodal NGO For Implementation
of FRA in the District. The Civil society Organisation helped in
implementation of FRA2006.

A large no of claims were filled at the SDLC level. Government
officials could not strictly scrutinize the documents and the titles were
passed and people got the title. Though some of the claims were
rejected.

There were emergence of cases of fraud and access to title without
proper means and of non-eligible people, and also this issue was
raised in theSLMCmeeting by theMLA,PrafullaMajhi.

It was intimated to all the Collectors to do re verification and find out
whether people have acquired the Title, through adequate means and
whether they are eligible or not. After Re verification the RI’s were
supposed to submit the report to the Sub Collector office for further
Action.

There is no Authenticity of Reverification. The FRC members of
Sarangijaria told that there has been no reverification held in the
village. They emphasised that money was sought for Re verification.
In Teuria, false reports were prepared after re verification even if it
was conducted alongwith village people.

As per the Report it was found out that 285 ST are not in possession.
329 OTFD had no witness of staying there for 75 years and 280 were
not in possession hence total 555 IFRTitles of OTFD were cancelled.
They were asked to return the Title to Sub Collector Office. Some
have returned the title and some have not, but there has not been any
disciplinary action taken so far.

It was reported that some of the Government officials had
prepared amisleading report. They had not adhered to due process. In
theDLCmeeting it was said that actionwill be taken against them but,
but so far, nothing has been initiated.
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Vjtgg Oclqt Qdugtxcvkqp kp vgtou qh vjg Rtqeguu cpf
Vkognkpg qhGxgpvu

Jcdkvcv Tkijvu cpf Cfqrvkqp wpfgt Rcwfk Djwk{cp
FgxgnqrogpvCigpe{

1. There has been no proper Investigation done before
cancellation. Once the cancellation is done, blame is shifted
to the claimants that they are not in possession.

2. There are legal Provision illustrated in theAct so as toReview,
Reject, Recognition at all the level, Gram Sabha, SDLC and
DLC.But legal procedure has not been followed.

3. They are misleading the Public by showing false data in the
Government website, when the realities are completely
different in ground, which shows not only there lack of
coordination, reluctant nature in terms of FRA and in
maintaining national ranking in FRA.

Even though the FRA 2006 illustrates the Provision of Habitat
Rights, till now even after 13 years of theAct, Habitat Rights of the
PVTG Villages of sundergarh District have not been recognised.
TheDhukamunda, Budakhomon, Deruda, Uparginia have applied
for habitat rights but have not received it yet.

There are many villages which have not been adopted by
the Paudi Bhuiyan Development Agency. The village studied
which have not been adopted by Paudi Bhuiyan Development
Agency areBudakhomon,Dhukamunda,Deruda.
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When the Issue of Cancellation of OTFD was discussed with the
government official , the previous data of 31st June 2018 showed 555
IFR Granted to OFTD has been removed and 31st Januray 2019 data
shows 0 in the IFR distributed toOTFD column and even in the IFR
OTFD rejected column it is 0. Thus, there is no record of cancellation
of IFRTitle of OTFD in sundergarh as per the government latest data.
It seems that the government has been trying to hide issue.



Pq Eqorgpucvkqp vq vjg Rgqrng qh Jgoikt Dnqem yjq ctg
fkurncegfd{OEN*OcjcpcfkEqcnNkokvgf+

Ejcnngpigu Hcegf kp vgtou qh Ceeguu qh Pqp Vkodgt Hqtguv
Rtqfweg cpf Okpkowo Uwrrqtv Rtkeg qh Pqp Vkodgt Hqtguv
Rtqfweg

Mahanadi Coalfield Limited MCL has taken land of Gopalpur
Revenue Village of Hemgir Block for minning. FRC members
and the people of the village could not stop the land grabbing and
agreed for land relocation because of the health hazards due to the
coal Mines. People of this village have claimed for compensation
for their IFR lands but MCL is reluctant in giving compensation
for the forest land. They have filed petition at Supreme Court. The
Supreme Court has given verdict that compensation should be
given by the MCL for the forest land but they have not given and
not willing to give compensation for forest lands under IFR.
People of Sarangijharia village of Hemgir Block had applied for
CFR, but have not been granted. MCL has taken 125 Acres of
forest land of this village is under CFR to relocate the displaced
people.

Despite several orders and policy advocacy and struggles,
regulation of NTFP continues in Odisha with exclusive power in
the hands of Forest Department. In Sundergarh the Kendu Leaf is
still regulated by the Forest Department. The District Forest
Officer continues to hold power and denies permission to Gram
Sabha to harvest NTFPs under FRA. The current process of
collecting KL by the forest department is highly exploitative and
non-transparent as seen in the surveyed villages. Forest dwellers
in Sundergarh have expressed concern over delay in payment
when they sell to forest department. It is also found that though the
Minimum Support Price for certain number of NTFPs has been
formulated but there is lot of variation in price at the local level. In
the absence of state implementing agencies, the middlemen
continues to exploit forest dwellers by arbitrarily deciding the
price forNTFP.
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Ecug Uvwf{ qh Tgeqipkvkqp. Rgpfkpi cpf Tglgevkqp qh Enckou
qh UwpfgtictjFkuvtkevTgeqipkvkqp qhVkvngu<

c+ Tquc Iktk *RXVI+. Wrctikpkc Xknncig qh Rjwnljct
Rcpejc{cv qhNcjwpkrctcDnqem

d+ Twftcfgx Pckm *UV+. Uctcpikljctk Xknncig qh Uwotc
Rcpejc{cv qhJgoiktDnqem

Rosa Giri belongs to Paudi Bhuiya Community, which is
under Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups (PVTG). The
forest land on which he had applied for IFR title had been
under possession with his ancestors. He came to know about
FRA through the Civil society organisation working there
called Jeevan Vikas. He applied for IFR Title in the year 2012
for 2Acre along with his fellow villagers. In the year 2015, he
received 50 Decimal which is less than what he had applied.
On asked, why he got less acre of land than he had applied for,
he said that he does not know why he has received less, as he
has been in possession prior to 2005 as per the FRA and the
land is a forest land.He further states that, he is happy as he has
at least a piece of land which he can say is his own and
cultivate over it without fear and earn his livelihood with
dignity.He further said he has not been informedby the district
administration as to why he has received less than applied, on
asked whether he had filed petition with regard to partial
recognition, he said. He has not applied as he did not know,
and there was such provisions under the Act. He further said
that, his family is dependent on forest produce and forest land
and thus after receiving IFR Title under FRAhe feels a secure
and empowered.

Rudradev Naik belongs to Scheduled Tribe Community. The
forest land on which he had applied for IFR title had been
under possession with his ancestors. He came to know about
FRA through the Civil society organisation working there
named Centre for Integrated Rural and Tribal Development,
(CIRTD), Sundergarh. He applied for IFR Title in the year
2009 for 4 Acre along with his fellow villagers. In the year
2010, he received 1 Acre which is less than what he had
applied. On asked, why he got less land than he had applied
for, he said that he does not know why he has received less, as
he has been in possession prior to 2005 as per the FRAand the
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land is a forest land. He further states that, he is happy as he
has at least a piece of land which he can say his own and
cultivate over it without fear and earn his livelihood with
dignity. He further said he has not been informed by the
district administration as to why he has received less than
applied, on asked whether he had filed petition with regard to
partial recognition, he said, he has not applied as he did not
know, and therewas such provisions under theAct. He further
said that, his family is dependent on forest produce and forest
land. After receiving IFR Title under FRA he feels a secure
and empowered.

Phulomani Bhoi is a widow, she belongs to Scheduled Tribe
Community. She came to know about FRA through the Civil
society organisation working there named Centre for
Integrated Rural and Tribal Development, (CIRTD). It was
through the intervention of the CSO, that she was aware about
the provisions for women regarding claiming of IFR Title.
The Gram Sabha and the FRC Committees were also
convinced by the CSO, that there are provisions for women
and they are eligible for IFR title. She had applied for IFR
Title in the year 2009 for 2 acres along with her fellow
villagers. The forest land on which she had applied for IFR
title had been under possession since her husband's ancestors.
She received 1.2Acre which is less than what she had applied.
On asked, why she got less acre of land than she had applied,
she said that she does not know why she has received less, as
she has been in possession prior to 2005 as per the FRAand the
land is a forest land. She further states that, she is happy as she
has at least a piece of land which she can say her own and
cultivate over it without fear and earn her livelihood with
dignity. She further said she has not been informed by the
district administration as to why she has received less than
applied, on asked whether she had filed petition with regard to
partial recognition, she said, she did not know, and there was
such provisions under the Act. She further said that, she is
dependent on forest produce and forest land and thus after

e+ Rjwnqocpk Djqk *UV+. Vgwtkc Xknncig qh Uwotc Rcpejc{cv
qhJgoiktDnqem vqigvjgt
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receiving IFR Title under FRA she feels a secure and
empowered.

Sanatan Oram, belongs to Scheduled Tribe Community. He
came to know about FRA through the Civil society
organisation working there named Centre for Integrated Rural
and Tribal Development, (CIRTD), Sundergarh. He applied
for IFR Title in the year 2009 for 2Acre along with his fellow
villagers. The forest land on which he had applied for IFR title
had been under possession since his ancestors. It's been 10
years now, since he has applied for IFR title but he has not
received it yet. He said none of the claimants of his village has
received the title. On being asked, whether he had tried to find
out the status of the claim from district administration
office;he said he along with his fellow villagers had been to
district administration, but there has been no positive response
from them, every time, they say it is in process and will be
done. It's been 10 years now, our neighbouring panchayat have
received but they had not. We suspect, that because of
establishment of MiningCompany named asMCL(Mahanadi
Coal Limited) our titles are kept in pending. He further said
that, his family is dependent on forest produce and forest land
for their livelihood. Pending of Title has led to a sense of
uncertainty and threat of Eviction and Displacement because
ofmining.

Purnachandra Dehury, Budakhomon belongs to Paudi Bhuiya
Community, which comes under Particularly Vulnerable
Tribal Groups (PVTG). He came to know about FRA through
the Civil society organisation working there named Jeevan
Vikas. He applied for IFR Title in the year 2016 for 2 Acre

RgpfkpiqhEnckou<

c+ Ucpcvcp Qtco *UV+. Tcvcpuctc Xknncig qh Tcvcpuctc
rcpejc{cv qhJgoiktDnqem

d+ Rwtpcejcpftc Fgjwt{ *RXVI+. Dwfcmjqoqp Xknncig.
FqnguctcRcpejc{cv qhNcjwpkrctcDnqem
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along with his fellow villagers.The forest land on which he
had applied for IFR title had been under possession with his
ancestors.

It's been 3 years now, since he has applied for IFR title but he
has not received it yet. He said none of the claimants of his
village have received the title. On being asked, whether he had
tried to find out the status of the claim from district
administration office; he said that he along with his fellow
villagers have been to district administration, but there has
been no positive response from them. Everytime, they say it is
in process and will be done. He further said they did not know
the status of their IFR claim, whether it is rejected or
recognised, and hence assumed it is pending as there has been
no intimation from the government administration since they
applied. He further said that, his family is dependent on forest
produce and forest land for their livelihood. Pending of Title
has led to a sense of uncertainty and threat of Eviction after the
Supreme Court judgement, as they have come to know from
their neighbouring villagers that those who have not received
titlewill be evicted.

Kandra Naik belongs to Paudi Bhuiya Community, which
comes under Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups (PVTG).
He came to know about FRA through the Civil society
organisation working there named Jeevan Vikas. He applied
for IFRTitle in the year 2012 for 3Acres along with his fellow
villagers. The forest land on which he had applied for IFR title
had been under possessionwith his ancestors.

In the year 2015, when his fellow villagers received the IFR
Title and he did not, he went to verify with the RI as to why he
did not receive his title as he fulfils all eligibility criteria under
FRA and is eligible to get his title. He further said that the RI
then informed him verbally that his Claim has been rejected

Tglgevkqp qhEnckou<

c+ Mcpftc Pckm *RXVI+. Fjwmcowpfc xknncig qh Fqnguctc
Rcpejc{cv qhNcjwpkrctcDnqem
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because of lack of documents. When he further asked RI as to
which documents are missing so that he can submit the same,
theRI said that he does not know as it is onlymentioned lack of
Documents under the reason of rejection.Thus, he was
dejected and now thinks that he will not receive his title as his
claim stands rejected. On being asked, have you filed petition
at the SDLC or DLC level; he said that he has not filed petition
as he is not aware about such provisions under FRA. He
further said that, his family is dependent on forest produce and
forest land for their livelihood. He has still been cultivating
over the land but as the claim stands rejected there is a sense of
uncertainty and threat of Eviction, which has increased post
the Supreme Court judgement, as they have come to know
from their neighbouring villagers that those who have not
received titlewill be evicted.

Benudhar Baisal is a forest dwelling Communities and
belongs to Gouda Caste. As per the Provisions pertaining to
FRA, he comes under Other Traditional Forest Dwelling
Communities.He came to know about FRA through the Civil
society organisation working there named Centre for
Integrated Rural and Tribal Development, (CIRTD),
Sundergarh. He applied for IFR Title in the year 2009 for 2
Acre along with his fellow villagers. The forest land on which
he had applied for IFR title had been under possession with his
ancestors. While claiming he had submitted the oral evidence
of the elderly person of his, but that was not accepted by the
Officials and his title was rejected by the SDLC stating the
reason that he lacks evidence of 75 years of occupation.

He further stated that the Government officials are not willing
to accept the claims of OTFD, they are not looking or
examining how they are dependent on forest, rather asking
them which caste you belong to. And on the basis of caste
rejecting the claims not on basis of eligibility and dependency.

d+ Dgpwfjct Dckucn *QVHF+. Uctcpikljctkc Xknncig qh
UwotcRcpejc{cv qhJgoiktDnqem
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On being asked, if he had filed a petition at the SDLC or DLC
level; he said that he has not filed petition as he is not aware
about such provisions under FRA. He further said that, his
family is dependent on forest produce and forest land for their
livelihood.He has still been cultivating over the land but as the
claim stands rejected there is a sense of uncertainty and threat
of Eviction, which has increased post the Supreme Court
judgement, as they have come to know from their
neighbouring villagers that those who have not received title
will be evicted.

Raju Mundari belongs to Munda Tribe, Scheduled Tribes. He
came to know about FRA through the Civil society
organisation working there named Jeevan Vikas. He applied
for IFR Title in the year 2012 for 2.5 Acres along with his
fellow villagers. The forest land on which he had applied for
IFR title had been under possessionwith his ancestors.

In the year 2015, when his fellow villagers received the IFR
Title and he did not receive the same, hewent to verifywith the
RI as to why he did not receive his title as he fulfils all
eligibility criteria under FRAand is eligible to get his title. He
further said that the RI then informed him verbally that his
Claimhas been rejected because of lack of Proof of Possession
and Occupation. When he further asked RI as to how will he
prove his existence, the RI asked for challans issued by the FD
prior to 2005.

He did not have challans issued by the FD prior to 2005 and
hence was unable to prove his possession and Occupation.
Thus, he was dejected as his claim stands rejected. On being
asked, if he had filed a petition at the SDLC or DLC level; he
said that he has not filed a petition as he is not aware about such
provisions under FRA. He further said that, his family is
dependent on forest produce and forest land for their
livelihood.He has still been cultivating over the land but as the
claim stands rejected there is a sense of uncertainty and threat
of Eviction, which has increased post the Supreme Court
judgement, as they have come to know from their

e+ Tclw Owpfctk *UV+. Wrctikpkc Xknncig qh Rjwnljct
Rcpejc{cv qhNcjwpkrctcDnqem
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neighbouring villagers that those who have not received title
will be evicted.

Rajni Majhi belongs to Gond Tribe, Scheduled Tribes. She
came to know about FRA through the Civil society
organisation working there named Centre for Integrated Rural
and Tribal Development, (CIRTD), Sundergarh. She applied
for IFR Title in the year 2009 for 1Acre along with his fellow
villagers. The forest land on which he had applied for IFR title
had been under possessionwith his ancestors.

While verification in the year 2009, the RI verbally said her
that the land applied for title has a Kisam of Non Forest Land
and hence her claim stands rejected. The RI verbally told her
that her claim stands rejected, but she has not received any
letter or intimation from the district administration stating that
her claim stands rejected. She further said that, her family is
dependent on forest produce and forest land for their
livelihood. She has still been cultivating over the land but as
the claim stands rejected there is a sense of uncertainty and
threat of Eviction, which has increased post the Supreme
Court judgement, as they have come to know from their
neighbouring villagers that those who have not received title
will be evicted.

Benudhar Sahu belongs to Other Traditional Forest Dwelling
Communities. He came to know about FRA through the civil
society organisation working there named Centre for
Integrated Rural and Tribal Development, (CIRTD),
Sundergarh and SEWAK. He applied for IFR Title in the year
2009 for 4 Acres along with his fellow villagers. The forest
land on which he had applied for IFR title had been under
possession with his ancestors. . In the year 2010, he received 2

f+ Tclpk Ocljk *UV+. Uctcpikljctkc Xknncig qh Uwotc
Rcpejc{cv qhJgoiktDnqem

g+ Dgpwfjct Ucjw *QVHF Vkvngu Fkuvtkdwvgf cpf Ncvgt
Ecpegnngf+. Vgwtkc Xknncig qh Uwotc Rcpejc{cv qh Jgoikt
Dnqem.
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Acres which is very less than what he had applied. On being
asked, why he got less acre of land than he had applied, he said
that he does not knowwhy he has received less, as he has been
in possession since his ancestors times and also proofs 75
years/ 3 generation of Possession as per the FRA and the land
is a forest land. He further states that, he is happy as he has at
least a piece of land which he can say his own and cultivate
over it without fear and earn his livelihood with dignity. He
further said he has not been informed by the district
administration as to why he has received less than applied, on
asked whether he had filed petition with regard to partial
recognition, he said that he has not applied as he did not know
that therewere such provisions under theAct.

However after 4 years of Title Recognition, there was re-

verification conducted across Sundergarh district, to check the
status of the titles granted in 2010, whether they are still in

possession or not as there had been a complaint filed in the

district level regarding Title recognition of the false claims.

Benudhar Sahu said that RI had come for re-verification, he
took him to his land and showed his cultivation area and at that

time of the year, there was rice cultivated in his year. In the

year 2015, Benudhar sahu received a notice from the SDLC

level stating that his title has been cancelled and was asked to
return his title in the SubCollectorOffice.

Benudhar asserted his rights and did not return his title as he

has been in possession for years and has received title through

proper way as enlisted in theAct. It was later found that the RI
had given false re-verification report stating that he is not in

possession of land, in spite of rice cultivated on his land, when

he visited. He along with his fellow villagers and FRC
members filed Petition at the collector office and Chief

Minister Office stating that they are dependent on the forest

land and this will hamper their livelihood, moreover they have

received the titles after the due processwas followed as per the
Act. Thus, he says that there has been violation of law and

illegally cancellation of titles, moreover the RI is the real
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culprit who provided false report. He further said that how the
title can be granted and later be cancelled, the onus of district

administration's failure has been put on people.

He further said that, we are asserting our rights and we will
assert our rights, but deep within there is a sense of uncertainty
and threat of eviction, which has increased post the Supreme
Court judgement, as they have come to know from their
neighbouring villagers that those who have not received title
orwhose titles have been rejectedwill be evicted.

There is lack of capacity building and awareness at the village
level because of which people are not clear about the provisions of
the Act. The government official have not organised local level
capacity building and awareness which has also led to
misinterpretation of law by the people. As a result, many claims
have been filled by the people who are not eligible. It is also
because people have not been able to withstand pressure due to
social factor such as caste, dominance of landlord.

The different criteria for recognition of rights under Forest Rights
Act, 2006 have led to disparity among the People, as it is difficult
to prove the 75 years evidence and because of which the other
traditional forest dwellers are denied of their Rights. It is not only
accepted by the people but also the Government official and Civil
Society Organisation. It is difficult to fulfil the 75 years eligibility
Criteria.

8060Qdugtxcvkqp cpfCpcn{uku

Qdugtxcvkqp kp vgtou qh vjg Uvcmgjqnfgtu Kpxqnxgf kp vjg
Rtqeguu qhHTC

C0 ItcoUcdjcOgodgtu cpfHTEEqookvvgg

Ncem qhEcrcekv{Dwknfkpi cpfCyctgpguu

Fkhhgtgpv Etkvgtkc hqt Tgeqipkvkqp qh Tkijvu jcxg ngf vq
Fkurctkv{ coqpi vjgRgqrng
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Ncem qh Uwrrqtv vq Qvjgt Vtcfkvkqpcn Hqtguv Fygnngtu fwtkpi
vjg ecpegnncvkqpqh KHTVkvngu<

Vjgtg ku c Ecuvg Cping kp tgeqipkvkqp qh Tkijvu qh vjg Qvjgt
Vtcfkvkqpcn HqtguvFygnngtu<

Icru kpGornq{ogpv cpfNkxgnkjqqf

When the IFR Titles of the Other Traditional Forest Dwellers was
cancelled in the year 2015, there was no support from the civil
society organisation and the political leaders, the other traditional
forest dwellers organised themselves and conducted few rallies in
Sundergarh but there was no positive response from government
officials. There was no support from the Scheduled Tribe Forest
Dwellers in the rallies, none of them attended the rallies, and this
particular incidence has also deepened the disparity among the
people. The population of the OTFD is comparatively less than
the ST. Thus, there has been no NGO Intervention either in the
village level or district level in terms of advocacy to defend the
OTFDor understand the issue.

There is caste angle recognition of rights of the Other Traditional
Forest Dwellers. They are looked as per their caste and not in
terms of their forest dependencies and assumed to be privileged
class. It is seen that the government official are more interested in
which caste they belong to rather the eligibility criteria and as they
know that they are not ST , they directly say that the title cannot be
granted as they are SC and OBC. This treatment from the
government official has made the people feel that just because
they areOBCorSC they are not eligible andwill not get the title.

Considering the overall employment situation and livelihood
opportunities in the district, the following outstanding issues
emergewhich needs attention:
a. About 43 per cent of people within the working age-group are

nonworkers.
b. Earnings are very low in rural areas; about 89.9 per cent of

households have the highest earning head with earning less
than Rs. 5,000 per month. Income insecurity is also high,
about 53 per cent rural households are dependent onmanual or
casual labor.
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c. Opportunities of livelihood enhancement around local
resources undermined, particularly forest and agriculture
based.

d. Rural livelihood schemes (MGNREGS) ineffective in
enhancing earnings, engagement of women in rural livelihood
schemes such aswomenSHGs far lower than the potential.

All of these together contribute to insecurity in employment
and livelihood, particularly for the poor and vulnerable sections of
the society.

The Civil Society Organisation emphasises more on the CFR than
IFR. The Rationale behind emphasising more on the CFR is that
through CFR the entire village can access the forest resources. But
as the people were more interested in the recognition of IFR, the
NGOs facilitated the IFR claims as well but as it was not their sole
priority, they have not givenmuch emphasis on it.

There is no proper understanding as to who is OTFD by civil
society. Some of the activists feel that the Act is only for ST and
OTFD are encroaching upon their rights. Some have the
perception that the Act is only for ST and SC and not for OBC,
hence there is lack of understanding as to who OTFD is and what
provisions are prescribed for them in theAct.

During the initial phase of the claiming process, there has been too
much handholding by the NGOs. The FRC Registers were also
maintained by the NGOs and the entire process of claiming have
been dominated or influenced by them as a result of which the

D0 Pqp/IqxgtpogpvcnQticpk|cvkqp

OqtgGorjcuku qpEHTvjcp KHT

Pq rtqrgt wpfgtuvcpfkpi cu vq yjq ku Qvjgt Vtcfkvkqpcn
HqtguvFygnngtu

Ekxkn Uqekgv{ Qticpkucvkqp ctg Vctigv Qtkgpvgf tcvjgt vjcp
Gorqygtkpi vjgItcoUcdjc
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Gram Sabha has not been empowered.After the title distribution,
when the NGOs have left the left, the people have become all the
more vulnerable as they are not aware about the provisions of the
Act and are unable emphasis on the Post title activities to enhance
their livelihood. It was also observed that few NGOs have called
the FRC committee members to their office and filled the claims
as a result ofwhich the gram sabhamembers are not empowered.

After the distribution of the titles, when the NGOs had left
the village, it was during this phase that the titles were cancelled
and as the NGO did not emphasis on empowering the gram sabha
and were target oriented, being unaware about the provsions five
out of the ten villages have returned the IFR title as they did not
knowwhat to do. Theywere also afraid of being jailed.

Funding is one of the challenges faced by the CSOs, it is because
of the funding challenge that many a times the CSOs have to
restrict their intervention to limited areas. Even if they are willing
towork they are unable to do so.

While interacting with the government officials of Sundergarh,
they accepted that during the intial phase of the claim process they
are unable to verify the claims as they were given particular time
frame to speed up the recognition of the rights in a mission mode
and so they were unable to scrutinize the claims.As a result, many
titles of not eligible claimantswere also recognised andwhen after
few years the issue was raised that non-eligible OTFD were given
the IFR titles. The entire process of re verification was initiated.
Because of few non eligible cases, the genuine eligibleOTFD IFR
titles were also cancelled and the onus of the cancellation was put
on the people. But if we analyse the entire process, it is because of
the lack of scrutiny of the government official that the titles were
granted, if in the initial phase there would have been proper
scrutiny and only eligible peoplewould have been granted titles, it

Hwpfkpi ku qpg qh vjgEjcnngpigHcegfd{ vjgEUQu

E0 UvcvgCfokpkuvtcvkqp

Ceegrvcpeg d{ vjg Iqxgtpogpv Qhhkekcnu vjcv vjg{ ygtg
wpcdng vq xgtkh{Enckou<
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would not have led to a situation in which the titles of 555 OTFD
right holders IFR titles would have been cancelled and the
sentiments of the people would not have been hurt. The
cancellation of the title has led to mistrust between the people and
the government officials.

There has been provisions in the Act under chapter-4 that in case
of petition against any person, no petition shall be disposed of
unless the person has been given reasonable opportunity to
present his casewhether it is in the SDLC level orDLC level.

But in this case of cancellation of IFR Titles of the OTFD,
there has been no opportunity given to the people to present their
view, their titles were directly cancelled on the basis of the re-
verification report. To this, the people of these ten villages said
that re verification has not been conducted in many villages and
even in the villages where it is conducted, people were asked
money for re-verification. At some places false report of Re-
verification has been produced, even though no re-verification
held in the villages.Money was asked for Re-verification and
alsofalse report was prepared even after re verification and even if
itwas conducted alongwith village people,

Thus, there has been violation of Act, and on this basis
some people had filed petition in the High Court. The court stay
order was for cultivated land. When the issue of false re
verification report was raised, it was stated in the DLC meeting
that if the government official will be found guilty will be
punished but so far there has been no investigation conducted.
One of the Government official have also agreed that there should
have been an instance given to people to present their defence or
opinion, there has been absolutely no intimation to the people,
directly people were sent cancellation letter and were asked to
surrender their titles.

The Forest Rights Act 2006, states that the Forest Land
cannot be diverted for industrial purpose unless and until the FRA
process have been completed. In the Hemgir Block, even if the

30 Xkqncvkqp qhHqtguvTkijvuCev. 4228
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FRA process is not completed, MCL has given notice for
displacement to the people and is also reluctant in giving
compensation over forest lands.

It is observed that there is no coordination among ST and SC
Department, Revenue and Disaster Department, Panchayati Raj
Department and Forest Department in the state level and it also
reflects in the district level and Panchayat level functioning. It is
because of the lack of coordination that there are hurdles in the
implementation of the Forest RightsAct, 2006. While interacting
with the district official it was figured out that the titles were
cancelled by the sub collector office and both the DWO and the
DFO were unaware about the reasons and the process undertaken
to cancel the titles. There is lack of transparency in terms of the
data management of the Claims filed andTitles Distributed.When
the pressure is inbuilt by the higher authorities the district level or
panchayat level officers somehow manage to send report or data
without authenticity.

There is poor implementation of the Convergence schemes in
these ten villages. Only few people have been covered under the
convergence schemes. It has been observed that after the title is
granted, there has been neither demarcation nor record of rights,
moreover there has been no emphasis on enhancing the livelihood
of the people. Even though there are many orders by the state
government illustrating various convergence schemes for theFRA
right holders and emphasising the implementation of convergence
schemes but there has been poor implementation of this schemes.
Only the housing convergence scheme under Pradhan Mantri
Awas Yojana, Indira Awas Yojna, Biju Pakka Ghar has been
implemented in most of the places, that to not specific for the IFR
right holder but through panchayat for everyone

40 Pq Eqqtfkpcvkqp cpf Vtcpurctgpe{ dgvyggp vjg Ngxgnu qh
UvcvgCfokpkuvtcvkqp

50 RqqtKorngogpvcvkqp qh vjgEqpxgtigpeg Uejgogu
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F0 Xkekqwu Ekteng qh Fgxgnqrogpv. Okitcvkqp cpf
Gzrnqkvcvkqpd{ vjgHqtguvFgrctvogpv

807 Tgeqoogpfcvkqpu

Development has led to Migration, which in turn has led to
decrease in the labour of the village/ family members, so they are
unable cultivate in the land where they earlier used to and hence,
as per records of forest department, they are not in possession and
they claim those land as it turns out to be either barren or forest.

Another instance is that due to various development
projects, Elephant corridor has been destroyed, as a result of
which in the past 5 years the ratio of elephants coming to the
village has increased. Elephants have destroyed crops time and
again, because of which people have stopped cultivating in those
areas because of the losses incurred. Thus, leading to decrease in
the use of forest land by the people dependent on it, towhich forest
department is claiming as the land is barren it belongs to them and
the people are not in position. It is important to have a holistic view
of the issue.

Onbasis of the aboveAnalysis, here are few recommendations:

1. There should be proper investigation of the cancellation of
IFR Titles of the OTFD, the eligible OTFD right holders
should be given back their title.And all the officials who were
involved in corrupt practises in producing false re verification
report should be penalised.

2. A public interest litigation should be filed on the basis the
people were not given the opportunity to present the views. It
is violation of rights and attempt should be made to get stay
order on all the 555Title.

3. There is a need to emphasis on effective implementation of
convergence schemes to enhance the livelihood of the people.

4. Demarcation of the Land and ROR correction needs to be
undertaken in this villages.

5. There is a need to strengthen coordination among the
government officials, so as to ensure fast and smooth
implementation of theAct.
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EJCRVGT/9
RTQXKUKQPUCPF RTCEVKEGU

903 Qxgtcnn Icr dgvyggp vjg Rtqxkukqpu cpf Rtcevkegu

Working hurriedly with target based approach has been making
dilution of the process of implementation at par with the
objectives and spirits of the Act. Although FRA has been an
empowering law, very little attention has been given and strategy
made for empowerment of community through sensitisation and
effective capacity building. Large numbers of complaints from the
grounds have been occurred as a result of such gaps. Wherever,
better presence or engagement of civil society actors in the
facilitation and capacity building of Gram Sabha/FRCs by the
district administration the outcome of implementation in those
areas has been comparativelymore qualitative.The case studies of
all the villages have shown the same results. The poor
sensitisation has actually deprived the actual customary rights of
the forest dwellers through dominance and manipulation of the
forest departments and other officials involved in the process.

As per the provisions and processes of FRA, the rights
determination process should actually be done by Gram/ Palli
Sabha rather than by government officials. The most critical gaps
which lead to several other omissions and manipulations are that
the Palli sabha/ FRCs are not aware about their role and authority
vested in the FRAfor determination of their forest rights. The case
study villages have reported that issues like less areas recognised
than the area claimed, Non-recognition of rights over pre-
agricultural practices like shifting cultivation, pushing of JFM in
place of CFR, etc. This kind of situation would not have happened
if the people properly understood themclearly.

The status of claims is not known to the villagers/ Palli
sabha/ claimants even after more than two years of submission of
claims. This has been reported from all the case study districts.
Although there are clear provisions for intimation and
communication to the Gram Sabha and concern claimants by the
SDLC/ DLC under the law nothing has been done on the ground.
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This has created frustration among the people, who are no familiar
with the complex bureaucratic procedures and sodo not go for
complaint or appeal. By rote they go to the RIs/Amins, to face
exploitation. Since the villagers are not aware about FRA, they do
not knowwhere to go orwhom to complain to.

For the Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups, FRA, inter alia,
provides a special rights to protect their habitat, resources and
territory from exploitation u/s 3 (1)(e) “recognition of rights,
including community tenures of habitat and habitation for
primitive tribal groups and pre-agricultural communities.”Odisha
has 17 micro-projects working for the development of 13 PTGs.
However, this provision has not been implemented, even after
over four and a half years, in a single place out of 13 Micro-
Projectsworking for these communities.

The claim process facilitated and application submitted on

Juang pirha, Keonjhar District to SDLC for more than two
years has not received any conclusive response.

The challenges for implementation of 'habitat rights of PTGs'

may the reason for such delay

The FORM-B meant for CFRs claim does not have suitable

space for such specific rights.

No adequate understanding on what basically forms the

habitat.

How to prepare and submit the claims over larger customary

habitat and habitations of such community?

The challenges over technicality and procedures for

submission of claims over the customary habitat of PTGs,
which consists of multiple FRCs. Under the Act, FRC is
authorized to verify the claims either through their community
or traditional community institutions in the presence of the
communities or their representatives. The question is how a
village level FRC will receive and verify the claim for the
entire habitat of a community, which consists of number of
villages andFRCs?

904 Icr dgvyggp vjg Rtqxkukqpu cpf Rtcevkeg hqt RXVIU
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Evidential support for the claim is a more challenging task.

The records from different sources show that PTGs have been
residing within their specific customary boundaries with
distinct settlement patterns. There is very little literature about
the customary laws and habitations like Juang pirha and
Bhuyanpirha. They are insufficient to inform us the territorial
description/ demarcation of the community habitat and the
spreading of new villages of PTGs. The villages covered
under theMicro-Projects for the PTGs are only administrative
boundaries, covering certain GPs or villages and not the entire
habitation or villages of a PTG. It is challenging to identify
large number of PTG villages lying outside the micro-project
areas and support the evidence with clear physical boundaries
for asserting their rights over customary tenure of habitat and
habitation.

For individual forest rights the govt has taken some pro-active

steps for PTGs micro-project areas. It has provided a separate
reporting format, issued a number of circulars especially
focusing on the rights of PTGs, entrusted responsibility to the
micro project officers & PA, ITDAs for proper
implementation of various provisions of theAct.

Only individual rights have been focused to date with very

little onCFRandhabitat rights.

While habitat rights have been claimed by some of the PTGs,

largely due to the facilitative efforts of civil society groups, the
SDLC and DLC have neither facilitated nor positively
responded to the claims. Habitat rights and claim processes
have been ongoing amongst the PTG in Keonjhar
district and the in Nuapada district (See
NuapadaCase study in annexure fore detail).

The more focus on distribution of individual rights on forest

land disregarded the customary communal land tenure system
ofPTGs and pre-agricultural communities.

The issue of “the territory of customary habitat” and areas of

intervention in micro-projects is still an undefined conflicting
area to be seen.

Juang
ChakutiaBhunjia
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905 Icr dgvyggp vjg Rtqxkukqpu cpf Rtcevkeg hqt Qvjgt
Vtcfkvkqpcn HqtguvFygnngtu

*c+ Vtkdgu yjkej ctg pqv uejgfwngf cnuq vtgcvgf cu QVHF

*d+ Eqoowpkvkgu pqv vtkdgu dwv kpugrctcdng rctv qh hqtguv<

The issue of OTFDs rights over forest land and forest resources
have been neglected and sidelined. Their eligibility has been
misinterpreted at all levels, mostly higher level, as a result of
which occurred massive discontent and frustration among the
genuine other forest dwelling community. The differential
interpretation of laws by the State bureaucracy and administration
on understanding the eligibility and evidences for recognition of
rights has led to alienation of forest rights of the so called OTFDs.
The appropriate understanding and interpretation would help in
addressing the historical injustice made to the OTFDs through
recognition of rights under FRA.

Those communities presently treated asOTFDs, are deprived
of their customary rights over forest land and forest resources
due to their non-inclusion in the lists of Scheduled Tribes.
They were regarded as hill tribes during British period.
Nearly 166 tribes in Odisha are yet to be recognized as STs by
Govt. of India, which has been already recommended by the
State since 1978. As per the ethnic status prepared by the
SC/ST RTI, Odisha all these communities are synonymous
and have similarity to one or other enlisted 62 tribes of
Odisha.

Apart from the tribes and scheduled tribes, other
communities are also integral part of forest based livelihood
and living along with the scheduled tribes. Such
Communities like Gouda, Gopal (Milkman) who are mostly
dependent on Animal Husbandry, Komar, Lohar
(Blacksmith), Fisher Men dependent on fishing in streams
and rivers passing through forest, and other communities
who are making their livelihood collecting Non Timber
Forest Produces are also integral part of forest based support
system. As per the FSI report there are around 29,000 forest
fringe villages in the state. All these villages can be

:
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categorized as forest dependent villages irrespective of their
caste identity.

: It has already
clarified on the interpretation of the phrase “primarily resided
in and who depend on” includes persons “who are not
necessarily residing inside the forest but are depending on the
forest for their bona fide livelihood needs” or “who are
working on patches of land in such areas irrespective of
whether their dwelling houses are outside the forest or forest
land”.

The final order of

MoEF on POSCO project dated 31 January 2011 said that “it
is clear that POSCO project site is not a part of a Fifth
Schedule area and is in fact, far away from the nearest fifth
scheduled area" As per the FRA the OTFDs have to fulfil
following three conditions for their eligibility to claim.

They should have primarily resided in the forest for 75

years prior to the 13 December 2005

They should be at present dependent on the forest or forest

land for bona-fide livelihood needs

They should have been in Occupation of the forest land

before the 13 day ofDecember 2005

For a non-ST person to be considered an OTFD under this

Act, s/he must only demonstrate a) S/he resided in the

vicinity of the forest or forest lands for at least 75 years prior

to December 2005 and b) That s/he was dependent on the

forest as of 13 December 2005 for her/his 'bona fide

livelihoods needs as defined in Rule 2(b) of the FRA Rules.

Rule 2(b) implies that a person either living in or cultivating a

*e+ OqVC Enctkhkecvkqp fcvgf 2;0280422:

*f+ OqGH qtfgt kp Ecug qh RQUEQ Rtqlgev<

*g+ QVHF cu Wpfgtuvqqf cpf Uwiiguvgf d{ Pcvkqpcn

Eqookvvgg qpHTC

st

th

th
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parcel of forest land or a person collecting firewood, grazing,

non-timber forest products, or fish, etc. from forest lands

qualifies as a bonafide user. A person who meets the above

definition constitutes an OTFD regardless of whether s/he

files any individual claim for land under sec.3 (1) (a) or not.

The improper and restrictive interpretations of the definition
of OTFDs have been one of the major reasons for
rejection of their claims. The Committee reviewed and
recommended that MoTA to issue an immediate clarification
to all states explaining the following:

a) That the requirement for three generations prior to December
2005” applies to the residency clause only. This relates to the
recognition of a non- Scheduled Tribe person as an OTFD
under the Act. It should not relate to the parcel of land for
which a claim is being made, or to the forest on which other
rights are being claimed. The claimant does not have to show
possession and occupation of forestland claimed for 75 years.

b) The requirement “primarily residing in” includes thosewhose
habitation may be outside forest lands but are dependent on
forest lands for bona fide livelihood purposes,

c) That the land to which claim is being made should have been

occupied before the 13 December 2005 applies equally to
STs andOTFDs.

d) The two-stage process of verification as followed in
Maharashtramust be followed in other states.

When it
comes to recognizing specific rights given under section 3,
the FRA specifies in section 4(3) that the recognition and
vesting

Nowhere the distinction is made between
STs and OTFDs on occupancy of the land before 13 Dec
2005. There is no need to show the occupation by OTFDs had
happened more than 75 years ago. In other words, once a
person has proved to be an OTFD as per section 2(o), for that

en masse

“shall be subject to the condition that such Scheduled
Tribes or tribal communities or other traditional forest
dwellers had occupied forest land before the 13th day of
December, 2005”.

th

*h+ Gnkikdknkv{ qh encko vq rctvkewnct rctegn qh ncpf<
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person to get (for instance) self-cultivation rights under
section 3(1) (a), it is necessary that the person was engaged in
that activity beforeDecember 13, 2005, that is all.

As in the case of
eligibility for claim to forest land for cultivation/occupation
(Section 3(1) (a), for other claims under Section 3(1) also,
OTFDswould be equivalent to STFDs.

While the implementation process of FRA is ongoing for
recognizing the rights over CFR, forest department people are
rigorously engaged in promoting VSS over the community forest
areas, alienating and obstructing the rights of the forest dwellers.
This has resulted in confrontation and conflicts between forest
dept and people, confrontation between an act of parliament
(FRA) and a govt resolution (JFM), between the old and new (yet
to come fully) regime of governance. The incidents are known to
and experience ofmanyof us that ForestDepartment officers have
been consciously misleading and sabotaging the people and
processes of FRA implementation all over Odisha. However,
numbers of such cases are available to prove their constant non-
cooperation and involvement in right deprivation process of the
forest dwellers, a sincere effort to perpetuate the same historic
injustice committed byFD to the forest dwellers.

Forestry sector development money has been utilised for
deprivation of forest rights of the tribals through plantation over
their community land.

Plantation under JICA and CAMPA project in Burlubaru,
Kusumunda, Rangaparu and many other villages of the most
vulnerable KutiaKondhs (PTGs) of Tumudibandh block had
deprived them from their customary pre-agricultural practices of

*i+ Gnkikdknkv{ qh encko vq hqtguv tguqwtegu<

906 Eqphnkevu dgvyggp LHO1XUU. UVu cpf QVHFu

907 Gzvgpfkpi Eqpxgtigpeg qh Uejgogu *OIPTGIU (
ECORC+ hqt Nkxgnkjqqf uwrrqtv ( eqpugtxcvkqp qh Hqtguv
cpfyknfnkhg
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communal shifting cultivation ( ) over hill slopes where the
agricultural land is very scarce. The vast stretches of agriculture
land and shifting cultivation land surrounding in Kusumunda and
Rangaparu village has been covered with eucalyptus and other
exotic species by clearing the vast stretches of natural forests. The
forest dept did plantation over more than 70 hectares of forestland
under CAMPA over the forestland customarily cultivated by
KutiaKondhs of Kusumunda, Rangaparu, Pandamaska and
Sadangi villages. These 70 hectares plus forestlands covering the
customary boundaries of these four villages, where the Kondhs
villagers had been communally practicing shifting cultivation
(Gudia are covered under plantation). The department has taken
over those lands under plantation without settling the rights of

KutiaKondhPTGs .

During the process of FRA implementation the
compensatory should be stopped till the completion of the final
process of determination ofCFR is completed.

Gudia

64
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Behera, S. (2010) Deprivation Of Forest Rights Through Plantation In Ptg

Villages Of Kandhamal District: A Case study of Plantation issue in
KuttiaKondh (PTG)Villages ofTumudibandhBlock,Vasundhara-pp. 4-5.
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EJCRVGT/:

:030Egpvtcn

HQTGUV TKIJVU CEV KPVGTHCEG YKVJ
EGPVTCN(UVCVGRQNKEKGU
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Ugevkqp 6<
Pqvkhkecvkqp d{
Uvcvg
Iqxgtpogpv0/

vq
kpswktg kpvq cpf
fgvgtokpg vjg
gzkuvgpeg. pcvwtg
cpf gzvgpv qh cp{
tkijvu cnngigf vq
gzkuv kp hcxqwt qh
cp{ rgtuqp kp qt
qxgt cp{ ncpf
eqortkugf ykvjkp
uwej nkokvu qt kp
qt qxgt cp{
hqtguv/rtqfweg.

cpf vq fgcn ykvj
vjg ucog cu
rtqxkfgf kp vjku
Ejcrvgt0
Ugevkqp 70 Dct qh
ceetwcn qh hqtguv/

(1)
Whenever it has
been decided to
constitute any land
into a reserved
forest, the State
Government shall
issue a notification
in the Official
Gazette–
(c) appointing an
officer (hereinafter
called "the Forest
Settlement-
officer")

The 1927 Act,
empowered
the
government to
declare any
area to be a
'reserved
forest' or a
'protected
forest'. The
law says that,
at the time a
"reserved
forest "is
declared, a
single official
(the Forest
Settlement
Officer) is to
enquire into
and "settle"
the land and
forest rights
people had in
that area.
These rights
included:
• land rights
• rights to
water courses,
pastures and
rights of way
• forest
produce and
shifting
cultivation.

Section 6 of
the Forest
Rights Act
authorizes the
Gram Sabha
to initiate the
process for
determining
the nature and
extent of
individual or
community
forest rights or
both that may
be given to the
forest
dwelling
Scheduled
Tribes and
other
traditional
forest dwellers
within the
local limits of
its
jurisdiction.
The Gram
Sabha shall
call for claims
and authorize
the Forest
Rights
Committee to
assist the
Gram Sabha
in receiving



tkijvu0⁄

Ugevkqp 8<
Rtqencocvkqp d{
Hqtguv
Ugvvngogpv/
qhhkegt0⁄

After the
issue of a
notification under
section 4, no right
shall be acquired
in or over the land
comprised in such
notification,
except by
succession or
under a grant or
contract in writing
made or entered
into by or on
behalf of the
Government or
some person in
whom such right
was vested when
the notification
was issued; and
no fresh clearings
for cultivation or
for any other
purpose shall be
made in such land
except in
accordance with
such rules as may
be made by the
State Government
in this behalf.

When a
notification has
been issued under
section 4, the
Forest Settlement-
officer shall
publish in the
local vernacular
in every town and
village in the
neighbourhood of
the land
comprised

The decision
on whether or
not to record
these rights,
however, was
entirely that
of the Forest
Settlement
Officer.
Rights that
were recorded
were thus
only those
that had
documentary
proof or who
belonged to
socially
powerful
communities.
Collective
rights and
powers were
practically
never
recorded. In
“protected
forests”, a
more vague
category, the
government
could take
over any land
over which
some kind of
rights
settlement had
already
occurred
(such as a
revenue
settlement)
and impose
restrictions
and
regulations on
a wide variety
of uses and
activities in

claims,
consolidating
and verifying
them and
preparing a
map
delineating
the area of
each
recommended
claim in such
manner as
may be
prescribed for
exercise of
such rights.
The Gram
Sabha shall,
then, pass a
resolution to
that effect and
thereafter
forward a
copy of the
same to the
Sub-
Divisional
Level
Committee.
Rule 11 and
12 of the
Forest Rights
Rules
mentions
about the
operational
details of the
procedure of
filing,
determination
and
verification of
claims by the
Gram Sabha.
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therein, a
proclamation
(a) specifying, as
nearly as possible,
the situation and
limits of the
proposed forest;
(b) explaining the
consequences
which, as
hereinafter
provided, will
ensue on the
reservation of such
forest; and
(c) fixing a period
of not less than
three months from
the date of such
proclamation, and
requiring every
rgtuqp enckokpi
cp{ tkijv
ogpvkqpgf kp
ugevkqp 6 qt
ugevkqp. 7 ykvjkp
uwej rgtkqf gkvjgt
vq rtgugpv vq vjg
Hqtguv
Ugvvngogpv/qhhkegt
c ytkvvgp pqvkeg
urgekh{kpi qt vq
crrgct dghqtg
jko cpf uvcvg. vjg
pcvwtg qh uwej
tkijv cpf vjg
coqwpv cpf

rctvkewnctu qh vjg
eqorgpucvkqp *kh
cp{+ enckogf kp
tgurgev vjgtgqh

Ugevkqp ;0
Gzvkpevkqp qh
tkijvu0/Rights in
respect of which
no claim has been
preferred under
section 6, and of
the existence of

The Preamble
of the Forest
Rights Act
clearly
emphasizes
on
recognition
and vesting of

Under Sec 3
(1) (a) –(m)
Forest Rights
Act lists out
in details the
nature and
extent of
individual and



which no
knowledge has
been acquired by
inquiry under
section 7, shall be
extinguished,
unless before the
notification under
section 20 is
published, the
person claiming
them satisfies the
Forest Settlement-
officer that he had
sufficient cause for
not preferring such
claim within the
period fixed under
section 6.

forest rights
and
occupation in
forestland in
forest
dwelling
Scheduled
Tribes and
other
traditional
forest
dwellers who
have been
residing in
such forests
for
generations
but whose
rights could
not be
recorded.

community
rights.

It does not
mention about
extinction of
any rights
excluding the
traditional
right of
hunting or
trapping or
extracting a
part of the
body or any
species of wild
animal; [Sec 3
(1) (l)]

Ugevkqp 46/
Ceswkukvkqp qh
tkijvu / (1) In the
case of a claim to a
right in or over any
land referred to in
Sec.19, the
Collector shall pass
an order admitting
or rejecting the
same in whole or in
part.
(2) If such claim is
admitted in whole
or in part, the
Collector may
either
(a) exclude such
land from the limits
of the proposed
sanctuary, or
(b) proceed to
acquire such land
or rights, except
where by an
agreement between

As per the
WLPA, before
any Protected
Area is finally
notified, a
process of
settlement of
rights needs
to be carried
out, and either
the
livelihoods or
habitation
rights are
allowed (in
the case of
sanctuaries)
or acquired by
providing
compensation
or
alternatives.

The Act used
the same
system of

Forest Rights
Act recognizes
the rights of
STs and
OTFDs in all
categories of
forestland
which includes
unclassified
forests,
undemarcated
forests,
existing or
deemed
forests,
protected
forests,
reserved
forests,
Sanctuaries
and National
Parks
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the owner of such
land or the holder
of rights and the
Government the
owner or holder of
such rights has
agreed to surrender
his rights to the
Government, in or
over such land, and
payment of such
compensation, as is
provided in the
LandAcquisition
Act, 1894 (1 of
1894)
[(c) allow, in
consultation with
the Chief Wildlife
Warden, the
continuance of any
right of any person
in, or over any land
within the limits of
the sanctuary.]

“settlement”
of rights that
was present
in the 1927
Indian Forest
Act but
imposed
much more
strict
restrictions
on people's
use and
livelihoods in
these areas.
In national
parks, for
instance, no
rights were
permitted at
all. The Act
also said that
reserved
forests could
be converted
into
sanctuaries
without any
process of
recognition
or settlement
of rights at
all.

“The Supreme
Court has passed
an order on
14.2.2000
restraining removal
of dead, diseased,
dying or wind-
fallen trees, drift
wood and grasses
etc. from any
national park or
Game Sanctuary

In view of
this, rights
and
concessions
cannot be
enjoyed in
the Protected
Areas (PAs).”
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Yknf Nkhg *Rtqvgevkqp+ Cogpfogpv Cev. 4224

Sec 18 (2) states
‘Till such time as
the rights of
affected persons are
finally settled under
sections 19 to 24
(both inclusive), the
State Government
shall make

required for making
available fuel,
fodder and other
forest produce to
the persons affected
in terms of their
rights as per the
Government
records.’

"29. No person
shall destroy,
exploit or remove
any wild life
including forest
produce from a
sanctuary or
destroy or damage
or divert the habitat
of any wild animal
by any act
whatsoever or
divert, stop or
enhance the flow of
water into or
outside the
sanctuary, except
under and in
accordance with a
permit granted by
the Chief Wild Life
Warden, and no

cnvgtpcvkxg
cttcpigogpvu

Cogpfogpv vq Uge
480 Fguvtwevkqp
gve0. kp c
Ucpevwct{
Rtqjkdkvgf ykvjqwv
c Rgtokv

In 2002, an
amended Wild
Life Act
brought in
much more
severe
restrictions. It
mandated
state
governments
to “provide
alternatives”
(Sec 18 (2) )
for all
resource use
activities as
soon as the
intention was
declared to
notify an area
a sanctuary
(thereby
assuming that
no rights
could
continue
inside the
protected
area, which
actually
contradicted
another
provision
within the
same act
which
explicitly did
provide for
such
continuation
(Sec 26 and
Sec 35). It
also
prohibited any
form of
extraction of
resources for

Sec 3 1 (c) of
FRA
recognizes the
right of
ownership,
access to
collect, use
and dispose of
minor forest
produce
which has
been
traditionally
collected
within or
outside
village
boundaries.
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such permit shall
be granted unless
the State
Government being
satisfied in
consultation with
the Board that
such removal of
wild life from the
sanctuary or the
change in the flow
of water into or
outside the
sanctuary is
necessary for the
improvement and
better management
of wild life
therein, authorizes
the issue of such
permit:
Provided that
where the forest
produce is
removed from a
sanctuary the same
may be used for
meeting the
personal bonafide
needs of the
people living in
and around the
sanctuary and shall
not be used for any
commercial
purpose.
Explanation- For
the purposes of
this section,
grazing or
movement of
livestock
permitted under
clause (d) of
section 33 shall
not be deemed to
be an act
prohibited under
this section.".

commercial
use. This was
necessary to
stop
industrial
level
extraction
(e.g. of
bamboo), but
ended up
bringing
under its
purview
subsistence
livelihood
local
activities
such as
removal of
grasses,
medicinal
plants, and
other NTFP
for small-
scale sale.
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Fgenctcvkqp cpf
Ocpcigogpv qh
Eqoowpkv{
Tgugtxg

Fgenctcvkqp cpf
Ocpcigogpv qh c
Eqpugtxcvkqp
Tgugtxg

36C. (1) The State
Government may,
where the
community or an
individual has
volunteered to
conserve wild life
and its habitat,
declare any private
or community land
not comprised
within a National
Park, sanctuary or
a conservation
reserve, as a
community
reserve, for
protecting fauna,
flora and
traditional or
cultural
conservation
values and
practices.

"36A. (1) The
State Government
may, after having
consultations with
the local
communities,
declare any area
owned by the
Government,
particularly the
areas adjacent to
National Parks and
sanctuaries and
those areas which
link one protected
area with another,

Applicability
of Forest
Rights Act in
such lands is
not clear.

If Government
lands/private
lands other
than forestland
can be declared
as conservation
reserve for
protecting
landscape,
flora, fauna and
their habitat

For the
purpose of
recognition of
forest rights
especially the
habitat rights of
the Particularly
Vulnerable
Tribal Groups,
a clause can be
inserted like
wise in the
FRA for the
applicability of
FRA beyond
the forest land
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as a conservation
reserve for
protecting
landscapes,
seascapes, flora
and fauna and
their habitat

Ektewnctu1Qtfgtu

Ektewnct Pq0 35/
31;2/HR of
Government of
India, Ministry of
Environment &
Forests,
Department of
Environment,
Forests & Wildlife
dated 18.9. 90
addressed to the
Secretaries of
Forest
Departments of all
States/ Union
Territories.

FP (1) Review of
encroachments on
forest land
FP (2) Review of
disputed claims
over forest land,
arising out of
forest settlement
FP (3) Disputes
regarding pattas/
leases/ grants
involving forest
land

FP 1 guidelines
dealt with
regularizing
supposed
‘encroachments’
on forest land
prior to enactment
of the Forest
Conservation
Act,1980,

Guideline FP (2)
dealt with
recognition of
rights not
recognized by
forest settlements.

FP (3) required
granting legal title
to those allocated
land by revenue
departments
despite the land
also being
recorded as forest
land.

Sec 3 (1) of
FRA provides
for both
individual or
community
tenure to those
in occupation
of forest land,
and is
equivalent to
MoEF’s FP(1)
guideline of
1990
permitting
regularization
of
‘encroachment’
on forest land
prior to
October 1980
i.e. before the
Forest
Conservation
Act, 1980
came into
force.
Under the
Forest
Rights Act, this
cut-off date has
been moved
forward to
December 13,
2005 in the
case of eligible
Scheduled
Tribes (STs)
whereas ‘Other
Traditional
Forest
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Dwellers’
(OTFDs) now
have to prove
continuous
occupation of
the land for 3
generations of
25 years each.

Sec 3 (1) (g) of
FRA is in line
with the FP (3)
of MoEF
granting rights
for conversion
of pattas or
leases or grants
issued by any
local authority
or any State
Government on
forest lands to
titles. Further
Sec 3 (1) (f)
confers rights
in or over
disputes lands
under any
nomenclature
in any State
where claims
are disputed.

Hqtguv Eqpugtxcvkqp Cev. 3;:2

Section 2 of the
Forest
Conservation Act,
1980 mentions
‘Restriction on the
dereservation of
forests or use of
forest land for non
forest purpose:
Notwithstanding
anything contained
in any other law
for the time being
in force in a State,
no State

Forest
(Conservatio
n) Act barred
any
dereservation
of forests, or
use of forest
land for
“non-forest
purposes”,
except with
the
permission of
the Central
government.

Section 3 (2) of
FRAmentions
that
‘Notwithstandi
ng anything in
the Forest
Conservation
Act, 1980, the
Central
Government
shall provide
for diversion of
forestland for
the following
facilities



Government or
other authority
shall make, except
with the prior
approval of the
Central
Government, any
order directing-
(i) that any
reserved forest
(within the
meaning of the
expression
"reserved forest"
in any law for the
time being in force
in that State) or
any portion
thereof, shall cease
to be reserved;
(ii) that any forest
land or any portion
thereof may be
used for any
nonforest purpose;
(iii) that any forest
land or any portion
thereof may be
assigned by way
of lease or
otherwise to any
private person or
to any authority,
corporation,
agency or any
other organization
not owned,
managed or
controlled by
Government;
(iv) that any forest
land or any portion
thereof may be
cleared of trees
which have grown
naturally in that
land or portion, for
the purpose of
using it for
reafforestation.

With this law,
control over
forest
resources
passed from
the State
governments
into the
Centre's
hands.

managed by the
Government
which involve
felling of trees
not exceeding
seventy-five
trees per
hectare,
namely:-….(13
development
activities
mentioned)

Section 4. (1)
Notwithstandin
g anything
contained in any
other law for
the time being
in force, and
subject to the
provisions of
this Act, the
Central
Government
hereby
recognizes and
vests forest
rights in-
(a) the forest
dwelling
Scheduled
Tribes in States
or areas in
States where
they are
declared as
Scheduled
Tribes in
respect of all
forest rights
mentioned in
section 3;
(b) the other
traditional
forest dwellers
in respect of all
forest rights
mentioned in
section 3.
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Section 4 (7)
The forest
rights shall be
conferred free
of all
encumbrances
and procedural
requirements,
including
clearance under
the Forest
(Conservation)
Act, 1980,
requirement of
paying the 'net
present value'
and
'compensatory
afforestation'
for diversion of
forest land,
except those
specified in this
Act.
Section 13. Act
not in
derogation of
any other law.-
Save as
otherwise
provided in this
Act and the
Provisions of
the Panchayats
(Extension to
the Scheduled
Areas) Act,
1996, the
provisions of
this Act shall be
in addition to
and not in
derogation of
the provisions
of any other
law for the time
being in force.



Qtfgtu1Ektewnctu

F. NO. 11-9/1998
– FC (pt),
Government of
India, Ministry of
Environment and
Forest (FC
Division)

Diversion of
forestland for non
forest purposes
under the Forest
(Conservation)
Act, 1980 –
ensuring
compliance of the
Scheduled Tribes
and Other
Traditional Forest
Dwellers
(Recognition of
Forest Rights) Act
2006.

Forest diversion:
Granting
permission to use
forest land for
“non-forest
purposes” is
currently entirely
controlled by the
Central
government under
the Forest
(Conservation)
Act, 1980. Such
permission
violates the rights
of forest dwellers.
Environment
Ministry passed
orders in July
2009 that required
recognition of
rights – and more
importantly
community
consent – prior to
diversion of forest
land. This is the
first case in
Indian law of the
consent of any
democratic
institution being
required before
resources can be
seized.

Pcvkqpcn Hqtguv Rqnke{ 3;::

Sec 4.6 associates
tribals closely
with protection,
regeneration and
development of
forests.

Sec 4.3 4.2 says
that holders of
customary rights
be motivated to

National Forest
Policy (1988) for
the first time
protected the
interests of the
tribal community
that traditionally
depended on forest
resources for its
livelihood, and
included elements

The National
Forest Policy of
1988 represents
a major
landmark in the
evolution of
thinking in the
Indian forest
sector in several
ways. First, it
set ‘ecological
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identify with
protection and
development of
forests.

In Sec 3.5, MFP
production is
emphasized for
rural population

of community
ownership of
resources. The
National Forest
Policy of 1988
recognized for the
first time the
relation between
forest resources
and tribal
communities.

balance’ as the
first objective of
forest policy.
Second, it
recognized the
meeting of local
needs as the
second priority
of forest policy,
and explicitly
deprioritized
revenue
generation as an
objective. Third,
it gave a clear
push for
participatory
forestry, and
recommended
creating a
massive people’s
movement with
the involvement
of women for
achieving
objectives of the
policy which
included
conservation of
biological
diversity,
increasing
forest/tree cover,
increasing
productivity of
forests etc.

Rcpejc{cv Gzvgpukqp vq Uejgfwngf Ctgcu *RGUC+Cev *3;;8+

Sec 4 (m) (ii) -
“While endowing
Panchayats in the
Scheduled Areas
with such powers
and authority as
may be necessary
to enable them to
function as
institutions of

Ownership of
minor forest
resources
endowed with the
Gram Sabhas in
the Scheduled
Areas

Under Section
3(c) of FRA,
the “right of
ownership,
access to
collect, use and
dispose of
minor forest
produce, which
has been
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traditionally
collected within
or outside
village
boundaries.” As
per Section 5(d)
of the same Act,
the holders of
any forest right,
Gram Sabha and
village level
institutions are
empowered to
ensure that
decision taken
in the Gram
Sabha to
regulate access
to community
forest resources
are complied
with.

self-government, a
State legislature
shall ensure that
the Panchayats at
the appropriate
level and the Gram
Sabha are
endowed
specifically with
the powers of
ownership of
Minor Forest
Produce''.

Uwrtgog Eqwtv Qtfgtu

“The term
“forest land”,
occurring in
section 2 (of
the Forest
Conservation
Act, 1980),
will not only
include
“forest” as
understood in
the dictionary
sense, but
also any area
recorded as
forest in the
Government
record
irrespective of
the
ownership…
…..The
provisions

TN Godavarman
Thirumalpad vs.
Union of India &
ors
Judgment of
12.12.1996
reported in (1997)
Vol. 2 Supreme
Court Cases
pg.267
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enacted in the
Forest
Conservation
Act, 1980 for
the
conservation of
forests and the
matters
connected
therewith must
apply clearly
to all forests so
understood
irrespective of
the ownership
or
classification
thereof.”

Kpvgtko qtfgtu rcuugf qp Okpqt Hqtguv Rtqfweg
*d{ flHqtguv Dgpej‚ kp Iqfcxctocp ecug YR 4241;7 htqo vkog vq vkog

14.2.2000
(in I.A. No. 548 in
WP 202 of 1995,
unreported)
“In the meantime,
we restrain
respondents No.2
to 32 from
ordering the
removal of dead,
diseased, dying or
wind-fallen trees,
drift wood and
grasses, etc. from
any National
Park, Game
Sanctuary or
forest. If any order
to this effect has
already been
passed by any of
the respondent-
States, the
operation of the
same shall stand
immediately
stayed.”
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Qtfgt rcuugf oqfkh{kpi vjg qtfgt fv0 360404222 uwdugswgpv vq
gpcevogpv qh HTC

“Application is
disposed of giving
liberty to the
applicants to
approach the
Notified Authority
under the
Scheduled Tribes
and Other
Traditional Forest
Dwellers
(Recognition of
Forest Rights) Act,
2006 and it is for
the Notified
Authority to
consider their
applications and
to take
appropriate
decisions in
accordance with
law.
Petitioners, if so
advised, may also
approach the State
Legal Services
Authority for legal
assistance.
Application is
disposed of
accordingly.”

In an application
(IA No. 2637 in
WP 202/95) filed
by tribals from
Kerala seeking
modification of the
order dated
14.2.2000, with
particular
reference to the
extraction of
shikakai, honey
and wild turmeric
(MFP) from WLS,
the Amicus Curiae
argued that under
the FRA there is a
vested right to
extract MFP, and
therefore forest
dwellers are not
required to
approach this
Court for
modification of
order dt.
14.2.2000 every
time.

Tkijv vq Hckt Eqorgpucvkqp cpf Vtcpurctgpe{ kp Ncpf Ceswkukvkqp
Tgjcdknkvcvkqp cpf Tgugvvngogpv Cev 4235

Sec 8 (3) -Provided
that where land is
sought to be
acquired for the
purposes as
specified in sub
section (2) of 2, the
appropriate
Government shall
also ascertain as to
whether rtkqt

Lack of clarity
on consent
requirements
under FRA
and the Land
Acquisition
Act, since
under FRA,
Gram Sabha
resolution is
required for

It is felt that
the current land
acquisition act
contradicts the
principle of
justice for
forest
dependent
communities
and
government
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eqpugpv qh vjg
chhgevgf hcoknkgu

Uge 64 *5+ ⁄ Yjgtg
vjg eqoowpkv{
tkijvu

as required under
the provision to sub
section (2) of 2 has
been obtained in
the manner as may
be prescribed.

Sec 41 (3) – In case
of acquisition of
land in the
Scheduled Areas,
the prior consent of
the concerned
Gram Sabha or the
Panchayats or the
autonomous
District Councils at
the appropriate
level in the
Scheduled Areas
under the Fifth
Schedule to the
Constitution, as the
case may be, shall
be obtained, in all
cases of land
acquisition in such
areas, including
acquisition in case
of urgency, before
issuance of
notification under
this Act, or any
other Central Act or
a State Act for the
time being in force.

have been
settled under the
provisions of the
Scheduled Tribes
and Other
Traditional Forest
Dwellers
(Recognition of

any diversion
of land, but
the land
acquisition
act only seeks
the consent of
individual
land owners
(except in
Scheduled
Areas, where
Gram Sabha
consent is
required). In
case of
acquisition of
CFR, only
individual
compensation
based on
share in CFR
is
provided for

needs to bring
it in line with
the FRA.
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Forest Rights) Act,
2006, the same
shall be quantified
in monetary
amount and be paid
to the individual
concerned who has
been displaced due
to the acquisition of
land in proportion
of his share in such
community rights

:040 Qfkujc Uvcvg Ncyu cpf Rqnkekgu

[sec2 g{i (a, b, c)},
Orissa Forest
Act,1972].

State
monopoly was
created for
control and
regulation of
trade in
certain forest
produces.
Besides, the
state was also
empowered to
notify all
other produces
as Specified
Forest
Produce from
time to time.
These
products even
when found
on private
lands and on
non-forest
commons
were treated
as specified.
This implied
that the State
not only
enjoyed a
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monopoly
over Specified
Forest
Products (or
Nationalised
Products),
such as Kendu
leaves, Sal
seeds and
Bamboo but
also over all
such produces
which
were declared
so in various
points of time.
This in effect
enabled the
state to
exercise
monopoly
over trade of
almost all
NTFP. This
was done
through
practice of
granting
exclusive
rights for
collection of
these NTFP to
TDCC,
OFDC, Co-
operatives like
Agency
Marketing Co-
operative
Society
(AMCS) and
many others,
Joint Sector
Companies
like Utkal
Forest
Products Ltd
(UFPL) and a
number of
private
business
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houses. The
policies of
various times
ensured that
no rights of
forest dwellers
are recognised
but only as
underpaid
labour in the
whole
economy.

Rqnke{ Qp Rtqewtgogpv Cpf Vtcfg Qh PVHR. Iqxgtpogpv qh Qtkuuc
Hqtguv cpf Gpxktqpogpv Fgrctvogpv. Tguqnwvkqp. Pq07725 1
H(G. Djwdcpguyct
Fcvgf 53uv Octej. 4222

Sec 3 (a) Forest
Produce specifies
that the items of
Non-Timber Forest
Produce listed in
Annexure-Awill
be treated as Minor
Forest Produce
(MFP) and the
term MFP will
only mean and
include items listed
in Annexure-'A'.
The list of items of
NTFP to be treated
as MFP may
however be
modified by
Government from
time to time. Gram
Panchayat/ Gram
Sabha in the
scheduled areas
will have the
ownership over
MFP produced
within its territorial
jurisdiction, i.e. in
respect of the MFP
produced in and
collected from the
Government lands

It is important
to note that
FRA includes
bamboo and
kendu under
the definition
of MFP.
However in
practice, both
bamboo and
Kendu are
under the State
Monopoly and
controlled by
the Forest
Department.
Bamboo and
Tendu (kendu)
are considered
a
“nationalized”
MFP and the
right of
procurement
and disposal
(trade) is
exercised by
the State
Government
agencies
exclusively.

Bamboo as per
FRA is a minor
forest produce;
but Indian
Forest Act,
1927 treats it at
par with timber
and the Forest
Department is
not ready to
lose its stake in
bamboo.

The then
Minister for
Environment &
Forest
Mr.Ramesh
wrote letters to
state chief
ministers to
recognize
bamboo as an
MFP and
transfer
ownership of
the same to
local
communities
accordingly in
deserving
areas; but the
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and forest lands
within the limits of
the revenue
villages comprising
the Gram
Panchayat. Under
law, ownership of
MFP in non-
scheduled areas is
not vested in Gram
Panchayats. Gram
Panchayats both in
the scheduled and
non-scheduled
areas, will
however, have the
authority to
regulate purchase,
procurement (as
distinct from
collection by
primary gatherers)
and trading in MFP
in accordance with
the policy outlined
in the succeeding
paragraphs.

state forest
departments
are hardly
willing to
accept that.

Monopoly
rights of states
are legally
questionable
though they
still continue
with that.

Uge 5 *d+ /Pq
Itco Rcpejc{cv.
yjgvjgt ukvwcvgf
ykvjkp qt qwvukfg
vjg uejgfwngf ctgc
yknn jcxg
qypgtujkr qxgt
OHRrtqfweg kp
Tgugtxg Hqtguvu.
kp hqtguv ctgcu
wpfgt Yknfnkhg
Ucpevwctkgu cpf
Pcvkqpcn Rctmu
which are outside
the limits of
revenue villages.
The Gram
Panchayats will not
therefore have the
right to grant lease
or licence to any

Restricts the
ownership
rights over
MFPs in
reserve forests,
in Wild life
Sanctuaries
and National
Park which is
contradictory
to the FRA
which allows
the rights of
ownership,
access to
collect and
dispose of
minor forest
produces from
all categories
of forestland

Sec 2 (d) of FRA
describes
forestland
meaning land of
any description
falling within
any forest area
and includes
unclassified
forests,
undemarcated
forests, existing
or deemed
forests, protected
forests, tgugtxgf
hqtguvu.
Ucpevwctkgu cpf
Pcvkqpcn Rctmu0
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individual or
agency for
collection of Minor
Forest Produce
from any Reserve
Forest or Sanctuary
or National Park.
However,members
of Vana
Samrakshyana
Samitis, and
tribals, artisans,
etc. as part of their
customary rights
will be free to
collect Minor
Forest Produce
from forest areas
excluding
sanctuaries and
National Parks.
When any such
MFP collected
from forest areas is
brought to a
village, i.e. into the
territory within a
Gram Panchayat, it
will come under
the Gram
Panchayat's powers
to regulate
procurement and
trading. Where
Vana
Samrakshyana
Samiti has been
formed,
the Samiti and its
and its members
will have priority
over the Gram
Panchayat in the
matter of collection
and disposal of
Minor Forest
Produce of the
respective forest
area.

within or
outside
village
boundaries
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PVHR rqnke{ qh 4222 cpf Tguqnwvkqp qh Rcpejc{cvk Tcl Fgrctvogpv
kp 4222

In May, 2000, the
Panchayati Raj
Department came
out with a set of
guidelines
(Resolution No.
8131/GP,
26.05.2000)
providing for
registration of
traders and
management of
MFPs by the GP
and outlining the
roles of forest
officials, TDCC
and OFDC. The
Forest Department
issued yet another
resolution in
August, 2000 to
hand over 7 more
MFPs to the Gram
Panchayat
(Resolution no -
13285/F&E, 23-8-
2000).

The policy of
March 2000
recognized the
importance of MFP
in forest dwellers'
life. It also
recognized the
importance of
sustainability of
resources. As per
the requirement of
PESA, it
gave ownership
rights over 'MFP's
to GPs in
scheduled areas,
and only regulatory
rights to
rest of the GPs.
MFP was defined
under this policy in
vague way,
creating a pseudo-
category
of 'minor forest
produce' (term used
in PESA) under
NTFP, and initially
60 items were
declared
as MFPs(later the
number rose to 69).

In Orissa,
atleast 76 items
have been
identified as
NTFP; out of
which initially
60 (later 69)
items have
been termed as
MFP.
Ownership
over these 69
items (MFP)
has been
transferred to
the Panchayats.
The rest have
been divided
into
nationalized
items and lease
barred items.
The lease
barred items
are mostly
gums, barks,
and resins, etc.
that are banned
for commercial
extraction
except to a
government
agency
provided
sustainability
is ensured.
There is
however no
clarity on the
category of
certain NTFPs
like lac.
Bamboo and
Kendu leaf are
nationalized
items.
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Ektewnct qp Rtkeg Hkzcvkqp

Resolution
(No.16467/F&E
dated 12.10.2001)
relating to price
fixation
mechanism of the
NTFP

In order to
ensure the
payment of
fair
procurement
prices of the
NTFP to the
primary
gatherers,
Government
of Odisha on
12th October
2001 has
brought out a
resolution
(No.16467/F&
E dated
12.10.2001)
relating to
price fixation
mechanism of
the NTFP .The
resolution
came out as a
modification
over the
earlier
notification
dated 9th July
2001
(Notification
No.20665/SS
D) through
which the
existing state
level price
fixation
committee
was dissolved
and instead a
system of
price fixation
at the district
level has been
introduced.
The resolution
says that the
District

Whether select
agricultural
mandis can also
undertake
market support

Price
information
and market
intelligence

Advisory body
to suggest
minimum
support prices
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Collector is
empowered to
fix the
minimum
procurement
prices with
respect to all
the NTFP
items
including 68
Minor Forest
Products. In
this regard
District
Collector
shall consult
DFO
(Territorial),
District
Panchayat
Officer,
District
Welfare
Officer, Local
representative
of TRIFED,
the local
representative
of the Odisha
Forest
Development
Corporation
Ltd. and the
local
representative
of the Women
and Child
Development
Department.
Although the
above
changes made
are quite
encouraging,
it is too early
to assess its
efficacy for
which it has
been made
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Qtkuuc Itco Rcpejc{cvu *Okpqt Hqtguv Rtqfweg Cfokpkuvtcvkqp+
Twngu. 4224

Twng 7 Hkzcvkqp qh
okpkowo rtkeg qh
vjg okpqt hqtguv
rtqfweg0

(1) In the month of
Septemeber every
year the Panchayat
Samiti shall, by
adopting a
resolution to that
affect, fix up the
minimum price of
procurment of
different Minor
Forest Produces
payable to the
primary gatherers
during the next
trading year, which
shall be applicable
to all the Grama
panchayats with in
the Block Provided
the Grama
panahcayat shall be
competent to
modify the
minimum price so
fixed under this
sub-rule or sub-
rule ( 3 ) by the
Panchayat Samiti
according to the
local need by
adopting a
resolution to that
effect.
The representatives
of Divisional
Forest Officer,
Tribal
Development
Cooperative
Corporation,
Odisha Forest

The existing
Odisha Gram
Panchayat (Minor
Forest Produce
Administration)
Rules 2002 is ultra
virus the FRA
2006 since the
former gives the
ultimate power of
price fixation to the
District Collector
and power of
penalising to the
DFO whereas the
Gram Sabha is the
ultimate authority
of the right over
minor forest
produce as per
Section 6 of Forest
Rights Act 2006.
This calls for
amendment of
existing Orissa
MFP Rules in tune
with the FRA
2006, which also
covers all items
including Kendu
Leaf, Bamboo and
Sal Seeds under the
definition of MFP.

In Orissa, the
state
government has
kept important
MFPs like
Tendu leaves
and Sal seed
under the firm
control of the
forest
department,
while state-
owned
corporations
are involved in
trading of these
MFPs

Orissa Gram
Panchayat
(MFP
Administration)
Rules-
2002 need to be
amended in
order to give
due space in
ownership right
to Palli Sabha
and
not Gram
Panchayat.
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Development
Corporation and
Tribal Co-
Operative
marketing
Development
Federation of
India Ltd., shall
be invited to the
meetings
concerned under
this sub-rule or
under sub-rule (3)
( 2 ) The
minimum price
fixed under sub-
rule (3) shall be
notified in the
notice board of
the Panchayat
Samiti and copies
thereof shall be
communicated to
the collector
,Divisional Forest
Officer, District
Panchayat Officer
, Sub-collector
and all the Grama
Panchayats within
the Block.
(3 ) If at any time
or in any case it
appears to the
collector that a
Panchayat Samiti
has failed to fix
up the minimum
price for
procurement of
Minor Forest
produce under
sub-rule (1) of the
collector shall
convene a Special
Meeting of the
Panchayat Samiti
Preferably in the
month of October
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to fix up the,
minimum price of
procurement of
Minor Forest
Produce.
(4) On receipt of
intimation under
sub-rule 9 ( 2 )
regarding fixation
of the minimum
procurement price
of the Minor
Forest Produce
fixed under sub-
rule (1 ) or ( 3 )
the Grama
Panchayat shall
place the same
before the Grama
Sabha in its next
meeting for
ratification

Vjg Qtkuuc Vkodgt cpf Qvjgt Hqtguv Rtqfweg Vtcpukv Twngu. 3;:2

Rule 2 (h) defined
“Minor Forest
Produce” as
forest produce
other than timber,
fire-wood,
charcoal and
bamboos;

Exclusion of
bamboo as
minor forest
produce
which is
contradictory
to the
definition of
MFP in the
FRA

s per Clause 2
(1) of the Forest
Rights Act “
minor forest
produce
includes all non-
timber forest
produce of plant
origin including
bamboo,
brushwood,
stumps, cane,
tussar, cocoons,
honey, wax, lac,
tendu or kendu
leaves,
medicinal plants
and herbs, roots,
tubers and the
like”.

Twng 60 Vtcpukv
Rgtokvu ⁄flExcept
as provided in
Rule 5, all forest
produce in transit

Rule 2 (d) of FRA
amendment Rules
2012 mentions
that disposal of
minor forest

Transit rules
need to be
amended to give
the power to the
Gram Sabha for
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by land, land, rail
or water shall be
covered by a
permit hereinafter
called the "Transit
Permit" to be
issued freed of cost
by the Divisional
Forest Officer or
by Assistant
Conservator of
Forest authorised
by him in
that behalf’

for transport
of minor forest
produce within the
district except lac,
tassar, myrabolan,
gums
and root of
patalagaruda, sal
seed, tamarind and
hill brooms, subject
to such limit of
transport
and storage without
transit permit as
may be notified by
State Government
in Official Gazette
for
different items;

Twng 7 Ecugu kp
yjkej Rgtokv
ujcnn pqv dg
tgswktgf ⁄
7 3*k+

produce shall
include right to sell
as well as
individual or
collective
processing,
storage, value
addition,
transportation
within and outside
forest area through
appropriate means
of transport for use
of such produce or
sale by gatherers or
their cooperatives
or associations or
federations for
their livelihood.
The Rules further
explains that the
transit regime in
relation to
transportation of
minor forest
produce shall be
modified and given
by the Committee
constituted under
clause (e) of sub
rule 4 or the person
authorized by the
Gram Sabha

The procedural
requirement of
transit permit in no
way shall restrict
or abridge the right
to disposal of
minor forest
produce.

The collection of
minor forest
produce shall be
free of all royalties
fees or any other
charges.

issuing transit
permit for the
MFP on behalf
of the Gram
sabha/Palli
sabha, and to
the committee
which a
community
enjoying
ownership over
the MFP
constitutes for
the
conservation
and
management of
the MFP. With
this permit the
MFP can be
transported any
where in the
state.
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Qtkuuc Vkodgt cpf qvjgt Hqtguv Rtqfwegu Vtcpukv Twngu. 4224.

As per Orissa
Timber and other
Forest Produces
Transit Rules
with its
amendment 2002
no transit permit is
required for
'Minor Forest
Produce'
(transferred to GP)
and for bamboo
species that
are not found in
wild/forest

Under the
amended Orissa
Timber and other
Forest Produces
Transit Rules,
2002, 69 MFPs
transferred to GPs
can now be
transported
anywhere within
the State without a
Transit Permit.

Qtkuuc Gzekug Cev

Orissa Excise
Act needs to
be amended
to give Palli
sabha/GP
and/or
appropriate
‘owner’ like a
forest-right
holder the
powers of
storage and
trade in
mahua flower
within the GP
area
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EJCRVGT/;

;030 Hcwnv{ korngogpvcvkqp qh HTC= ctgc tgeqipkugf wpfgt
KHT nguu vjcpenckogfd{ vjg enckocpvu

;040 Eqttgevkqp qhTgeqtf qhTkijvu

;050 Unqy Rtqitguu kp Tgeqipkvkqp qh eqoowpkv{ hqtguv
tguqwteg tkijvu *EHT+

KUUWGU(EJCNNGPIGU

Area recognised under Individual Forest Rights is very little. In
most of the cases it is less than the area which was traditionally
under cultivation by the individual. Convergences of programmes
like IAY, plantation of commercial trees etc. in the IFR lands
threatens to further reduce the land use under cultivation. There is
also threat of losing the traditional /indigenous crop varieties like
millets, pulses etc. which was used earlier as a staple food crop.
Hence the entire purpose of convergence might backlash if not
implemented sensitively taking into account the need and
priorities of the individual/community.

IFR titles have been distributedwithout proper demarcation of the
land. In many cases, the right holders are not even aware of the
exact location and status of the land overwhich they have received
the title. If the title holders are covered under different
programmes without RoR correction this may lead to conflicts in
future.

Till date, only 2909 CFR claims have been distributed which
cover only 7.2% of the potential villages under FRA. InOdisha, at
least, 29,000 villages (FSI, 1999) will be eligible for CFR rights
recognition as they are forest fringe villages. These villages are
concentrated in the tribal, upland districts of the state. As per a
study conducted by RRI International in 2015 at least 23,000 sq.
km. of forests are eligible for recognition as CFRs inOdisha. CFR
rights recognition has been limited to a few districts of the State
(Mayurbhanj, Kandhmal) which needs to taken up on a mission
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mode by the State Government. Convergence of programmes to
address the ecological restoration, community conservation,
livelihood generation and development in forested areas is only
possible once the CFR rights are recognised.Gram Sabha is
empowered to manage their own forest and design their own
action plan for livelihood and ecological enhancement of the
forest.

In most cases the mapping of community forest resource (CFR)
rights area has been erroneous. It overlaps the area over which
IFR rights have been recognized. Convergence of any
programmes for the development of CFR areas without proper
demarcation of the area may lead to conflict. Of late, in order to
avoid overlaps between IFR andCFR areas in a village, corrective
measures have been taken by Mayurbhanj and Kandhmal district
administration. The CFR titles distributed in these two districts
have demarcated the CFR area of a village exclusive of the area
recognized under individual forest rights (IFR) in a particular
village. The area recognized under IFR lands have been deducted
from the total CFR area andCFR titles have been given for the rest
of the area. This has helped in a clear cut demarcation of the exact
area of forestland recognized under IFR and CFR. It is suggested
that such corrections need to done in all the CFR titles distributed
in other districts aswell.

Process of identification of beneficiaries under different
programmes/schemes is completely a top-downprocess. It has no
involvement of Gram Sabha.In the study villages the allotment of
IAYhouses had not been done as per thelist of people approved by
the Gram Sabha. The selection of beneficiaries was mostly done
by the line department officials at the block or district level. The
involvement of Gram Sabha in finalizing the list of individuals to
be covered under different programmes is not being considered or
integrated in the plans of any of the line departments.

;060 GttqpgqwuocrrkpiqhEHTctgcu

;070 Pqp rctvkekrcvqt{ crrtqcej kp vjg Eqpxgtigpeg qh

rtqitcoogu1uejgogu
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;080 Vctigv ftkxgpcrrtqcej

;090 Ueqrg qh eqpxgtigpeg qh HTC ykvj fkhhgtgpv
rtqitcoogu 1uejgogupqv gzrnqtgf

;0:0 Fgnc{ qh rc{ogpvwpfgtOIPTGIU

The different line departments were implementing various
programmes in FRA lands just to fulfil their targets. For e.g
plantation is primarily being taken up in the IFR land either
through Horticulture or Forest Department, without consultation
of the GramSabha orwithout reference to the needs assessment of
the title holder. Horticultural plantations done in small patches of
IFR land have no immediate benefits for the individual. Instead it
affects the subsistence cultivation of the right holder. There is also
uncertainty regarding the economic returns from the horticulture
plants in future because that depends upon the survival rate of the
plants. Similarly plantation of commercial species like teak,
eucalyptus plantation is taken up by the Forest Department after
without the consent of theRight holders.

The nature of convergence of programmes seems to be limited to
housing schemes and plantation programmes. It was observed
during the field study that in the CFR areas no other land
development programmes except plantation is being promoted.
Even under plantation, in most of the areas plantation of
commercial species was being taken up which do not have any
ecological value or add to the food security of the forest dependent
poor. Land development programmes as per the soil
conditions/slope and requirement of the individual, enhancement
of forest based livelihoods targeting at food and ecological
security have not been taken up at the ground levelwith priority.

FRA title holders in the study district have availed the 150 days
wages for labour under MGNREGA. But the delay in payment is
one of the major issues according to the villagers and officials
during field visit. Because of which the people do not continue
with the work. During the field visit to Keonjhar andKandhmal, it
was observed that there is around 15-20 crores outstanding
payment under MGNREGS in the district . Similarly crores of
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rupees worth of wages is yet to be cleared to the poor labourers in
other districts as well. Fund shortage is the main reason for the
delay in payment. Since funds have recently come from the
Centre, it is expected that outstanding payments will be made but
no newwork can be taken up.This is acting as amajor hindrance in
the land development and other activities underMGNREGA.

Identification of villages and selection ofVSS to implement 'Ama
JungleYojna' scheme by the Forest and Environment Department
threatens to bypass the FRAaltogether.As per theGovernement of
Odisha,Ama JungleYojana emphasises preservation of forest and
its sustainable management through community participation.
The state government plans to spend Rs 1133.34 crore under the
scheme in seven years (2015-16 to 2021-22). It targets to develop
3.5 lakh hectares of forest land under 44 different forest divisions.
The budgetary requirement would be met from Compensatory
Afforestation Management and Planning Authority, National
Rural Livelihood Mission and Mahatma Gandhi National Rural
Employment Guarantee Scheme funds. Under the Ama Jungle
Yojana, the state government plans to assign each VSS
management of 50 hectares of forest or afforestation on 10
hectares of land. The state has a total of 12,503VSSs out of which

are to be covered under
theAma JungleYojana to develop forest resources. It is to be noted
that Forest Rights Act empowers the Gram Sabha/Palli Sabha
through the FRC to delineate and claim its customary community
forest resource. This provides the authority to conserve and
manage it for sustainable use. Ama Jungle Yojana, on the other
hand promotes the Joint Forest Management framework of the
Forest Department without vesting any rights or authority. This is
inconsistentwith the provision forCFRmanagement under FRA.

There is very little awareness amongst the rights holders related t
MSP scheme for minor forest produce.TDCCOL is not

;0;0 Eqphnkev dgvyggpHTCcpfLHO

9.222XcpcUcoctcmjcpcUcokvku *XUU+

;0320 Ncem qh cfgswcvg hwpfu cpf hwpevkqpctkgu ykvj
VFEEQNhqtrtqrgt korngogpvcvkqpqhOURuejgog
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empowered with adequate funds and functionaries for effective
implementation of MinimumSupport Price.Adequate funds need
to be allocated for sensitization and training of PPAs on FAQ
parameters on quality control of MFPs and machinery need to be
provided to PPAs for quality check at their level.

One of the major points of dispute between the Forest Department
and the Forest RightsAct is the ownership rights overminor forest
produce. The State has monopoly rights on bamboo and kendu
leaf, and some advantages of this monopoly do go to the local
people. These two resources require a skillful and well-
coordinated commercial management for successful returns
which the communities do not normally possess. Still, the
monopoly rights have other issues of concern which the FRA
attempts to address by putting many such monopoly items in the
list of minor forest produce (MFP) first and then recognizing the
ownership rights of the forest-right holders over such
'traditionally collected' MFPs thereby making them free to
harvest, process, and/or sell the MFP as they please. The state
forest rules however did not conform to this, and continued their
old ways by imposing various restrictions on the collection,
transit, processing, and business of a number of these items. In
Odisha in case of Jamguda villagers, Kalahandi district ownership
rights over the bamboo of their forests, the Forest Department,
Government of Odisha ultimately issued a notification dated 28-
12-2012 conferring the ownership rights on bamboo to the forest-
right holders with the conditions that the transit permits to be
issued by the concerned Gram Sabhas shall be supplied by the
Department free of cost, and that the ST and SC Development
Department will make arrangement, with technical support from
the Forest Department, to assist the Gram Sabhas to prepare
microplan for harvesting of bamboo. This has however been
followed in few cases only in the state and the neighbouring
villages of Jamguda did not receive adequate support (like supply
of permit book) from the Forest Department. Incidentally, the ST
&SCDevelopment Department too doesn't seem to properly play
its supporting role for capacitating the Gram Sabhas making their
microplans.

;0330 Qypgtujkr qxgt OHR
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1. The political repercussions of the bamboo issue led the state
government to deregulate kendu leaf through a notification
dated 10 April 2013 in the Nabarangpur KL Division which
chiefly applies to the Nabarangpur district. People were
allowed to sell their kendu leaf to anyone. Gram Sabhas were
allowed to issue permits for transportation of this produce. The
initial period for which it was applicable was the 2013 KL crop
year. This however did not have any significant impact. It was
too late when the decision came. By then KL producing
villages/areas were not prepared to manage things on their own
unless private traders turned up. Though it is true that they
could still sell their produce to the state agency, there was a lack
of adequate awareness and understanding. Later on the
provision was extended to the Malkangiri district where it is
said to have had some success.

2. Prior to the deregulation of KL, another important policy
decision was taken though that did not receive much public
attention, probably because the Forest Department itself did
not highlight the same. On 11 February 2013, the Special
Secretary of the Department wrote to the PCCF that forest-
right holders in areas where CFR title have been conferred or
pending would be free to trade in leaves on their own, and that
no royalty should be imposed on sal leaf in such areas.

3. In all these three cases the Forest Department formally
recognized its conformity with the mandate of FRA, but lac is
one of the items that has yet to see conformity.

4. Lac is produced in the state both in the forests (wild) and
homestead lands (cultivated). The state has a huge potential of
producing good quality lac because of the abundant kusum
trees – the lac host) chiefly in the tribal areas. There are
government schemes to promote this cultivation as it is a
sustainable and environment-friendly livelihood option. Most
of the lac currently produced in the state is from the homestead

lands or private lands. However, the Forest Department still
exercises its control over this produce, that too to such as extent
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that the Minimum Support Price on lac could not be
implemented in the state despite the provisions from the Govt.
of India. The Department knowingly ignores the fact that most
of the lac production is from privately owned trees, and

requires transit permits for transportation. The permit can be
issued by the Forest Department only, and people have seen
how complicated is the process. The Departmental restrictions
have hampered the healthy growth of the lac sector in the state.
As such, in 2013 representatives of a lac-trading cooperative
society from the lac producing Lahunipada Block of
Sundargarh district filed public interest litigation in the Odisha
High Court for a legal intervention on this issue, citing the
provisions under FRAand PESAAct, 1996. Soon after this, the
Additional Secretary to the government in the ST and SC
Development Department wrote a letter dated 13April 2013 to
the PA-ITDA, Sundargarh in response to the petitioners' letter
to the ST and SC Development Department to intervene in this
issue. It instructed him to intimate the concerned cooperative
functionaries that as per the Amendment Rules of 2012 the
GramSabha is the authority to issue the transit permit in case of
all MFPs listed under FRA, including lac. The PA-ITDAwas
also asked to inform the concerned Gram Sabhas too for their
information and necessary action. When a copy of this letter
was shown to the concerned DFO of the area by the Secretary
of the said cooperative, he (DFO) said he has not received any

such instruction from his authorities, and that unless he gets

that he will not be able to follow it . Since the Forest
Department has so far not adopted the definition of MFP
provided by the FRA, and is still continuing its old stand; so
unless community rights over lac are recognized, the Gram
Sabha cannot issue the transit permit itself or regulate theMFP
trade. So the FRA could not help the petitioners immediately.
Moreover, the verdict of the Hon'ble High Court also did not
help to ease the matter. Hence, the restricted regime of the

ForestDepartment still continues on lac.
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5. As regards some other MFPs like siali leaf or hill broom, 69
items were deregulated before the FRAcame, andwere placed
under the panchayats, to conform to the provision of PESA
Act. People are free to trade these items, and the panchayat

issues a license to the traders. No permit is issued in this case.
However, when the Gram Sabhas get their authority over the
MFPs recognized and start exercising the same, the traders
would be required to be regulated as per the decisions of the
concerned Gram Sabha. For these 69 items there has not been
any major issue and FRA too has not changed the scenario
except for the regulation by Gram Sabha, as has happened in
Bilapagha (Mayubhanj). One more change that has happened,
though not uniformly, throughout the state is that the FRA
recognizes ownership rights over MFPs in all forest areas
including ProtectedAreas unlike the previous regimes. On the
other hand, FRA has also not been able to relax the restrictive
regime of the Forest Department for items like gums and
resins, etc. despite itsmandate.

MSP is not being applicable in Sanctuary areas based on letter

( ) issued by the Forest and Environment (F&E)
Department, on 3rd November 2014 stating that the collection of

minor forest produce is prohibited in protected areas. Forest
RightsAct 2006 vests the community rightswith theGramSabhas
over forest resources including right to collect, dispose and
manage the minor forest produces in all kinds of forestland
including National Parks and Sanctuaries. Based on the
provisions of FRA, State Government has also recognised

community rights and Community forest resource (CFR) rights
inside the sanctuaries and national parks as well. So now the order
of the Forest & Environment department regarding the non
applicability of MSP in the Sanctuary areas stands contrary to the
legal position. It severely affects the livelihood of the tribal
population.

;0340 Pqp crrnkecdknkv{ qh rtqitcoogu1uejgogu kpukfg

RtqvgevgfCtgcu

No. 20220/F&E
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;0350 Cdugpeg qh oqpkvqtkpi ogejcpkuo vq vtcem vjg
dgpghkvu ceetwgf vq HTC tkijv jqnfgtu wpfgt fkhhgtgpv
rtqitcoogu

;0360 Cdugpeg qh fkuciitgicvgf fcvcdcug qh HTC tkijv
jqnfgtu

;0370 Ncem qh eqqtfkpcvkqpdgvyggp nkpgfgrctvogpvu

;0380 Kpuvkvwvkqpcn Htcogyqtm hqtEqpxgtigpeg

No tracking mechanism at the district and block level to know the
exact data/information of number of FRA right holders and the
area of land covered under different programmes and schemes.

At the District level and below no disaggregated data is
maintained to track the actual number of FRA title holders
covered under different programmes. It is advisable that number
of FRA title holders with the actual area covered under different
programmes need to be maintained at the Heads of the
Department level for proper monitoring of the convergence
activities. Lack of database at the ITDAlevel regarding the village
wise/Panchayat wise list of FRA right holders and the actual area
covered under different programmes/schemes.

Lack of coordination between line departments for
implementation of convergence plan is a major challenge. Non-
integration of Gram Sabha planning into the district plan leads to
imposition of schemeswithout the consent of the individual.

No convergence plan can be successful without specific and
institutional mechanism.All convergence plan need to be steered
and regulated through proper institutional framework. Currently
the line departments are functioning in parallel with their own
targeted mandates and objectives. Integration of Gram Sabha
level planning processes is lacking in the district plan. An
institutional framework for convergence is suggested at Pg.No 62
in the report which may be taken up by the State Government for
smooth and effective implementation of convergence of
programmes and schemes.
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EJCRVGT/32

30 Kpuvkvwvkqpcn htcogyqtm <

40 Tguvtwevwtkpi qh KVFCu<

50 ItcoUcdjc Rncp ujqwnf dg vjg dcuku qh eqpxgtigpeg<

60 Pggf vq ockpvckp wrfcvgf fcvcdcug hqt vtcemkpi vjg

eqxgtcig qh vjg tkijv jqnfgtu

TGEQOOGPFCVKQP(YC[HQTYCTF

(Proposed Institutional framework
suggested inChapter 14)

(Suggested format for reporting of IFR and CFR

claims given inAnnexure I and II)

Convergence plan needs to be
steered and regulated through proper institutional framework
placed at different levels. It is utmost important to have
convergence and coordination among the line departments in
order to ensure proper identification of individuals for
allotment of schemes.

ITDA offices should be upgraded
and made functional at the district level. The project
Administrator of ITDA should be made members of all
development related bodies along with Project Director
DRDAs to ensure proper coordination of convergence
activities.

Plan
prepared by the Gram Sabha should form the basis of district
and block level planning. Plans prepared by the Gram Sabha
have to be submitted and approved at the Panchayat level.
Thereafter they need to be integrated in the District Planning
Process. Plans prepared by the Gram Sabha along with copies
of the resolutions must be with ITDA office so that the
PAITDA can appraise about the village level needs and
priorities during the district planningmeetings.

: Disaggregated database of
village wise list of FRA right holders, area of land recognised
under FRA and no. of right holders and area of land covered
different programmes/schemes by different line departments
need to be maintained and updated on a regular basis at the
ITDA office in TSP areas and DWO office in non TSP
areas.
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70 Eqqtfkpcvkqp dgvyggp nkpg fgrctvogpvu<

80 Rtkqtkv{1pggf dcugf ocrrkpi qh HTC tkijv jqnfgtu hqt
eqxgtcig wpfgt fkhhgtgpv rtqitcoogu<

90 Eqttgevkqp qh Tgeqtf qh Tkijvu<

:0 Tgeqipkvkqp qh eqoowpkv{ tkijvu cpf eqoowpkv{ hqtguv
tkijvu vq dg fqpg qp c rtkqtkv{ dcuku<

;0 Kpxguvogpv kp ncpf fgxgnqrogpv cevkxkvkgu<

District level
meetings need to be held at fixed intervals with participation
of all line departments to review the programmes and schemes
to converge with the FRA right holders. Roles and
responsibility of the line departments must be clear.
Instructions should come from the State to bridge the gap
between departments and avoid duplications.

Selection of
individuals for coverage different schemes should be based on
the needs of the individual and should not be done just to
achieve the departmental targets.

Correction of Record of
Rights need to taken up on a priority basis and the titles
received under FRA need to be incorporated in the ROR.
Certified copies of the RoR need to be given to the title
holders.

Recognition of
community rights and community forest resource rights
should be geared up in all the districts. It should be ensured
that areas recognised under CFR do not overlap with the area
recognised under IFR. Correction of CFR titles has to be done
in areas where such overlaps have happened. The CFR areas
recognised under FRA has to be incorporated in the RoR and
such areas need to be brought under the management and
control of theGramSabhas instead of theForestDepartment.

Land
development activities need to focus on increasing the fertility
of the soil and crop production. Due priority must be given to
enhance the livelihoods of the individuals by investing in
forest based livelihoods, revival of traditional cropping
systems, investing in soil and water conservation based on the
landscape in order to maintain the ecological security of the
area.
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320 Eqpxgtigpeg Rncp kp eqplwpevkqp ykvj vjg uqekq ewnvwtcn

cpf vtcfkvkqpcn rtcevkegu qh vjg vtkdcnu1hqtguv fygnngtu<

330 Gpeqwtcig fgxgnqrogpv qh citq hqtguvt{ oketqgpvgt/

rtkugu<

340 HTCtkijv jqnfgtu pggf vq dg vtgcvgf cu )Urgekcn Ecvgiqt{)

cpf kpenwfgf kp cnn fgxgnqrogpv cpf uqekcn ygnhctg

uejgogu<

Urgekcn Ecvgiqt{)

Convergence need to be planned very sensitively and not

imposed on the individuals. Any convergence initiative/

activity should not alienate the forest dwellers from their age-

old traditional practices, knowledge and wisdom and create

social or ecological imbalance. For e.g. currently IAY houses

are being allotted to FRAright holders as per the government's
mandate irrespective of taking into account the need of the

individual. Further, if IAYhouses are constructed randomly in

the forestlands recognised under FRA, the whole landscape

may change in near future. Hence a need-assessment must be

done and priority must be given to the plan of the Gram Sabha

for any interventions in the village.

Apart from increased number of days of employment

under MNREGS, concerted efforts should be made to

establishmicroenterprises based on forest or agricultural raw-

material or animal husbandry. The capital and working costs

for establishing and running such enterprises should be borne

by the Govt. of India, Ministry of TribalAffairs. The working

capital so provided, should be kept in a joint account to be

operated jointly by one representative of the group of villagers

running the enterprise and oneGovt. official nominated by the

designated officer of the StateGovt.

It is suggested that convergence of programmes

need to look beyond the realm of housing and plantation

schemes. Apart from addressing the food security from land

based programmes, government may consider FRA right

holders as a ' and extend all necessary

government programmes related to health, education, skill

development and other social security schemes.
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350 Geqnqikecnn{1ewnvwtcnn{ ugpukvkxg gfwecvkqp<

360 Umknn Dwknfkpi cpf Xqecvkqpcn Vtckpkpi<

370 Xcnwg Cffkvkqp cpf Octmgv Nkpmcig hqt OHRu<

The children of
right holders should be provided with good, locally relevant,
and ecologically/culturally sensitive education, including
higher education, at Govt. costs under the existing schemes of
the Tribal Department of the State. This assistance would
include the boarding and lodging fees of the hostel also which
will include the private hostel if Govt. run hostel is not
available at the place where ward of the right holder wants to
study. Local methods of learning and teaching, such as
working within the community or with village elders, should
be an integral part of the educational system (examples of this
are available from various schools in MP/Maharashtra/AP,
and the college underAdivasiAcademy inGujarat).

The vocational
training should be provided on priority basis to the right
holders and their familymembers. Emphasis may be given on
such trades which may create employment opportunities in
and an around their habitation, building on and enhancing
local skills where available, and giving a prominent place in
the training to local experts alongwith outside ones.However,
if any right holders or his familymembers want to get training
in such trade which can get them better employment in around
outside their homes, the facilities should also be created for
such training. Someof such trades could be computer training,
food and vegetable preservation, artificial jewellery, tailoring,
electrical repair, motor winding, mushroom cultivation,
cooking, carpet making, vehicle repair, sericulture,
handicrafts, fish rearing , fabrication, welding, driving,
buildingworksmasonsmaking etc.

For
facilitating the utilisation of community rights relating to
collection and marketing of NTFPs, grazing, to bring
fuelwood etc., action be taken to –

i. Establish storage, value addition, and marketing channels to
facilitateMFPs collection and trade,
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ii. Raise and/or develop and manage grazing lands on scientific
principles in and around the villages.

iii. To create 'Urja Vans' for enhancing the production of wood in
nearby areas of the villages so that the right holders or their
family-members especially women need not travel long
distances to bring fuel wood. Eventually fuelwood should be
replacedwith decentralized renewable sources.

The Tribal Welfare Department's programmes
be examined and modified in such a way that the tribals in
general and all other right holder under FRA in particular
become self reliant in the future.

For
monitoring the implementation ofworks relating to upliftment
of socio-economic condition of forest right holders it is
recommended that the Committees proposed in the Forest
RightsAct and Rules on future structure of forest governance
maybe authorized.

The inputs from
Civil Society/NGOs, tribal experts, be taken in developing,
implementing and monitoring site specific Convergence
modules.

Every
attempt should bemade to avoid delay in transfer of benefits to
the right holders or their family members under various
schemes of development. For meeting this end, the attempt by
Maharashtra TRTI for integrating the data base of all forest
right holders onGIS platform by giving a thirteen digit code to
all claimants could be studied and used with local level
modifications.

Gram
Sabhas need to be empowered to prepare and execute their
village plan. Technical and financial assistance needs to be
extended by the concerned line departments to the Gram

380 Tgxcorkpi vjg rtqitcoogu1uejgogu qh Vtkdcn

Fgrctvogpv<

390 Ocpcigogpv Eqookvvggu wpfgt Uge 63*g+ qh HTC<

3:0 Eqpuwnvcvkqpu ykvj Ekxkn Uqekgvkgu. vtkdcn gzrgtvu hqt
fgukipkpi urgekhke eqpxgtigpeg oqfwngu<

3;0 Wpkswg kfgpvkh{ Eqfg hqt vjg HTC tkijv jqnfgtu<

420 Itco Ucdjc vq dg vjg egpvtg qh fgxgnqrogpv rncpu<
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Sabha. Gram Sabha and management committee formed
under Section 4 1(e) should be the nodal point in the village for
management of the community forest resources and
finalization of different programmes implemented in the
village. This is an inherent and inbuilt component within the
FRA and needs to be honoured during convergence of
programmes by all line departments.
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CPPGZWTG ⁄ 3

MCPFJCOCNFKUVTKEV<

C0 Nkuv qh Uvwf{ Xknncigu<

D0 Fgoqitcrjke Rtqhkng qh Uvwf{ Xknncigu<

E0 Uvcvwu qh Kpfkxkfwcn Tkijvu kp vjg Uvwf{ Xknncigu<

Un0 Pq0 Fkuvtkev Dnqem Xknncig

30 Kandhamal Phulbani Panaspadar

40 Kandhamal Phulbani Madikhol

50 Kandhamal Tumudibandh Kadapanna

60 Kandhamal Tumudibandh Dupi
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F0 Uvcvwu qh Eqoowpkv{ Tkijvu kp vjg Uvwf{ Xknncigu<

G0 Uvcvwu qh Eqoowpkv{ Hqtguv Tguqwteg Tkijvu kp vjg Uvwf{
Xknncigu<

H0 Nkuv qh Vkvng Jqnfgtu kp Mcfcrcpc Xknncig<
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I0 Nkuv qh Vkvng Jqnfgtu kp Fwrk Xknncig<
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J0 Nkuv qh Vkvng Jqnfgtu kp Ocfkmjqn Xknncig<
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NKUVQHTGURQPFGPVUQHMCPFJCOCNFKUVTKEV

C0ItcoUcdjcOgodgtu<

D0 HTEOgodgtu<

E0 KHTEnckocpvu<

A. GramSabhaMembers:

B. FRCMembers:

C. IFRClaimants

D. Revenue Inspector

E. Ranger

F. DistrictOfficials (DLC)

The Gram Sabha members of 4 villages of Phulbani and

Tumudibandh blocks of Kandhamal district were interviewed to

know the claim facilitation process and the recognition of nature

of rights under Forest Rights Act, 2006. Through the interview

process we came to know about their socio-economic condition as

well as their relationshipwith forests in day to day life.

FRC President, Secy and other members of 4 villages were

interviewed to know about the process of constitution of Forest

Rights Committee and the role of FRC members under Forest

RightsAct. The President, Secretary and othermembers of Forest

Rights Act explained that they were involved in claim filing

process and verification process.

IFR Claimants of both Phulbani and Tumudibandh blocks were

interviewed to understand their awareness about the Act, claim

filing process, rejection/ pending of claims, recognition of rights,

the nature of rights recognized, whether the area recognized fully

or partly over their occupied land or not, whether rights leads to

enhancement of livelihood through convergence or not, the pros

and cons of the implementation of lawetc.
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F0Tgxgpwg Kpurgevqt<

G0Tcpigt<

NAME:ManojKumarAdak (Revenue Inspector, Belghar)

Revenue Inspector Mr. Manoj Kumar Adak was interviewed
about the role and responsibility carried out by him under FRA in
hisRICircle. He said that hewas involved in the claim facilitation
process in the Phulbani block and explained the entire claim
facilitation process of Kandhamal district. The demarcation was
done by the stick and chain in the presence of President and
Secretary of Forest Rights Committee. The sketch map and case
records were prepared in Tehsil office. Revenue Settlement staff
(RI,ARI,Amin & Forester) involved in settlement of rights of the
claimants under Forest Rights Act in the district. He also shared
the process of RoR correction and said that only RoR Correction
has been done in Revenue forest only in the year 2017, but the
areas recognized in Reserve Forest/ Protected Forest/ DPF/UDPF
which are under the control of Forest Department are still pending
forRoRCorrection.

NAME:GhanashyamaDora (Ranger,TumudibandhRange)

Mr. Ghanashyama Dora, Ranger of Belghar range, under
Tumudibandh block, of Kandhamal district. He was interviewed
about the role and responsibility of a forest beat guard in the
implementation of Forest Rights Act. How much area comes
under the jurisdiction of a forest beat guard? Types of forest land
record maintenance? Awareness about the FRA? Who else
accompany with forest officials during claim verification
process? The process and technology used in survey/ verification
process? Number of claims approved/rejected/pending in his
range?Has the JFM programme been implemented in his
jurisdiction or not? Types of forest rights given in JFM,
Implementation of CAFAand its utilization, Types of tree planted
underCAFA, 2016, onwhose land plantation has been done?Etc.

According to him, the forest beat guard and foresters were
involved in verification process in the implementation of Forest
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RightsAct. There are 11 Forest Beats underTumudibandhRange.
Each Forest Beat has specific area. The forest land records of
Reserve Forest (RF), Proposed Reserve Forest (PRF),
Demarcated Protected Forest (DPF) and Un-demarcated
Protected Forest (UDPF) have been maintained by the Forest
Department. He has trained on FRA organized by PAITDA,
Kandhamal. During verification process documents likemap and
plot no. of UDPF are required. They are using GPS machine for
demarcation of land. As hewas new to that area, he has not able to
provide information about claim status of his range under FRA. In
response to JFM, he admitted that JFM programme has been
implemented in his jurisdiction. Under JFM, Free MFP and Fuel
wood are allowed to the communities and 50% share to the
communities during harvesting. Fruit bearing trees (like Jackfruit,
mango, Amla),Dharua, Sahaj, Karanj, Tamarind, Teak have been
planted in forest land under CAFA, 2016. The local communities
hired as wage labourer for plantation under CAFA by the Forest
department. STs and OTFDs are allowed to use and access forest
resources in protected areas.

PAITDA,Phulbani (BirendraKumarDas)

PAITDAwas interviewed about his role and responsibility for the
implementation of Forest Rights Act, No. and name of DLC
members, Constitution of DLC in the district, No. of DLC
Meetings held to take decision on claim approval, process of
verification, determination and recognition of Individual and
Community rights, Claim status like no. of claims approved,

Rejected, Pending and Recognised and RoR correction under
Forest RightsAct.

According to him, awareness generation, claims approval,
engagement of Forest and Revenue officials in verification of
claims, RoR correction are the major work of DLC under Forest
Rights Act. The District Administration organized several
Orientation Training programme on the implementation of Forest

H0FkuvtkevQhhkekcnu *FNEOgodgtu+
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Rights Act for Revenue officials, Forest officials, FRC members
in district, block andGPlevel. District Level Committee has been
constituted as per law. Till the reporting period, 23 nos. of DLC
meeting held in the district. Earlier DLCwas held inmonthly / bi-
monthly/quarterly. In Urgent, 2 times in a month. But now the
DLC meeting is sitting as and when required. Total no. of claims
received is 60,346 of which 57,818 claims have been recognized
over an area of 34980 Hect. (29,572.868 Hect. in Revenue Forest
and 5407.132 Hect. in Reserve Forest) of forest land.About 2435
claims have been rejected and 91 claims have been remanded back
to the Gram Sabha due to incomplete documents. RoR correction
only done the titles recognized in Revenue forest i.e. 51376. RoR
correction notmade in rest 6442 recognised in Reserve Forest due
to non-co-operation of forest department. Single women title
holder in the district is 727 of which single women are 5 and rests
are widows. The district administration implemented the Forest
Rights Act with the help of Civil society orgnisations namely
VASUNDHARA, AHINSA, CARE INDIA, SWATI, JANA
VIKAS, PRADATA, ORISSA, AJKA, MAITRI ODISHA,
SHANTIMAITRI, FARRELL,VASAetc.

Nkuv qh vjgTgurqpfgpvu<
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CPPGZWTG ⁄ 4

UWPFCTICTJ FKUVTKEV

C0Nkuv qh Uvwf{Xknncigu<

D0 Xknncig Rtqhkng qh Uvwf{ Xknncigu<
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EHT Uvcvwu qh vjg Uvwf{ Xknncig<

E0 Uvcvwu qh Jcdkvcv Tkijvu qh vjg Uvwf{ Xknncig<

F0 PVHREqnngevkqp Fgvcknu qh vjg Xknncig<
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NKUV QH TGURQPFGPVU HTQO UWPFGTICTJ
FKUVTKEV

Hqnnqykpi ctg vjg nkuv qh tgurqpfgpvu htqo Uwpfgtictj
fkuvtkev<

C0ItcoUcdjcOgodgtu1Ngcfgtu

D0HqtguvTkijvuEqookvvgg *HTE+Ogodgtu

E0 KHTEnckocpvu

F0FkuvtkevCfokpkuvtcvkqp

The Gram Sabha members and leaders of the villages of both
Lahunipara and Hemgir Block of Sundergarh District were
interviewed to understand the claim process of the villages and
also to get the insights whether they have followed the
procedures as per the law while claiming. The Gram Sabha
members and leaders also gave an over all view of the history of
the village its socio, cultural and economic conditions.

The FRC membersof both Lahunipara and Hemgir Block of
Sundergarh District were interviewed regards the Formation of
Forest Rights Committee: if the FRC formation was as per the
lawand to understand the functioning of theCommittee.

IFR Claimantsof both Lahunipara and Hemgir Block of
Sundergarh District were interviewed to understand
dependency and livelihood pattern of the claimants with respect
to forest resources, also to know when they have been in
possession? How much amount of land is under their
possession?How they came to know about the Forest RightsAct
2006? If they have received IFR titles or not? If yes how? If not,
why?

District Administration of Sundergarh District were
interviewed to understand the implementation of FRAand other
enabling and Contradictory Provisions such as Convergence
Schemes and CAMPA Respectively. A special emphasis was
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also on the challenges faced by the Government; why even after
11Years of theAct, there has been no Proper Implementation of
theAct.

Following are list ofGovernmentOfficials Interviewed:

Civil Society Organisation who are working in Lahunipara and
Hemgir Block of Sundergarh District were interviewed to
understand the implementation status of FRAin Sundergarh and
challenges faced by the people. What are the major gaps in the
implementation that need to be addressed?What are the roles in
enabling people to assert their rights?

Following are list of Civil Society Organisation
Interviewed;

The List of Gram Sabha members/ Leaders, FRC
Members and IFRClaimants are as Follows:

C0 Ekxkn Uqekgv{ Qticpkucvkqp
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